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SYNOPSIS
Surfaces and interfaces play a very important role in chemistry, physics and biology. Several
dynamic processes, such as molecular adsorption and transport, transfer of energy, chemical
reactions happen at a surface/interface. Among them, the most important interface is the
biological interface, e.g. aqueous-membrane interface where events like adsorption and
transport can trigger significant changes in the cellular functioning. Techniques to study
surfaces and interfaces are therefore highly desirable. A powerful approach to study
interfacial phenomena is based on the spectroscopic methods of second harmonic generation
(SHG)1-8. Adsorption and transport kinetics of several organic ions across a lipid bilayer has
been monitored by the SHG technique2-3, 9-15.
Curcumin, a naturally occurring yellow-orange pigment derived from the rhizomes of
Curcuma longa shows a wide variety of biological effects which include antioxidant,
antiangiogenic, anticarcinogenic, and wound-healing capacities16. Curcumin has a great
affinity for biological membranes at neutral pH and has been shown to alter their properties1721

. There are reports suggesting that many of its biological activities may arise from its effect

on the membrane structure. Therefore, effect of curcumin on membrane bilayer is a subject of
potential interest. The objective of the current thesis is to investigate the effect of curcumin
on a negatively charged POPG bilayer using an organic cation as the probe. Using the ~800
nm quasi-CW output of a femtosecond (pulse width ~150 fs) Ti-Saphhire oscillator (Coherent
Mira) the adsorption and transport kinetics of an organic cation in presence of curcumin and
POPG liposomes were probed under different conditions using the interfacial selective SH
spectroscopic technique2-3, 9.

The organization of this thesis is as follows:

i

Chapter 1 provides an introduction to various interfacial spectroscopic techniques and
describes in detail about the underlying principles of using SH spectroscopy to monitor real
time molecular transport across a membrane bilayer. In addition, the potential of the
lipophilic drug curcumin in altering the membrane properties is also discussed.
Chapter 2 describes the experimental setup used to monitor the real time molecular transport
across a membrane bilayer. Preparation and characterization of lipid bilayers as well as other
supplementary experimental techniques (fluorescence and light scattering spectroscopy) are
also described. Finally, the spectroscopic characterization of the SH probe (LDS-698 cation:
LDS+; a hemicyanine dye) used in this study is also described here.
From Chapter 3 the experimental results are presented. In Chapter 3, effect of curcumin on
the transport characteristics of the LDS+, across a model POPG membrane have been
investigated. The transport of LDS+ across POPG bilayer was observed to be faster by ~56
times in the presence of curcumin (curcumin (C):lipid (L)); C/L mole ratio ~0.2) at 25 °C.
Further, it was observed that under similar C/L ratio, increasing the bilayer rigidity by using
cholesterol and lowering the temperature (2 °C) the observed transport of the LDS-698
increased marginally (~4 times) demonstrating that the effect of curcumin is more dominant
than the effect of increasing bilayer rigidity. Control experiments with other lipophilic
molecules like Diphenylhexatriene (DPH) and Nile Red showed that the effect of liposomal
curcumin is superior in making the POPG membrane more permeable to LDS+. Consistent
with the previous reports of curcumin affecting the bilayer organization, this study
additionally demonstrates increased permeability of liposomal curcumin, in particular against
organic cations. It is speculated that origin of this enhanced membrane permeability by
lipophilic molecules may depend upon the interaction of the molecule with the polar head
group region of the lipid which, in turn, is expected to depend on the chemical structure of
the molecule.

ii

Chapter 4 describes an attempt to compare the membrane (POPG) permeability property of
curcumin with another lipophilic molecule chlorin-p6 (Cp6). Studies carried out in the pH
range 4.0-8.0 showed that while Cp6 significantly enhanced the transport of LDS+ at pH 4.0,
for curcumin, the transport of the cation was seen to increase with increasing pH, with
maximum effect at pH 7.4. The pH dependent bilayer localization of both the drugs was
investigated by conducting steady state fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET)
studies using DPH labeled lipids as donors and either curcumin or Cp6 as acceptor. The
FRET results, combined with the relative population of the various ionic/ non-ionic species of
the drugs at different pH suggest that distance dependent interaction between the various
ionic species of the drugs and polar head groups of the lipid is responsible for the observed
pH dependence enhancement of the drug induced membrane permeability.
In Chapter 5, the effect of curcumin partitioning into a POPG bilayer on the adsorption and
transport properties of LDS+ has been investigated. The intensity of SH electric field (E2 )
arising due to LDS+ adsorbed on the outer bilayer of the POPG liposome was observed to
increase instantaneously (< 1 second) following addition of curcumin. The fractional increase
in the SH electric field (Ef2 ) and the bilayer transport rates (kT) of LDS+ were studied with
respect to the pH of the solution and also with the curcumin content in the lipid bilayer.
Results obtained indicate that compared to the anionic form of the drug, its neutral form is
more conducive for increasing the Ef2 of LDS+. With increasing curcumin content in the
lipid bilayer two distinct regimes could be observed in terms of Ef2 and kT values of LDS+.
For C/L ratio

0.02 the Ef2 of LDS+ increased rapidly while kT remained unchanged; and

for C/L ratio

0.02; the Ef2 values remained more or less constant while there was a

significant (~40 times) increase followed by a modest increase in the kT values of LDS+. The
observed results support an earlier two-state binding model of curcumin with the POPG
bilayer20. In addition, it is further proposed that at low C/L ratio curcumin binds to the surface

iii

of the bilayer replacing the counter ions (Na+) bound to the lipid head groups which changes
the bilayer surface charge density thereby causing more LDS+ cations to adsorb on the bilayer
surface. At high C/L ratio curcumin intercalates within the hydrophobic domain of the bilayer
altering its hydrophobicity inducing enhanced transport of the LDS+ cation. Results presented
in this work provide further insights about how curcumin alters bilayer properties when it
partitions from the aqueous to the bilayer phase.
Chapter 6, which is a further extension of the work done in Chapter 5, describes the effect of
bilayer rigidity on the curcumin induced changes in the adsorption and transport
characteristics of LDS+. Bilayer rigidity is manipulated by using POPG and DPPG lipids.
Curcumin induced changes in the SH electric field signal of the LDS+ ions [E2 (LDS+)] were
observed to depend critically on the bilayer acyl chain saturation/ unsaturation ratio (S/ U).
Following our earlier work, (Chapter 5) the increase in the E2 (LDS+) signal is attributed to
the release of the Na+ counter-ions present in the head-group region of the bilayer by
curcumin and the decay of the E2 (LDS+)signal is attributed to the bilayer intercalated state
of curcumin. While the changes observed in the E2 (LDS+) signal in presence of POPG
liposomes were consistent with our earlier study (Chapter 5), they were significantly different
for DPPG liposomes, following curcumin addition. While the increase in the E2 (LDS+)
signal in presence of POPG liposomes, is marginal (~10-20 %) and instantaneous (<1 second)
followed by a rapid decay (completed within ~100 second), in presence of DPPG liposomes it
was observed to increase slowly and at saturation shows a substantial increase (100-200 %),
following curcumin addition. The observed kinetic trends of the E2 (LDS+) signal following
curcumin addition is explained on the basis of the relative strength of the Na+-POPG and
Na+-DPPG interaction. Higher ordering of the lipid acyl chain region in DPPG liposome
makes the Na+-DPPG interaction much stronger than the Na+-POPG interaction. When
liposomes constituted from POPG and DPPG lipids are used, curcumin induced kinetic

iv

characteristics of the E2 (LDS+) signal showed a mixture of the individual kinetic
characteristics observed for the liposomes made from pure POPG and pure DPPG lipids. It is
proposed that in liposomes made from POPG and DPPG lipids, individual domains of POPG
and DPPG lipids exist at low temperature as suggested by the observed temperature
dependent kinetic characteristics of the E2 (LDS+) signal following curcumin addition. These
domains are dependent on the S/U ratio and phase state of the bilayer. The gel phase was
observed to be more conducive for individual domain formation. Results presented in this
work not only supports the notion that biological activity of curcumin is associated with its
bilayer altering properties but more interestingly it provides a qualitative insight about how
bilayer phase separation can be achieved by modulating the hydrophobic interactions
between the lipid acyl chains.
Studies carried out so far have emphasized only on the counter-ion lipid head group
interactions. However, the role of interfacial water molecules must be also acknowledged and
investigated. In order to investigate the role of interfacial water on the curcumin induced
disordering in the PG bilayer, experiments were conducted with liposomes suspended in
water and in deuterated water (D2O). The effect of replacing water by D2O on the curcumin
induced changes in the adsorption and transport characteristics of LDS-698 is described in
Chapter 7. The isotope effect experiments are designed such as to investigate separately the
“deuterium isotope effect” (i.e. where there is H/D exchange) and “solvent isotope effect”
(where H2O is replaced by D2O). Results obtained showed a significant isotope effect on the
adsorption and transport properties of LDS+ while curcumin is partitioning into a POPG
bilayer. This is largely due to the solvent isotope effect and is attributed to the D2O induced
modification of bilayer properties.

v

Finally, in Chapter 8 a summary of the major observations is presented. A brief outline of
future investigations that may evolve from the thesis is also provided.
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Figure 4.2: Effect of pH on the SH electric field of 5 µM LDS+ ions before and
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after addition of 50 µM POPG liposomes at 25 °C. Liposomes are added at t = 0
time point. The black curves denote only liposomes; red and blue curves denote
liposomes containing 3 µM of Cp6 and curcumin respectively. All the curves are
normalized with respect to the maximum E2 value.
xi

Figure 4.3: Relative changes in: i) average transport time constant

av

(solid data
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points connected by solid lines) and ii) N1000 s (hollow data points connected by
dashed lines) of LDS+ ions. Relative changes are calculated by normalizing with
the corresponding value in the absence of the drugs.

Figure 4.4: Overlap between the emission of DPH-PC and curcumin (top) and
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DPH-PC and Cp6 (bottom) in POPG liposomes at pH 5.0. DPH-PC: 1 µM;
curcumin & Cp6: 3 µM.

Figure 4.5: pH dependent FRET efficiency (

ex

= 360 nm) between DPH-PC
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and Cp6 (left) and between DPH-PC and curcumin (right). FRET efficiency
(defined as: 1-FDA/FD; where FDA and FD is the fluorescence intensity of DPH in
the presence and absence of curcumin or Cp6, respectively) was obtained by
monitoring the fluorescence maxima of DPH-PC at 432 nm. In these
experiments the lipid concentration was kept at 150 µM (DPH-PC: POPG =
1:150).

Figure 5.1: Chemical structure of curcumin.
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Figure 5.2: SH electric field (E2 ) of LDS+ ions (5 µM) under different
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conditions at pH 5.0 and room temperature. Black: In presence of POPG
liposomes (50 µM) which were added at 50 second time point; Blue: In presence
of POPG liposomes (50 µM) incubated with curcumin (C/L = 0.10), which were
added at 50 second time point; Red: In presence of POPG liposomes (50 µM)

xii

added at 50 second time point and curcumin (C/L = 0.10) added at 100 second
time point. Inset: SH electric field (E2 ) arising from pH 5.0 buffer to which
POPG liposomes (50 µM) was added at 50 second time point and curcumin (C/L
= 0.50) was added at 100 second time point.

Figure 5.3: Effect of addition of curcumin (C/L = 0.02) to a solution containing
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LDS+ ions and POPG liposomes (corresponding to case c of Figure 5.2). The
instantaneous increase in the E2

signal of LDS+ ions happens whenever

curcumin is added.

Figure 5.4: Changes in E2

of (circles), Malachite Green (squares) and
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Auramine-O (triangles) in the presence of POPG liposomes (50 µM) before and
after addition of curcumin (C/L = 0.1; added at 100 second time point) in pH 5.0
buffer at 3 °C. Estimation of curcumin associated fractional changes in the E2
of LDS+ ions is also shown.

Figure 5.5: The variation in the Ef2 of LDS+ ions in presence of POPG
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liposomes (C/L = 0.1) with pH of the medium at 3 °C. Inset: Time dependent
changes of the E2 signal of LDS+ ions in presence of POPG liposomes before
and after addition of curcumin at pH 5.0 (black circles) and at pH 8.5 (hollow
circles). The E2 signals of LDS+ ions were normalized before addition of
curcumin to unity for clarity.

Figure 5.6: Changes in the E2 signal of LDS+ ions due to addition of curcumin
(C/L varied from 1x10-3 to 0.2) to a solution containing LDS+ ions and POPG
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liposomes. Curcumin was added at t = 100 second time point.

Figure 5.7: Changes in the Ef2 (filled, solid lines) and transport rate constant
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(kT) values (hollow, dashed lines) of LDS+ ions in presence of POPG liposomes
at pH 5.0 with variation in the C/L mole ratio at 3 °C. Inset: Representative time
dependent E2 signal of LDS+ ions for C/L mole ratio of 4.0 x 10-2 (solid circles)
and 4.0 x 10-3 (hollow transparent circles).

Figure 5.8: Changes in the Ef2 of LDS+ ions in presence of POPG liposomes
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and curcumin (C/L = 0.1) with increasing amounts of an electrolyte, NaCl at pH
5.0 and 3 °C. Inset: Representative time dependent changes of the E2 signal of
LDS+ ions in presence of POPG liposomes before and after addition of curcumin
at pH 5.0 and 3 °C. Solid and hollow circles represent NaCl concentrations of 0
and 20 mM respectively. The E2 signals were normalized before addition of
curcumin to unity for clarity.

Figure 5.9: Cartoon showing how curcumin binds and disturbs the POPG
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bilayer and affects the adsorption and transport of the LDS+ ions. The LDS+ ions
adsorb initially on the outer bilayer (top) of the POPG liposomes and then
transports to the inner bilayer (bottom).

Figure 6.1: Temperature dependent changes in the fluorescence anisotropy of
the membrane probe DPH in presence of the six liposomes prepared from a
mixture of POPG and DPPG lipids. The observed trends in the DPH
fluorescence anisotropy suggests that out of the six liposomes, only four show a
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gel-liquid crystalline phase transition in the experimental temperature range. The
solid lines are sigmoidal fits of the individual data point for these four sets of
liposomes. The melting transition temperatures (Tm) obtained from the inflection
point of the sigmoidal curve is also shown.

Figure 6.2: Time dependent changes in the SH electric field (E2 ) generated

127

from a mixture consisting of 50 µM liposome, 5 µM LDS+ions (added at t = 0s)
and 5 µM curcumin (added at t = 400s) at three different temperatures. Changes
the E2 signal of the LDS+ ions upon addition of curcumin is seen to depend on
the S/U ratio.

Figure 6.3: A time-expanded trace of the E2 signal of the LDS+ ions is shown

130

to highlight the curcumin induced changes. The trace represents the changes in
the E2 signal of the LDS+ ions in presence of liposomes made from

a

POPG:DPPG S/U ratio of 1:1 at 17.5 °C, where curcumin (curcumin:lipid mole
ratio = 0.10) is added at t = 400 second. The curcumin induced changes consists
of an: 1) instantaneous (<1 second) increase; 2) a sharp decrease; followed by a
3) slow rise of the E2 signal of the LDS+ ions. The method of estimation of the
parameters, Ef12 and Ef22 are also shown. The time constants associated with
the fast decay (KPOPG regime) and rise (KDPPG regime) of the E2 signal of the
LDS+ ions are done by exponential fitting of the corresponding regions.

Figure 6.4: A plot of the various parameters ( Ef12 : open black circles, Ef22 :
black stars, tauf2: blue circles, and Ef122 : closed black circles) corresponding to
the KPOPG, KDPPG and Kmix regime versus temperature for each of the six set of
xv
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liposomes.

Figure 6.5: The effect of increasing C/L ratio: Time dependent changes in the

136

SH electric field (E2 ) generated from a mixture consisting of 50 µM 1:1 POPG:
DPPG liposomes, 5 µM LDS+ ions (added at t = 0 s) and curcumin (added at t =
400 s) at 10 and 20 °C. The individual curcumin:lipid (C/L) mole ratio are
indicated in each panel. The Y-axis for each panel corresponding to a particular
temperature was kept same for clarity.

Figure 6.6: A plot similar to Figure 6.4, except here only 1:1 POPG:DPPG

137

liposome was used at two temperatures, 10 and 20 °C, to see the change in the
various parameters ( Ef12 : open black circles, Ef22 : black stars, and tauf2: blue
circles) with increasing C/L ratio.

Figure 6.7 Cartoon showing how formation of individual and mixed domains of

142

POPG (solid head group) and DPPG (hollow head group) lipids modulates the
curcumin induced modifications of the bilayer and its effect on the adsorption
and transport characteristics of the LDS+ ions.

Figure 7.1: Normalized SH electric field (E2 ) of LDS+ ions (5 µM) at pH 5.0
(black curve) and pD 5.0 (red curve) at room temperature. LDS+ ions were added
to a solution of POPG liposomes (50 µM) at 0 second time point. The
exponential fits for the corresponding curves were shown as lines. The transport
time constants (in seconds) and the percentage transport (i.e. ratio of LDS+ ions
adsorbed to the inner and outer bilayer) are also shown in the figure.
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Figure 7.2: Changes in the E2 signal of LDS+ ions due to the addition of
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curcumin (added at t = 100 second time point) to a solution containing LDS+
ions (5 µM) and POPG (50 µM) liposomes. Curcumin:Lipid (C/L) was varied
from 1

10-3 to 0.2. The temperature of the solution was kept at 7 °C. The three

panels represent the cases as described in the text.

Figure 7.3: Changes in the E2 (filled squares connected with solid lines) and
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transport rate constant (kt) values (hollow squares connected with dashed lines)
of LDS+ ions with C/L values corresponding to the three cases presented in
Figure 7.2. The Y-axis representing the kt values is in logarithmic scale to
capture the full variation.

Figure 7.4: Temperature dependent changes in the E2 signal of LDS+ ions due
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to the addition of curcumin (added at t = 100 second time point) to a solution
containing LDS+ ions (5 µM) and POPG (50 µM) liposomes for the solvent (top)
and total (bottom) cases. Curcumin: lipid (C/L) was kept at 0.2. The
temperatures are 7.5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 °C. The insets represent the variations in
E2 and ktr with temperature.

Figure 7.5: Top: Peak normalized fluoresnce excitation (
emission spectra (

em

em

= 500 nm) and

= 420 nm) of curcumin in POPG liposomes (curcumin:

lipid = 0.10) Bottom: Corresponding fluorescence lifetimes of curcumin (

em

=

410 nm) for the three cases.The lifetimes are collected over the whole emission
band.
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Chapter 1
In this chapter an introduction to various interfacial spectroscopic techniques are presented
followed by a description of the underlying principles of using second harmonic spectroscopy
to monitor the real time molecular transport across a membrane bilayer. The chapter is
concluded after a discussion on the membrane altering properties of the lipophilic drug
curcumin.

1.1 Interfaces
Surfaces and interfaces play a very important role in chemistry, physics and biology. The
interface, which is typically a few molecular or atomic layers thick, separates the two phase
states of matter where the transfer of chemical species, charges, and energy between the two
phases takes place. The special properties of interfaces arise due to the asymmetrical
environment experienced by atomic/molecular/ionic/charge species that exist there. Due to
this interfacial asymmetry, which is absent in the bulk media, the chemical, physical, and
biological properties of an interface are different from the bulk media that surrounds it. As a
result many bulk properties such as molecular association (static as well as dynamic),
chemical changes, charge and energy relaxation etc are significantly altered at the interface.
Therefore understanding the properties of interfaces are highly relevant due to its
fundamental scientific value as well as its importance in the technological, environmental,
and medical field [1,2]. Techniques to study interfaces are therefore highly desirable. The use
of traditional optical spectroscopic techniques such as absorption and emission spectroscopy
as well as vibrational infrared and Raman spectroscopy to investigate the properties of
interfaces at the atomic/molecular level is often difficult due to the fact that they cannot
differentiate optical signals originating from the interface against that coming from the bulk
1

medium. For example, if the species of interest is present in the bulk as well as at the
interface then the optical signal coming from that species is expected to be dominated by the
contribution coming from the bulk medium since its concentration is significantly larger in
the bulk medium. With the advent of pulsed, high-power tunable lasers, nonlinear laser
spectroscopic techniques whose underlying principles allows them to be interface selective
can be used to avoid the dominating signals coming from the bulk media. The nonlinear
spectroscopic techniques which have this interface selectivity are second harmonic and sum
frequency generation (SHG & SFG) [2-22]. A scematic energy level diagram illustrating the
SHG and SFG process are illustrated in Figure 1.1. The interface selectivity of SHG and SHG
arises from the fact that these second-order nonlinear processes are electric dipole forbidden
in centrosymmetric media. Therefore bulk media which is centrosymmetric in nature will be
not conducive for SHG or SFG in second order. However, at an interface, where there is no
centrosymmetry, it is possible for the interface species to generate second harmonic (light
wave at twice the frequency) or sum frequency light (the sum of the frequencies of the light
waves that are incident on the sample).

Figure 1.1: Energy-level diagram illustrating the SHG & SFG process. The electronic
energy states (g) and (f) corresponds to the ground and excited state and (i) corresponds to
the virtual state. For SHG,

1

=

2.

2

1.2 SHG & SHG from biological interfaces

1.2.1 The role of symmetry
The origin of the interface specificity of these second order nonlinear processes is the
intrinsically noncentrosymmetric nature of the interfaces [2, 23]. In order to understand how
symmetry plays a crucial role we consider the following.
The interaction of light with matter is dominated by linear process when the strength of the
light field is weak. In this case, the induced polarization P(t), linearly depends upon the
electric field strength.

where

(1)

is the linear susceptibility and E (t) is the incident electric field of the light.

However when the light field becomes very intense (for e.g. lasers) the optical response can
be described by expressing the polarization P(t) as a power series in the field strength E (t) as
[24]:

where

(2)

and

(3)

is known as the second and third-order nonlinear susceptibility respectively.

The induced second order polarization P(2)(t) can be expressed as [25-28],

Where E (t) is incident electric field and

(2)

is the second order nonlinear susceptibility of the

medium. A rigorous expression for eq. (1.4) where P(2)(t) and E (t) are expressed as vectors
and

(2)

as a tensor is

3

Where i, j, k are the three normal coordinates of laboratory system. For a medium having
inversion symmetry, the reflection along that plane will not change the sign or magnitude of
(2)

. However, an inversion operation on the electric field E (t) will reverse the sign of the

electric field as well as the second order polarization P(2)(t).
In this case, Eq. 1.4 is transformed as:

Combining Eq. 1.4 with Eq. 1.6, gives P(2)(t) = - P(2)(t), and therefore, P(2)(t) must be zero.
Therefore, the solution for

(2)

must be zero. This means that SHG/SFG is not allowed in a

centrosymmetric medium. However, at an interface, where inversion symmetry is no longer
conserved, P(2)(t) is not necessarily equal to - P(2)(t) on performing an inversion operation.
Therefore

(2)

at interface is not necessarily to be zero, suggesting that SHG & SFG from

interfaces is allowed.
Thus bulk centrosymmetric systems do not radiate coherent SHG/SFG because of symmetry
reasons. From a molecular picture if we consider a bulk media, for every molecule oriented in
one direction, it is very likely that there will be another neighbor molecule oriented in the
opposite direction. The nonlinear polarizations induced in these oppositely oriented
molecules by the incident light will be of opposite phase with respect to each other as their
distance is much less compared to the coherence length of the process and thus will cancel
each other. Therefore the net second-order polarization is zero, and there is no coherent SHG
or SFG radiated from the bulk. Although coherent SHG and SFG is not allowed in bulk
centrosymmetric media due to the reasons discussed above, it is pertinent to note that the
fluctuations in molecular density and molecular orientation in isotropic bulk solutions can
disrupt the phase cancellation and generate incoherent second-order light scattering, which is

4

also referred as hyper-Rayleigh scattering (HRS). Indeed, HRS has been observed in bulk
centrosymmetric media [29-30].

1.2.2 SHG & SFG from centrosymmetric structures
Although SHG/SFG is forbidden in centrosymmetric media, microscopic centrosymmetric
particles suspended in a liquid medium can generate SHG/SFG [31]. This can be explained
by considering a bare microsphere of diameter L (Figure 1.2). Since the opposite positions of
the microscopic particle surface has oppositely oriented surface structures the generated
second harmonic (SH) electric field will have opposite phases. The total SH field arising due
to a pair of oppositely oriented surface structures is:

where

(2)

is the second-order polarizability of the microsphere and

is scattering vector

given by:

where

and

are the light propagation vectors for the second harmonic light at 2 and

the fundamental light

respectively. The amplitude of the scattering vector is defined as:

Therefore it follows that if the separation length L between the oppositely oriented surface
structures is much less than wavelength of fundamental light (case a; Figure 1.2), then
and consequently E2 = 0. On the other hand, if separation length L is comparable
to the wavelength of fundamental light (case b; Figure 1.2), then E2

0. Therefore, although

the particle is centrosymmetric depending upon its diameter and wavelength of incident
radiation it can generate SHG/SFG. E2 will be maximum when

5

.

Individual large noncentrosymmetric entities suspended in bulk solution can also generate
SHG which has been observed in randomly oriented suspensions in solution [32]. This was
attributed to the noncentrosymmetric interior region of the individual microscopic particles.
In addition, semiconductor quantum dots and metallic crystals also give rise to SHG, which
has been attributed to their noncentrosymmetric structure [33].

Figure 1.2: A schematic diagram explaining the principles of SHG originating from a micro
particle surface.
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1.2.3 Electronic Second Harmonic Generation Spectroscopy
The changes in the dipole moment of a molecule induced by an external electric field may be
quantified as:

(n)

where

is the nth order polarizability and l, m, n, ... are any of the molecule-fixed Cartesian

coordinates. For large ensembles of molecules lying in the focus of laser beams (~ several
microns diameter), the polarization, P (dipole moment per unit volume) is:

where

(n)

is the nth order susceptibility,

0

is the vacuum permittivity, and i, j, k, ... represents

the laboratory-frame Cartesian coordinates. SHG originates from second order contribution to
the polarization:

This phenomenon which is also known as frequency doubling is commonly implemented
experimentally by directing a single beam to the solid−liquid interface of interest. The
fundamental frequency is removed by means of optical filters (band-pass and/or notch filters),
and the second-harmonic (SH) light is detected. A schematic of the experimental
configuration is illustrated in Figure 1.3 (a). As indicated in eq 1.12, both input beams are j
polarized, and the i-component of the SH intensity is sent to the detector. The intensity of the
SH electric field is proportional to the magnitude squared of the effective susceptibility,
|

eff

(2) 2

| , and the intensity squared of the pump beam, I2 as:
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Thus the ijj-element of

eff

(2)

couples two j-polarized input beams at frequency

to the

detected i-polarized beam at 2 .
The input beam can also be separated into two paths, so as to approach the interface from
different directions/angles. In this configuration, the SH light which is generated along the
momentum-conserving direction, is not collinear with the transmitted/reflected input beams,
and therefore may be spatially filtered from the intense input light sources. Such a
configuration also allows the two pump beams to be polarized independently along j and k
directions (eq 1.14). The second-order susceptibility,

(2)

which is a 27-element rank-3 tensor

couples the input fields Ej and Ek to the i-th component of the induced polarization. Elements
of the effective susceptibility are related to the actual

where L are the local field corrections and

(2)

tensor elements as:

are the unit polarization vectors. Once the

elements have been extracted from the measured elements of

(2)
eff

(2)

with the help of above

equation the orientational information of the molecules at the interface could be obtained by
using the realtion between

(2)

and the molecular hyperpolarizability

(2)

[16, 34-35].

Till now the interface is assumed to be uncharged. If the interface is charged there is an extra
surface-bound electric field E0 whose strength is reflected in the magnitude of a third-order
component of the induced polarization [36, 37]. Since E0 is static in nature, the third-order
response (due to E0) is detected simultaneously with the second-order response as:

This process, known as electric field induced second harmonic (EFISH) generation, has been
used to determine the pKa values of protonation sites at an oxide water interface [38],
measure the isoelectric point [37] and estimate the cation−DNA binding energies [39].

8

(a)

(b)
Figure 1.3: Typical experimental configurations illustrating (a) SHG from an interface
(gas/liquid or solid/liquid) using a collinear geometry (b) visible-infrared SFG from an
interface (gas/liquid or solid/liquid) using a noncollinear geometry. Both SHG & SFG
experiments may also be performed in either geometry.
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1.2.4 Electronic Sum Frequency Generation Spectroscopy
Sum-frequency generation (SFG) which is the non-degenerate analog of SHG is performed
with two lasers of different frequencies,

1

and

2.

Figure 1.3 (b) illustrates a general

schematic of a noncollinear geometry where the phase-matching direction of the reflected
SFG beam is spatially separated from the two pump beams. Generally for probing
biomolecules at a solid−liquid or air-water interface, the popular choice is to have one of the
lasers ( 1) in the visible region (e.g. 532 or 800 nm, which is typically far from any electronic
resonance), and the other laser ( 2) being either broadband or tunable throughout the midinfrared region (1000−4000 cm-1). In this combination, resonance enhancement is observed
as the probe frequency

2

=

IR

approaches one of the qth vibrational modes at

q.

The

frequency-dependent molecular hyperpolarizability then can be expressed as:

µ

where

NR

(2)

is the non-resonant contribution and

q

is the Lorentzian line width (l, m, n are

the molecule-fixed Cartesian coordinates). By taking |0 and |1 as the vibrational ground and
excited state respectively,

and µ as the polarizability and the dipole moment operator

respectively, it comes out that the SFG response is a product of the Raman transition
polarizability and IR transition dipole moment. Therefore vibrational SFG spectra provide
information similar to IR and Raman spectra, but only from molecules residing at the
interface. In a traditional (homodyne) SFG experiment, the measured intensity is proportional
to the magnitude squared of the effective susceptibility

In comparison to the SHG expression (eq. 1.13) we note that in SFG, since the pump beams
have different frequencies, it is more convenient to have different polarization states (e.g. j10

polarized visible, and k-polarized infrared) for them, which can therefore access additional
elements of

(2)
eff .

Additionally, since the vibrational signature of interfacial molecules is

desired, it is common practice to plot the sum-frequency intensity as a function of the
changing

IR.

1.3 SHG: A spectroscopic tool to monitor bilayer transport of molecules

1.3.1 Membrane transport
Several dynamic processes, such as molecular adsorption and transport, transfer of energy,
chemical reactions happen at a surface/interface. Among them, the most important interface
is the biological interface, e.g. aqueous-membrane interface where events like adsorption and
transport can trigger significant changes in the cellular functioning. The basic structure of a
bio-membrane is a bilayer made up of amphiphiles called as lipids, which self-assemble into
a spherical structure with an enclosed aqueous compartment. The two monolayers comprising
the bilayer have the hydrophobic alkane chains of the lipid molecules facing each other with
the polar headgroups of the lipid molecules projecting into the internal as well as into the
external aqueous region. Liposomes which are widely used as bio-membrane mimetic
structures are by themselves centrosymmetric.
The adsorption and transport of molecules across lipid bilayers have been probed by a variety
of spectroscopic techniques like NMR [40-44], EPR [45], absorption [46-47] and
fluorescence spectroscopy [48-56]. It is pertinent to note that in order to monitor molecular
adsorption and transport across the bilayer, molecules adsorbed on the surface of the
liposomes must show different spectroscopic signature than those in bulk solution which is
often difficult to realize.
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1.3.2 SHG for membrane transport: Principles
One of the most interesting applications of SHG is that it can be used to observe molecular
transport across a bilayer. This was first demonstrated by Eisenthal and co-workers by
monitoring the time dependent SH signal of a cation, malachite green (MG) across a
negatively charged phosphatidylglycerol bilayer [57]. The principle of this method is based
on the fact that molecules adsorbed on the outer surface of a liposome are oriented in a
preferred way, and by symmetry, when they are adsorbed on the inner surface of the
liposome they would have the opposite orientation. The detailed principle of how SHG can
be used to monitor the bilayer trasnport of molecules is described below.
First of all, the molecule of interest should have a reasonable hyperpolarizability at the
wavelength of the fundamental radiation. Generally the 800-850 nm output of a femtosecond
Ti-Saphhire oscillator is used for excitation purpose. For this, the dipole moment should
increase significantly while going from the ground to the excited state. This is generally the
case for dye molecules having extended electronic de-localizations. Additionally, the
molecule should have sufficient absorption at the second harmonic wavelength of the incident
radiation for resonance enhancement of the SHG process. Lastly, in order to cross the lipid
bilayer it is preferable that the molecule should also have a significant amphiphilic character
which helps it to distribute itself at the aqeous-bilayer interface.
Sperical liposomes whose size is of the order of the wavelength of the fundamental (~ 800
nm) radiation are used as models to probe the bilayer trasnport. Following a rapid mixing of
the molecules and liposomes, the SH electric field generated from the molecules adsorbed on
the outer lipid bilayer will be in phase and will add coherently to generate a non-zero SH
electric field (Figure 1.4). In contrast, due to their random orientation molecules present in
the bulk water will not generate coherent SH but they can still generate incoherent SH by
HRS as discussed before. It is pertient to note that due to its coherent nature SH generated
12

from molecules adsorbed on the outer surface of the liposome will be significantly higher
than the incoherent HRS generated from molecules present in the bulk medium. When the
molecules transport across the lipid bilayer, and get absorbed to the inner surface of the
liposome, the adsorbed molecules on the inner and outer surface of the lipid bilayer are
oppositely oriented. Since the oppositely oriented molecules are separated by the bilayer
thickness (~ 5 nm) which is much less than the coherence length of the SHG process
(typically 1.0 µM for 800 nm excitation), the SH electric field generated from the oppositely
oriented molecules will be out of phase and cancel each other. Thus the resulting SH field
generated from the molecules adsorbed on the liposome surface at any time t will be
proportional to the population difference of the molecules between the outer and inner
surface at that time. Therefore, the transport process can be monitored in real time by
monitoring the SHG signal subsequent to the addition of molecules to the liposomes. The
second harmonic electric field E2 generated by the light field E , incident on a liposome is
proportional to the second order susceptibility

2

, which contains information of the adsorbate

population. From the measured SHG signal, I2 , the second harmonic field, E2 , is calculated
as follows:

E2 (t )

I dye

liposome

(t ) I background

where Idye+liposome(t) is the SHG signal detected at 2

(1.18)

at time t and Ibackground represents the

background SH signal due to the dye molecules presnt in the bulk (HRS) and also due to the
weak SH light generated by the liposomes and water. After adding the liposome solution to
the dye solution (or, vice-versa), the second harmonic field E2 is proportional to the
difference in the populations of the dye molecules located on the outer surface, N0(t), and the
inner surface, Ni(t), of the liposomes at a time t as:

E2

[ N0 (t ) Ni (t )]E E
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(1.19)

Figure 1.4: Schematic illustration of the principle of using SHG to monitor molecular
transport across a bilayer. At t = 0, the adsorption of SH active molecules on the outer
surface generates a non-zero coherent SH signal. At times t > 0, molecular transport across
the bilayer reduces the SH signal due to phase cancellation of the molecules adsorbed on the
outer and inner surfaces of the bilayer.
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Generally the observed decays of the SH electric field can be fitted to exponential decay
functions of the following form:

E2 (t ) A0

ai exp( t / i )

(1.20)

It is pertinent to note that at equilibrium conditions, i.e. when the transport is completed, the
SH electric field E2 is significantly greater than zero (corresponding to the term A0 in eqn.
1.20). This has been attributed to the finite population difference in the dye molecules
adsorbed on the outer (Nout) and inner (Nin) surface of the liposome and the term 1-A0
represents the Nin/ Nout ratio.

1.3.3 SHG for membrane transport: Applications
Following the first study where it was demonstrated that SHG technique can be used to
monitor the bilayer trasnport of MG [57] several other works have been carried out by
Eisenthal and co-workers. The effect of bilayer rigidity (by adding cholesterol; 0–50 mol %)
on the transport of MG across an unilamellar dioleolyphosphatidylglycerol (DOPG) liposome
bilayers was studied. Results obtained indicated that cholesterol retards the rate of transport
of MG (six times for 50 mol % cholesterol content) across liposome bilayers. This is
consistent with the expectation that increasing the bilayer rigidity will result in slower
transport [58]. SHG can also be used to measure the surface potential of charged liposomes.
Using negatively charged DOPG liposomes the surface potential was found to be in the range
of 20 to 100 mV depending on the electrolyte (NaCl or MgSO4) present in the solution. The
charge density was found to be

1.3 × 1014 per cm2, which corresponds to

70 Å2/charge,

comparable to the area per phospholipid headgroup [59]. The effect of bilayer surface charge
density on the adsorption and transport properties of MG was also studied using the SHG
technique. Using liposomes of different lipid compositions it was observed that MG
adsorption and transport rate increased linearly with the fraction of negatively charged lipids
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in the bilayer which demonstrates that adsorption of the MG cation on the outer surface of the
bilayer is initiated by electrostatic attraction and the subsequent transport is driven by an
assyemtry generated in the potential between the outer and inner bilayer [60]. The effect of
different counterions on the transport rate of MG was also studied using DOPG liposomes. It
was observed that at higher counterion concentration the transport rate of MG depends on the
species of the counterion used but at lower (> 1 mM) counterion concentration the transport
rate of MG is independent of the species of the counterion used [61]. Eisenthal’s group has
also studied the effect of other lipophilic molecules on the transport kinetics of MG. In
particular they have studied the effect of the antibiotic valinomycin, (which can transport
alkali ions across a phospholipid bilayer), gramicidin A (which forms an ion channel across
which alkali and hydronium ions can be transported) and carbonyl cyanide-mchlorophenylhydrazone (a weak acid which works as a proton trasnporter). The effects of
these ionophores on the transport of MG and the percentage of MG ions transported from the
outer to the inner bilayer were found to be different based on their individual ionophoretic
property [62-63].
One of the most interesting applications of this technique was done by Dai and co-workers
who have studied the adsorption and transport of the MG ion across the Escherichia
coli membrane. They have fitted the SH kinetics of the MG ion using a multiprocess kinetic
model which revealed that compared to the the cytoplasmic membrane, the transport of MG
ion through the outer membrane is much faster [64]. In a further extension of their work they
have combined optical transmission microscopy (TM) with second-harmonic light scattering
(SHS), to independently measure the uptake and transport of MG ions across Escherichia
coli bacteria. A combination of TM and SHS allows a fully complementary and quantitative
characterization of MG ion uptake. While, TM permits the detection of the changing bulk
MG ion concentrations within the bacteria, SHS was shown to provide sequential
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differentiation of MG ion density at membrane surfaces. Further, simultaneous global
analysis of the TM and SHS observations yielded the MG ion transport rate constants for all
traversed cellular barriers [65]. They have also studied the adsorption and transport
characteristics of MG ion and a neutral molecule, bromocresol purple (BCP), against pre- and
post-DMSO induced differentiated murine erythroleukemia (MEL) cells by time and
wavelength-resolved SHG. It was observed that only MG cation adsorbs onto the surface of
the MEL cell due to electrostatic interaction between the opposite charges of the MG cation
and the MEL cell. By varying pH and cell morphology, it was established that the interaction
between MG ion and MEL cells is predominantly through sialic acid carboxyl groups of the
MEL cells. However, in contrast to synthetic liposomes and bacterial membranes, the surface
adsorbed MG cations are unable to traverse the MEL cell membrane [66]. In an interesting
study, the real-time and membrane specific quantitative characterization of the bacterial
uptake of crystal-violet (CV), the dye used in Gram’s protocol was investigated using the
SHS and TM techniques. Observed results contradict the currently accepted mechanism that,
for both Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria, CV readily traverses the peptidoglycan
mesh (PM) and cytoplasmic membrane (CM) before equilibrating within the cytosol. Based
on their observations they suggest that not only is CV unable to traverse the CM but, on the
time-scale of the Gram-stain procedure, CV is kinetically trapped within the PM [67]. They
have also studied chemically induced enhancements in membrane permeability. They have
observed that the transport rate of MG cation increases by nearly an order of magnitude
following addition of 0.1 mM ATPe to Escherichia coli. Due to the absence of an ATPeenhanced permeability in liposomes this effect is attributed to protein-mediated enhanced
permeability of Escherichia coli [68]. Finally they have also addressed the important issue of
how to determine the transport rates of molecules which are SHG inactive. They have
monitored the SHG produced from an SHG-active reference molecule (MG), in the presence
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of an SHG-inactive target molecule-of-interest as both molecules compete to cross a
membrane. Using a weakly SHG-active dication, propidium, they have measured the
transport of MG cation across the outer-membrane protein channels in living bacteria and
shown that the SHG-inactive Pro transport rate can be deduced as a perturbation in the
measured transport rate of MG cation [69].
This thesis deals with the effect of the curcumin on the transport rate of an SH active cation
across negatively charged phosphatidylglycerol model membrane. In the following section
the importance of drug-lipid interaction will be discussed which will be followed by a
discussion on curcumin and its biological effects.

1.4 Drug-lipid interactions
Understanding drug-lipid interactions at a molecular level is crucial for pharmacological
science because they are very important to predict the pharmacokinetic properties of the
drugs such as it’s transport, biodistribution and accumulation and hence efficacy [70]. In
majority of the cases, drugs have to cross the membrane to show their pharmacological
activitiy since they have intracellular targets [71]. However, during their adsorption and
transport they can modulate the physical properties of the membranes by changing membrane
permeability, membrane potential, microviscosity, membrane fluidity, membrane order,
membrane elasticity etc. Since biological membranes have a very balanced environment,
therefore, any change in its structure may affect its proper functioning. However biological
membranes are a complex and highly diverse system which makes them difficult to
undertstand correctly how a drug affects the membrane proeprties. Therefore simplified
artificial membrane systems have been used to gain a primary insight into the drugmembrane interactions. Liposomes are one of such simplified system which mimics the
fundamental structure of the natural membrane.
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1.4.1 Curcumin
Plant based medicines has gained a lot of public attention and led to extensive research owing
to the potential of natural organic substances of which they are composed of. These natural
organic compounds have a pronounced effect on human health and the prevention and
treatment of several chronic diseases [72]. In this context, polyphenols have been most
promising natural organic compounds because of their health promoting properties such as
antioxidant, wound healing, immune modulator actions, anti fungal, antiviral, antibacterial,
anti-ageing, anticancer etc. [73]. They are secondary metabolites of the plants which contain
one or more benzene rings with one or more hydroxyl substituents [74, 75] and generally
derived from several components of the human food such as tomatoes, grapes, berries, ginger,
chilly and turmeric etc. Curcumin is currently one of the most studied polyphenolic substance
derived from the rhizomes of turmeric (Curcuma longa) [76], a rich source of polyphenols
and used as a spice, herbal medicine, coloring agent in food and textile industries [77, 78]. It
has also been used as ayurvedic medicine to cure cough, fever, skin diseases, diabetic wounds,
hepatic disorders, inflammation and liver diseases etc [79]. In addition, reduction in the
certain type of cancers (10-50 %) has also been suggested by epidemiological studies among
people who consumed the spice regularly [80, 81]. The yellow color of the turmeric is
majorly due to tumerin (rhizomes of turmeric plants) which is a water soluble peptide,
essential oil and major chemical curcuminoids [82]. The three major components of
curcuminoids are curcumin (77%), demethoxycurcumin (17%), and bisdemethoxycurcumin
(3%) (Figure 1.5) which usually constitute approximately 2-8% of turmeric [83]. Recent
studies also showed the presence of trace amount of the fourth component known as
cyclocurcumin in addition to these three components [84]. The biological properties of
curcumin have been reported as early as in the 1970s [73, 77, 85]. The ability of curcumin to
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act as an anticancer agent was demonstrated in mid 1990 [79] and thereafter interest in the
biological activity of the pigment has increased significantly.

Figure 1.5: Structutre of curcuminoids
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1.4.1.1. General properties
Curcumin was first discovered from the rhizomes of C. longa by Vogel and extracted in
impure form in 1815. Its purified form was obtained in 1842 [86]. It is a low molecular
weight molecule consists of two phenolic hydroxyl groups, two methoxyl groups and diketone moieties. The IUPAC name of the curcumin is (1E,6E)-1,7-bis(4-hydroxy-3methoxyphenyl)-1,6-heptadiene-3,5-dione. The physicochemical properties of curcumin are
listed in table 1.1.
Table 1.1: Physiochemical properties of curcumin
Curcumin

Properties

Appearance

Yellow orange crystalline powder

Molecular Formula

C21H20O6

Molecular Weight

368.38 g/mol

Melting point

179-183 °C

Solubility

Insoluble in water at neutral pH

Curcumin is not soluble in non-polar solvents such as diethyl ether, mineral oil and some
vegetable oils and sparingly soluble in water but highly soluble in some polar solvents such
as methanol, acetone, ethyl acetate, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), acetonitrile and acetone
[87]. The solubility of curcuminoid powder in organic solvents ranges from 0.4-11 mg/ml
[88]. Curcuminoid compounds have been reported to be more soluble in alkaline conditions
as compared to acidic conditions in their aqueous solutions [89]. Wang et al. have reported
the octanol-water partition coefficients (log P) of curcuminoids. They reported the log P
values for curcumin, demethoxycurcumin and bismethoxycurcumin as 2.92, 3.08 and 3.32
respectively [90]. High log P value of a compound indicates that it is lipophilic in character.
The upper limit of log P value is considered to be 5. Therefore, the result reported by Wang et
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al. suggests that curcumin compounds are lipophilic. The aqueous solubility of curcumin
however may be increased substantially by its incorporation in several organized assemblies
like micelles, polyethylene glycol, polysaccharides, cyclodextrins, liposomes etc [89, 91].

1.4.1.2. Structural properties
Using various spectroscopic techniques several studies have been performed to understand
the structural properties of curcumin and its derivatives in different solvents, [92-97]. The
diketo group present in the curcumin is responsible for keto-enol tautomerism and depending
upon the environmental conditions such as temperature, substituents on the aromatic rings
and the polarity of the solvents, these tautomeric forms (Figure 1.6) can also exist in different
types of cis and trans isomers [92, 93]. Among all the possible isomers only three of them can
be considered as the candidates for the ground state of curcumin.

Figure 1.6: Chemical structures of the cis-diketo, trans-diketo and keto-enol tautomeric
forms of curcumin.
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It has been suggested by ab-initio computation study that trans-diketo form (II) is the more
stable isomer of curcumin as compared to cis-diketo form (I) [95] because of the less
electrostatic repulsion between the two carbonyl groups present in curcumin. However,
results from several spectroscopic studies suggested that cis-diketo form of curcumin
converts into enol form (III) by transfer of a hydrogen from the –CH2 group and is the major
conformer of curcumin in a variety of solvents [94-100]. Keto-enol tautomers of curcumin
have also been observed in water/acetonitrile solution by Kawano et al. Results obtained from
liquid chromatography/mass spectrometry suggest that enol is a major form of curcumin in
this solution [101]. In addition, structural properties of curcumin have been investigated in
polar (DMSO), protic (D2O-DMSO) and in nonpolar (CDCl3) solvents by 1H and
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C NMR

spectroscopy [97]. Results obtained revealed that curcumin predominantly exists in the enol
form in most of the organic solvents. Keto form may also exist in equilibrium with enol form
under some special conditions like in acidic pH. Results obtained from the DFT studies on
the calculation of fully optimized geometry of enolic curcumin, both in the vacuum as well as
in solution phase indicate that cis enol form has a larger dipole moment (10.8 Debye in
solution and 7.7 Debye in the gas phase) which leads to the formation of an intramolecular
hydrogen bond between the phenolic OH and the keto group. Also, enol form having a
dihedral angle of 180° is more stable than keto form due to the perfect resonance between
two phenolic rings which results in the distribution of electron density over the entire
molecule [95, 102-108]. Curcumin exists in keto form predominantly in acidic and aqueous
solution as well as in cell membranes [91] whereas enol form of curcumin predominates in
alkaline solutions [109]. In the pH range of 3-7, the keto form of curcumin has a highly
activated carbon atom because of the heptadienone linkage between two methoxyphenol
rings and due to the delocalization of the unpaired electrons on the neighboring oxygen atoms,
the C-H bonds attached to this activated carbon become very weak. Therefore, curcumin in
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keto form acts as a powerful hydrogen atom donor [110] whereas at pH 8 and above, the enol
form of the curcumin dominates and behaves as an electron donor. Curcumin has three
ionizable protons, one from enolic hydroxyl group and two from phenolic hydroxyl groups.
Depending upon the pH of the solution, curcumin can exist in different ionized forms [Figure
1.7]

Figure 1.7: Different ionic forms of curcumin at different pH values
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The pKa values of curcumin have been investigated by performing several in-depth studies
[111-117]. The results suggest that the pKa values curcumin depends upon the solvent used.
The pH dependence of curcumin decomposition has been studied in the pH range of 3 to 10.
Results suggested that the decomposition of curcumin is pH dependent and found to be more
at basic pH [91]. The pH dependent hydrolytic degradation of the curcumin has been
investigated by Tønnesen et al. The authors suggested three pKa values of 7.75, 8.55 and 9.05
for the dissociation of the hydrogen from the enolic and for the two phenolic groups
respectively [111]. Different pKa values of curcumin have also been reported in studies using
potentiometric titrations [112, 113]. In another study, Tang et al have proposed the pKa
values of curcumin to be 8.1 and 10.15 due to the enolic and phenolic protons [114]. The
result of DFT study suggests that enolic group of curcumin has lowest pKa value. Attempts
have been made to investigate the dissociation of the enolic proton independently by
potentiometric titrations and spectrophotometric studies of curcumin derivatives in which
phenolic groups were blocked by substitution [115, 117]. The range of pKa values for the
dissociation of the enolic proton was observed to lie in between pH 8.8 to 9.4.

1.4.1.3 Excited state photophysical properties
Spectroscopic characterization of the excited state of curcumin is a subject of immense
interest for researchers due to its photosensitizing effect [118, 119]. Upon optical excitation,
curcumin induces the formation of radicals causing cellular damage and apoptosis [120]. The
results obtained from several studies on the excited state properties of curcumin showed that
excited-state intramolecular hydrogen atom (or proton) transfer (ESIHT or ESIPT) process
and dipolar solvation are the two major photophysical process for the relaxation of curcumin
excited state [117, 121-131]. Photoexcitation of curcumin from the ground electronic (S0)
state to the first excited singlet (S1) is accompanied with a significant change in the dipole
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moment (

6.1 D) [80] and therefore solvation is expected from to play an important role

in the excited-state relaxation dynamics of curcumin. Several studies [121, 125-127] have
also predicted that the ESIHT process in the hydrogen-bonded chelate ring of the cis-enol
form (Structures III & IV, Figure 1.6) plays an important role in the efficient non-radiative
deactivation process of the excited state. The excited-state photophysics of curcumin in
surfactant micelles as well as in alcoholic solutions was studied by Adhikary et al. using
subpicosecond fluorescence upconversion spectroscopy [127, 128]. The result suggested the
presence of two decay components in the excited-state kinetics with the lifetimes of about 1220 and 100 ps in methanol and ethylene glycol (EG). Shorter lifetime component was
insensitive to deuteration of the acidic hydrogens of curcumin but it significantly affected the
longer lifetime component. Therefore, the shorter lifetime component was attributed to
solvation of the S1 state and the longer lifetime to the ESIHT process. ESIHT of curcumin
has been investigated in sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), dodecyl trimethyl ammonium
bromide (CTAB) and Triton X-100 (TX-100) by fluorescence upconversion spectroscopy. It
has been demonstrated that micelle aggregates enhance the stability and solubility of the
curcumin in aqueous solution [128-129]. Result suggests that time constant of ESIHT of
curcumin ranges from 50 -80 ps in these micelles. Triton X-100 (TX-100) has a lower ESIHT
rate as compare to other two micelles. Intermolecular hydrogen bonding was suggested for
this effect. The dynamics of the S1 state in different solvents using time-resolved absorption
and fluorescence spectroscopic techniques with subpicosecond time resolution has been
studied by Ghosh et al. [132]. According to them, solvation is the major process contributing
to the relaxation dynamics of the S1 state. Specific hydrogen-bonding interaction between
curcumin and the solvent has also a great influence on solvation dynamics. In polar solvents,
the deactivation occurs as a result of stretching vibration in the intermolecular hydrogen
bonds formed by the hydrogen-bonding (both donating and accepting) solvents. However, the
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non-radiative deactivation of the S1 state in non-polar solvents occurs via ultrafast excitedstate intramolecular hydrogen transfer (ESIHT) reaction in the six-membered hydrogenbonded chelate ring of curcumin. Erez et al. have investigated ESIHT reaction between
excited curcumin, a photoacid and acetate, a mild base, by monitoring the fluorescence
property of curcumin in methanol and ethanol solutions [133]. They observed that in presence
of 1.8 M acetate ions, the steady-state emission intensity, as well as the average fluorescence
decay time was reduced by a factor of 5. It was concluded that the large reduction in the
fluorescence intensity was due to the excited-state proton transfer from the acidic groups of
curcumin to the acetate anion.

1.4.1.4 Biological effects
Curcumin has been extensively studied because of its pharmaceutical properties such as anti
oxidant [134], anti-inflammatory [135,136], cardioprotective [137], hepatoprotective [138],
anti-infectious properties [139] and much more. Ongoing research on the therapeutic
application of curcumin shows that it suppresses initiation, progression, and metastasis of the
variety of tumors [140-143].These activities of the curcumin are based on its chemical
features and interaction with multiple signaling molecules. Several biological molecules
including growth factors, growth factor receptors, transcription factors, cytokines, and
enzymes have been identified as targets of curcumin [134-152]. The drug is also quite
efficient to modulate phototoxicity to bacterial systems, which is mediated through the
excited states of curcumin and their subsequent reactions with oxygen [153].
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1.4.1.5 Interaction with biological membranes
The interaction of curcumin with biological membranes is an area of potential research
interest. Several studies have been reported which show that curcumin has a great affinity for
biological membranes and can change their properties to a greater extent [152-161]. It has
been proposed from an earlier study that curcumin regulates the expression and function of
several unrelated proteins such as transcription factor, membrane proteins and antiapoptotic
proteins indirectly by changing the physical properties of the membrane rather than directly
binding to them. [153-157]. A report from Jarugaa et. al. says that membrane permeability of
rat thymocyte cells increases after being treated with curcumin [153]. Curcumin also
significantly affects the bilayer properties in erythrocyte membranes [154]. Subsequently
several model bilayers have been utilized for carrying out studies to investigate the effect of
curcumin on their properties [155-158]. Ingolfsoon et al have studied the curcumin induced
changes in the physical properties of bilayer by monitoring the lifetime and the appearance
rates of the gramicidin channels in the bilayer. They suggested that curcumin decreases the
energetic cost of bilayer deformation by increasing the lifetime and the appearance rates of
the gramicidin channels [152]. Results obtained from ITC and X-ray lamellar diffraction
studies after the interaction of curcumin with a model bilayer consisting of DOPC lipid
suggest that it causes thinning of the bilayer as well as weakens its elastic moduli [155]. In
another study, curcumin induced changes in the membrane thickness and membrane area of
giant DOPC unilamellar vesicles have been investigated by Sun et al. Binding of the
curcumin with the DOPC unilamellar vesicles was found to be a two-step process. At lower
concentration, curcumin first binds to the aqueous-membrane interface and then gradually
partitions into the hydrocarbon region of the bilayer at higher concentrations. The physical
properties of the lipid bilayer are greatly altered in the presence of curcumin that includes a
decrease of the hydrocarbon thickness and softening of its elastic rigidity [156]. Effect of
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curcumin was also seen on model multilamellar DPPC and DEPE membranes and it has been
suggested that the drug is oriented in the bilayer with its main axis parallel to the acyl chains
and interacts with the polar head groups of the lipid in such a way that favors negative
curvature of the membrane [157]. Curcumin has also shown a strong effect on model
membrane structure consisting of DMPC, DHPC and DPPC lipids as revealed from solidstate NMR and DSC experiments . The drug inserts deep into the membrane in a trans-bilayer
orientation, anchored by hydrogen bonding to the phosphate group of lipids. In addition,
curcumin also forms higher order oligomeric structures in the membrane that span and thin
the bilayer [158]. In another study, function and mode of action of curcumin in modulating
the formation of lipid raft domain using model membranes have been studied by total internal
reflection fluorescence microscopic technique. It was observed that curcumin induces fusion
of lipid raft domains at low concentrations by changing the boundary between the ordered
and disordered phases [159]. Interaction of the curcumin with DPPC and DMPG bilayer has
also been investigated by atomistic MD simulations. Result obtained suggests extra
stabilization for curcumin in head group interface and its perpendicular orientation with
respect to the bilayer maximizes favorable contact with polar groups of the lipid and water
molecules. Curcumin affinity was found to be higher for DMPG lipids as compare to the
DPPC lipids and this was explained on the basis of hydrogen bonding between curcumin and
glycerol group of the DMPG bilayers [160]. Interactions of the curcumin with SPC, HSPC
and DPPC liposomes have been investigated by absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy .
Interaction of curcumin with lipid bilayers depends upon the bilayer rigidity and this has been
shown to be higher (two times) for un-saturated PC liposomes compared to saturated PC
liposomes [161].
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1.5. Objective and scope of the present thesis
The medicinal pigment curcumin shows a wide variety of biological effects and also has a
great affinity for biological membranes [152-161]. The effect of curcumin on membrane
bilayer is a subject of potential research interest. There are several reports which suggest that
curcumin alter the properties of the membranes [153-157]. Therefore, it is tempting to
speculate that the biological activity of curcumin may arise from its effect on the membrane
structure. A powerful approach to study interfacial phenomena is SHG spectroscopy. Since
SHG, by symmetry restriction, probes only the interfacial region, it is possible to use this
technique to study the adsorption and transport kinetics of molecules across a lipid bilayer
[16-17, 57]. The objective of the current thesis is to investigate the effect of curcumin on a
negatively charged PG bilayer using an organic cation as the probe utilizing the interfacial
selective SHG spectroscopic technique.

Using the ~800 nm quasi-CW output of a

femtosecond Ti-Saphhire oscillator the adsorption and transport kinetics of a SH active
organic cation in presence of curcumin and liposomes having PG head groups were probed
under different conditions to understand how the drug affects the bilayer permeability.

The organization of the remaining chapters of this thesis is as follows:

Chapter 2 describes in detail about the experimental techniques used with a particular
emphasis on the experimental setup used to monitor the real time molecular transport across a
membrane bilayer. In addition, the spectroscopic characterization of the SH probe used in this
study is also described here.

In Chapter 3, the effect of curcumin on the transport characteristics of the SH probe, LDS+
ions, across a model POPG membrane is described.
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Chapter 4 compares the effect curcumin with another lipophilic molecule chlorin-p6 (cp6) on
the POPG membrane permeability against LDS+ ions.

In Chapter 5 the effect of curcumin partitioning into a POPG bilayer on the adsorption and
transport properties of LDS+ ions is described.

Chapter 6, which is a further extension of the work done in Chapter 5, describes the effect of
bilayer rigidity on the curcumin induced changes in the adsorption and transport
characteristics of LDS+ ions. Bilayer rigidity is manipulated by using POPG and DPPG lipids.
The effect of replacing water by D2O on the curcumin induced changes in the adsorption and
transport characteristics of LDS+ ions across a POPG bilayer is described in Chapter 7.

Finally in Chapter 8 a summary of the major observations is presented. A brief outline of
future investigations that may evolve from the thesis is also provided.
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Chapter 2
Instrumentations and Methods
This chapter describes the chemicals used, preparation and characterization of liposomes as
well as other supplementary experimental techniques (absorption, fluorescence and light
scattering spectroscopy) used in the dissertation. The experimental setup used to monitor the
real time molecular transport across lipid bilayer is described in detail. Finally, the
spectroscopic characterization of the SH probe (LDS+ ion) used in this thesis is also described
here.

2.1 Chemicals used
LDS-698 (from Exciton) was a gift from Prof. N. Sarkar and was used as received. Cp6, a
kind gift from Dr. A. Dube was used as received. Curcumin (Sigma Product No. C7727) was
further purified by TLC according to a reported method [1]. Heavy water (D2O > 95% pure)
from Heavy water division, BARC, Mumbai, India was used as received. Deuterated
methanol (> 99%) from Sigma was used as received. For the experiments conducted in
chapter 7, the enolic hydrogen of curcumin was deuterated by following an earlier report [2].
Briefly, curcumin dissolved in deuterated methanol was allowed to equilibrate for 48 hours
which results in the replacement of the enolic hydrogen by deuterium. For the preparation of
liposomes, several lipids like POPC, POPG, POPS, DPPG & Cholesterol were purchased
from Sigma and Avanti polar lipids and were used as received. DPH-POPC from Molecular
Probes was used as received. For the preparation of DPH labeled POPG lioposomes, a
concentrated stock solution of DPH-POPC lipid was mixed with a concentrated stock
solution of POPG lipid so that the ratio of DPH-POPC: POPG was 1:150. The chemical
structures of the different phospholipids used for the preparation of different liposomes in this
thesis are shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Chemical structures of the different lipids used.

2.2 Preparation & characterization of unilamellar liposomes
Liposomes were prepared by two methods in our studies. These methods are given below.

2.2.1 Rotary evaporation method
In this method, a 20 L stock solution of the phospholipid (0.1M) in chloroform was added
to a clean and dry 50 ml round bottom flask followed by addition of 980 L of chloroform
and 200 L of methanol. All mixing the contents 7 ml of phosphate buffer solution was added
carefully by a pipette along the wall of round bottom flask so that the organic and aqueous
phase remains separate. To remove the organic solvent, the flask was slowly attached to a
rotary evaporator and rotated at 40 rpm under vacuum for approximately 3 min. The removal
of organic solvent was validated by the lack of the bubble formation in the solution. After
complete evaporation of the organic solvent, 6.5 mL of an opalescent fluid containing
liposomes was obtained [3]. The final concentration of the lipid was
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0.3mM.

2.2.2 Thin film method
In this method, 200 L of 0.1M stock solution of phospholipid (in chloroform) was taken in a
round bottom flask. In the case of mixed liposomes, an appropriate amount of stock solution
of different phospholipids was mixed according to the desired mole ratio. To make a thin film
of lipid, the organic solvent was evaporated overnight at 40 rpm under reduced pressure using
a rotary evaporator. After that, the dried film was hydrated with 10 ml of 10 mM phosphate
buffer solution and vortexed for 10 minutes to produced unilamellar liposomes [4]. To
reduce the polydispersity in the liposome size, the lipid solution was passed several times
through cellulose-acetate membranes (pore size 450 nm and 200 nm). The prepared samples
were then transferred to glass bottles and stored in the refrigerator at 4 °C. These liposomes
were observed to be stable for more than one week. The final lipid concentration in the
liposomes prepared in this way was 2 mM.

2.2.3 Characterization of liposomes
Prior to the SHG experiments, liposomes prepared from the different phospholipids and their
combinations were characterized for their size and zeta potential using a Brookhaven 90 Plus
size and zeta potential analyzer. This instrument can measure particle size ranging from ~1
nm to ~6 M with an accuracy of ± 5%, and zeta potential from -150 mV to + 150 mV with
an accuracy of ± 2%.

2.2.3.1 Size Measurement of the liposomes
Hydrodynamic radius and polydispersity of the liposomes were determined by dynamic light
scattering method. Liposome solution was illuminated with a 635 nM diode laser light and
scattered signal was collected at the right angle to that of the incident light. Dynamic light
scattering (DLS) technique, also known as photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS), measures
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the translational diffusion coefficient of the liposomes, due to Brownian motion of the
liposomes in suspension, through analysis of the time dependent fluctuations in the intensity
of the scattered light [5]. Bigger liposomes diffuse more slowly as compare to the smaller
liposomes in the solution, and the fluctuations in the scattering light intensity changes
accordingly. The translational diffusion coefficient is related to the radius of the liposome by
the Stokes-Einstein equation:

where

is the translational diffusion coefficient,

absolute temperature in Kelvin,

is the Boltzmann constant, T is

is the viscosity of the solvent and

is the hydrodynamics

radius of the liposome.

2.2.3.2 Zeta potential measurement of the liposomes
Zeta potential is related to the overall charge of a microparticle suspended in a particular
medium. Higher value of the zeta potential implies greater stability of the microparticles.
Zeta potential is measured from the electrophoretic mobility of the microparticles moving
under an applied field [6]. For the measurement of the zeta potential of the prepared liposome
solutions, an electric field is applied to the liposome solution. Liposomes having charge move
towards the oppositely charge electrode. The direction of their movement represents the kind
of charge on them and the velocity with which they moves towards the oppositely charge
electrode is directly propositional to the magnitude of the charge on them. Under some
approximations, zeta potential can be measured from the electrophoretic mobility by the
Henry’s equation:
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where,

is the electrophoretic mobility,

viscosity and

is the zeta potential, dielectric constant,

is the

is the Henry’s function [7].

For experiments conducted in Chapter 4, the size and zeta potential of the liposomes at
different pH and with/without drugs are provided in table 2.1

Table 2.1: Size and zeta potential parameters for POPG liposomes under different
experimental conditions (lipid 50 µM; Curcumin 3 µM).

System
POPG liposome
+Curcumin at 0Hr
+ Curcumin at 1Hr
+Curcumin at 2Hr
+Curcumin at 3Hr
+Curcumin at 4Hr
+ Curcumin overnight
POPG liposome
+Curcumin at 0Hr
+ Curcumin at 1Hr
+Curcumin at 2Hr
+Curcumin at 3Hr
+Curcumin at 4Hr
+ Curcumin overnight
POPG liposome
+Curcumin at 0Hr
+ Curcumin at 1Hr
+Curcumin at 2Hr
+Curcumin at 3Hr
+Curcumin at 4Hr
+ Curcumin overnight

Zeta potential (mV)
pH 5.0
-85.92
-89.55
-80.08
-86.62
-86.55
-80.18
-95.45
pH 7.4
-90.17
-89.18
-95.49
-87.96
-88.91
-83.09
-96.60
pH 8.0
-89.07
-95.41
-80.81
-94.61
-90.60
-86.03
-95.23

Diameter(nm)

polydispersity

190.1
186.8
183.1
184.3
183.4
186.4
183.5

0.137
0.142
0.131
0.125
0.130
0.148
0.120

188.7
189.0
186.8
189.1
190.0
190.3
182.8

0.142
0.110
0.135
0.114
0.149
0.120
0.138

190.8
196.7
195.5
194.7
200.9
198.0
194.7

0.164
0.162
0.175
0.163
0.148
0.172
0.157

For experiments conducted in Chapter 5, unilamellar POPG liposomes were suspended in 20
mM phosphate buffer solution. The size and zeta potential of the liposomes at different pH
are provided in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2: Size and zeta potential parameters for POPG liposomes under different
experimental conditions
POPG liposome at
pH 5.0
pH 6.0
pH 7.4
pH 8.0
pH 8.5

Zeta potential (mV)
-83.92 ± 7.0
-87.02 ± 12.0
-91.17 ± 9.0
-86.07 ± 11.0
-91.87 ± 8.5

Diameter (nm)
192.1 ± 17.0
196.4 ± 25.0
188.7 ± 11.0
190.8 ± 14.0
185.9 ± 21.0

polydispersity
0.151 ± 0.04
0.143 ± 0.06
0.140 ± 0.08
0.161 ± 0.05
0.153 ± 0.04

For experiments conducted in Chapter 6, unilamellar liposomes made from different moleratio of POPG and DPPG lipid were suspended in 20 mM phosphate buffer solution. The size
and zeta potential of the liposomes are provided in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3: Size and zeta potential of POPG-DPPG liposomes.
Liposome
composition
DPPG
DPPG:POPG(5:1)
DPPG:POPG(3:1)
DPPG:POPG(1:1)
DPPG:POPG(1:3)
POPG

Size
(nm)
186 ± 19
180 ± 14
173 ± 22
183 ± 16
179 ± 11
183 ± 20

Zeta-potential
(mV)
-110 ± 12
-102 ± 14
-104 ± 11
-108 ± 16
-113 ± 14
-105 ± 13

Poly-dispersity
0.098 ± 0.006
0.110 ± 0.009
0.085 ± 0.005
0.091 ± 0.007
0.076 ± 0.006
0.093 ± 0.006

For experiments conducted in Chapter 7, Unilamellar POPG liposomes were prepared in 20
mM pH 5.0 (or pD 5.0) citrate buffer solution using either H2O or D2O as the solvent. The
size and zeta potential of the liposomes suspended in H2O or D2O were observed to be similar
(200 ± 10 nm and -79 ± 10 mV).

2.3.1 UV-Visible spectroscopy
UV-Visible spectroscopy is a very basic but widely used spectroscopic technique to obtain
information about the ground state absorption characteristics of an absorbing species. This
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technique provides useful information regarding the nature of the interaction between the
ground state of the absorbing molecule and its surrounding environment [8-11]. The BeerLambert’s law governs the absorption of energy by a molecule. According to this law, the
fraction of the incident light absorbed by the sample solution is proportional to concentration
of absorbing species and its specific molar extinction coefficient at a defined wavelength .

where I0 = intensity of the incident light, I = intensity of transmitted light, A = Absorbance,
= Molar absorbance or absorption coefficient (in dm3 mol-1 cm-1 units), c = concentration of
the compound in the solution (in mol dm-3 units), and l = path length of light in the sample (in
cm units).
The quantity log10 (I0/I) is commonly known as the optical density or absorbance of the
material. The steady state absorption spectra were carried out using a UV-Visible absorption
spectrometer model Cintra 20 (GBC Scientific Equipment Ltd.). It is a dual beam direct ratio
recording system having Czerny-Turner style monochromators with holographic grating and
variable slit widths and the detector is a photomultiplier tube. The wavelength range covered
by the spectrometer is 190 to 900 nm with spectral band pass from 0.2 to 5 nm variable in the
step of 0.1 nm having a wavelength accuracy of ± 0.2 nm. As the light source, the
spectrometer uses a 35 W tungsten-halogen lamp for the 900 to 350 nm region and another 30
W deuterium lamp for covering the 350-190 nm region which changes automatically at
selected wavelength. Photometric linearity is better than 1% up to an absorbance value of 3.0
and lowest absorbance measurable is ~ 0.005. For absorbance measurements, the sample was
kept in a quartz cuvette having a path length of 1 cm.
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2.3.2 Fluorescence spectroscopy
Fluorescence spectroscopy is an important investigational tool in many areas of biological
science and analytical science due to its higher sensitivity and selectivity. In this process, first
the molecule in its ground electronic state absorbs a photon of appropriate energy within 10-15
second and goes to a higher excited state. After reaching there, the molecule can come back
to the ground state either through radiative or through various non-radiative pathways that are
shown in the Jablonski diagram (Figure 2.2). Radiative pathway includes the emission of
photon where as non-radiative pathways include energy transfer, collision quenching etc.
[8,9,12].

Figure 2.2: Jablonski diagram showing the different process occurring after the interaction
of light with a molecule.
The steady state emission measurements were recorded using a Spex Fluorolog 2
fluorimeter. It consists of a 450 W Xenon lamp that generates a continuum of visible and UV
light, an excitation monochromator to select the desired wavelength for excitation, a sample
compartment and emission monochromator attached with photomultiplier tube (PMT) to
analyze the fluorescence signal. Intensity and wavelength spread of the light was controlled
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by the entrance and the exit slits placed before each monochromator. Excitation light from
the Xenon lamp passed through an excitation monocromator which selectively passes a
narrow band of the excitation light that strike the sample in sample holder. The emission from
the sample was collected by the emission monochromator which is placed at right angle with
respect to the excitation beam in order to minimize the risk of detection of stray light by the
photomultiplier tube. The emission after passing through the emission monochromator is
detected by the PMT which has a sensitivity ranging from 250 to 850 nm. An emission
spectrum of a sample is recorded by scanning the emission monochromator for a constant
excitation wavelength (

ex).

Similarly, an excitation spectrum was recorded by scanning the

excitation monochromator at a fixed emission wavelength (

em).

2.3.2.1 Time-resolved fluorescence measurements
Time resolved fluorescence measurements were carried out using the time-correlated single
photon counting (TCSPC) technique. It is a most widely used technique to record the time
dependent fluorescence of a sample with single photon detection sensitivity in the
nanosecond to picosecond time scale. The basic principle of the TCSPC relies on the fact that
after excitation of the sample with short pulse from a laser, time-dependent probability
distribution of the single photon emission from the sample is equivalent to time dependent
changes in the fluorescence intensity in the sample following its short pulse excitation [9,13].
Figure 2.3 describes a schematic block diagram of a TCSPC system. The excitation light
pulse from the excitation source is split into two parts. One part is used to excite the sample
and another part is directed to trigger a photodiode. The optical signal generated by the
photodiode generates an electrical START signal which is routed through a constant-fractiondiscriminator (CFD) and reaches to the time-to-amplitude converter (TAC) module. After
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receiving the start pulse, a timing capacitor in the TAC starts to charge linearly. Meanwhile,
the sample after optical excitation starts to generate emission photons. These emitted photons

Figure 2.3: Typical block diagram of a TCSPC instrument.
are detected one by one by the PMT to generate electrical STOP pulses for each of the
individual emission photon received. These electrical pulses which are also routed through
another CFD reaches to the same TAC unit. On receiving the first electrical STOP pulse,
TAC stops the charging of the capacitor and delivers a voltage output which is directly
prepositional to the delay time ( t) between the start and stop pulses reaching the TAC unit.
The ADC module converts this voltage to a numerical value which is then fed into the input
of a multi channel analyzer (MCA) and selects the particular channel in the MCA where a
single count is added up. A histogram of the counts is generated in the MCA after repetition
of this cycle (from excitation to data storage in the MCA) again and again. This distribution
of the counts against the channel number in MCA represents the fluorescence decay curve of
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the sample which is convoluted with instrument response function (IRF) of the TCSPC
system. IRF is the dead time of the TCSPC and limits its time resolution. IRF is collected in a
similar way just by replacing the sample by a non fluorescent scattering sample. Using an
iterative method, the intrinsic emission decay kinetics is deconvoluted from the IRF. To
avoid the pulse pile-up error, the collection rate of the emission photons by the stop PMT is
kept low, around 2% or less, compared to the repetition rate of the excitation pulses. Low
pulse energy and low sample concentration are also recommended to ignore this effect.
For the measurements carried out in this thesis, a TCSPC system called Lifespec-RED
from Edinburgh Instruments is used. Second harmonic output of a tunable femto second laser
(Cohrent Model Verdi pumped by Cohrent Model Mira) was used as the excitation source
having pulses of ~ 150 fs. A pulse picker (Coherent model 9200) was used to select pulses at
3.8 MHz repetition rate. Fluorescence from the sample was collected at the right angle to the
excitation. An emission polarizer was used before the collection optics and fluorescence is
recorded at magic angle (54.7 °C) polarization with respect to excitation light. To avoid the
scattered excitation light, proper emission filters were used. Fluorescence signal was detected
by a thermoelectric cooled Hamamatsu microchannel plate PMT (R3809U-50) and the IRF of
this instrument was ~ 50 ps. The fluorescence decays were deconvoluted from the IRF using
iterative software based on global least squares analysis algorithm provided by the
manufacture and fit to either single or multi exponential function as described in the equation:

Where

is the fluorescence lifetime,

is the pre-exponential factor of the ith component

of the sample. The goodness of the fit was judged by visual inspection of the plots of
weighted residuals which was randomly distributed around zero line and reduced chi-square
value close to 1.0 [13].
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2.3.2.2 Resonance Energy Transfer (RET)
Resonance energy transfer is an additional possible relaxation pathway for an excited
molecule, which occurs only in certain conditions. In this non-radiative process, an excited
state molecule (donor) can return to its ground state by transferring the excited state energy to
another molecule (acceptor) via long rang dipole–dipole interactions. RET is also known as
fluorescence resonance energy transfer when the donor molecule is fluorescent and acceptor
molecule may or may not be fluorescent. There are certain conditions, which should be
satisfied for this relaxation pathway to occur such as the donor to acceptor distance must be
within 10-100 Aº of each other. Second, for effective transfer over the range from 10 Aº to
100 Aº, emission spectrum of donor molecule must overlap with the absorption spectrum of
acceptor molecule adequately, so that several vibronic transitions in the donor molecule have
practically the same energy as the corresponding transitions in the acceptor. Third is emission
dipole moment of the donor must be appropriately oriented with respect to the excitation
dipole moment of acceptor. In addition, the last condition is that the excited state lifetime of
the donor molecule must be of sufficient duration to allow energy transfer. Because FRET is
a non-radiative process, signature of this process is quenching of the donor emission while
increase in the emission of acceptor. Förster first proposed the mechanism of FRET in 1946.
He developed a non-radiative transfer rate equation which relates to the inter-chromospheres
distance and the spectroscopic properties of the chromospheres and they showed that FRET
efficiency decreases with the sixth power of the distance between the donor and acceptor [14].
This theory, critically verified by Stryer et. al. in 1967, cited FRET as “Spectroscopic ruler”
because of its distance dependency [15].
The rate of energy transfer from donor to acceptor is given by
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where

is the quantum yield of the donor in the absence of acceptor,

the medium,
and

refractive index of

is the Avogadro’s number, is the distance between the donor and acceptor

is the lifetime of the donor in the absence of acceptor,

fluorescence intensity of the donor in the wavelength range
intensity (area under the curve) normalized to unity.

to

is the corrected
with the total

is the extinction coefficient of the

acceptor at excitation wavelength. J( ) is called the overlap integral which is given (in
nanometers) by:

J( )

FD ( )

A

( ) 4d

(2.6)

0

is known as orientation factor which depends upon the relative orientation of the donor
emission dipole moment with the acceptor excitation dipole moment and can have the value
of 0 to 4. Orientation factor can be expressed as:

Equation 2.5 can also be expressed as:

Where R0 is the distance (in A0) between the donor and acceptor at which the transfer
efficiency is 50% and given by:

Efficiency of energy transfer is the fraction of photons absorbed by the donor that are
transfer to the acceptor non-radiatively and can be expressed as:

Eq. 2.10 and 2.8 can be rearranged to yield:
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This equation clearly shows the strong dependence of the transfer efficiency on the distance
between the donor and the acceptor. There are various ways to define the RET efficiency like
in terms of relative fluorescence intensity of the donor in the presence and absence of the
acceptor, fluorescence lifetime of the donor in the presence and absence of acceptor and also
in terms of distance between donor and the acceptor.

This distance dependent behavior of FRET makes it a very useful spectroscopic tool in
structural biology, biochemistry and polymer science [16-22].

2.3.2.3 Fluorescence anisotropy
In a bulk solvent environment, all the fluorophores in their ground state are oriented
randomly and the optical response from a large sample of molecules is isotropic or
unpolarized in nature. However, upon excitation with a polarized light beam, the molecules
whose transition dipole moment is aligned with the electric field vector of the excitation light,
preferentially absorb the light with a maximum probability and excite while those at 90°
remain in the ground state only. This process is known as photoselection. These excited
molecules may rotate to other directions before returning to the ground state with the
emission of light and causes the depolarization of emission. The depolarization of emission
depends upon the rate and extent of the rotational diffusion during the lifetime of the excited
state [9]. Two factors are believed to be affecting this rate of rotational diffusion. One is the
viscosity of the solvent which surrounds the molecules and another is the size and shape of
the molecule itself [23-27]. The extent to which optical response of the molecules is aligned
to the polarization of the excited light is termed as anisotropy. To measure the fluorescence
anisotropy, the sample is excited with both vertically and horizontally polarized light. The
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intensity of the vertically and horizontally polarized components of the emission was
measured through a polarizer after the sample holder cell and fluorescence anisotropy (
was then calculated as [28]:

where, G is the correction factor, IVV, and IVH and are the emission intensities of the sample
recorded using the different orientation of the excitation and emission polarizers. The first
subscript refers to the orientation of the excitation polarizer and the second subscript refers to
the orientation of the emission polarizer. The steady state fluorescence anisotropy
measurements were performed with the Fluoromax-4 spectrofluorimeter from Jobin Yvon,
Horiba.
For fluorescence anisotropy measurements, DPH (1 µM) was incubated overnight with 100
µM liposome solutions and the temperature dependent fluorescence anisotropy were
measured by exciting DPH at 360 ± 2 nm and monitoring the emission at 420 ± 4 nm. For the
temperature variation experiments, the sample was allowed to equilibrate with the
temperature for at least 30 minutes. During experiment, the temperature variation was
observed to be less than 0.2 °C. The phase transition temperature of the unilamellar
liposomes made from different mole-ratio of POPG and DPPG lipid are provided in Table 2.4

Table 2.4: Phase transition temperature of POPG & DPPG liposomes made from different
mole-ratio of POPG and DPPG lipid used.
Liposome composition
DPPG
DPPG:POPG(5:1)
DPPG:POPG(3:1)
DPPG:POPG(1:1)
DPPG:POPG(1:3)
POPG

Tm (°C)
42.0 ± 0.4
38.7 ± 0.6
37.6 ± 0.8
30.8 ± 1.1
---
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2.4 The SHG experimental setup
The schematic sketch of the experimental setup used for the monitoring the real time
transport of molecules across the lipid bilayer of the liposomes is shown in figure 2.4. The
excitation source for SHG is provided by the quasi-CW output of a Ti-Sapphire (Coherent
Mira) laser pumped by a green (532 nm, Coherent Verdi 5W) laser. The quasi-CW output of
a Ti-Sapphire provides femtosecond pulses tunable from 780 nm to 850 nm at a repetition
rate of 82 MHz. The FWHM pulse width was ~150 fs at this wavelength range as certified by
the supplier. Femtosecond laser pulses were used because of their high peak power, which is
necessary for the nonlinear optical processes to be efficient. To get resonance enhanced SHG
signals, the sample was excited with the laser output tuned in the range of 790 to 810 nm
where the second harmonic is in resonance with the absorption spectrum of the SH probe to
be used in this thesis. The typical average laser power used in all the experiments was ~ 500
mW. A half wave plate (HWP) was used to fix the polarization of the fundamental laser light
in the vertical plane. A 10 cm focal length convex lens was used to focus the fundamental
laser beam into the sample cell holder. After excitation of the sample, the light (fundamental
as well as the second harmonic) was detected at right angle geometry by a cooled Hamamatsu
MCP-PMT using an Edinburgh Instruments TCSPC system (Model LifeSpec Red). To reject
the fundamental light, a band pass filter and a monochromator was used. The monochromator
slit width was adjusted for a wavelength resolution of 2 nm. The SH signal was integrated for
one second by using the single photon counting module of the instrument.
A typical time versus SH intensity trace is shown in Figure 2.5. During the entire experiment
the solution is constantly stirred with a magnetic stirrer and the sample temperature is
controlled (± 0.5 0C) by a circulating water bath. The experiment is started by recording the
SH signal of a 2 mL buffer solution placed in a 1 cm pathlength quartz cuvette. After addition
of LDS+ ions to the buffer solution, the SH signal increases moderately due to HRS generated
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Figure 2.5:: A typical SH decay showing how the molecular diffusion
diffusion across a bilayer can be
monitored in real time.
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by the LDS+ ions. A further addition of POPG liposome into this solution results in an
instantaneous (less than a second; where one second is the time resolution of this setup)
increase of the SH signal due to the adsorption of the positively charged dye on the outer
surface of the negatively charged liposome. With time, the SH signal decreases in an
exponential fashion due to the transport of the dye from the outer to the inner bilayer. The
experiment is stopped when the SH signal becomes invariant with time.

The average

transport time is then calculated by fitting the time dependent SH trace with exponential
decay functions.

2.5 Spectroscopic characterization of the SH probe LDS+ ion
Earlier SHG studies were done with the organic cation MG. One of the drawbacks of using
MG cation is that it can be used only at acidic pH since at neutral pH, the molecule becomes
neutral and loses its nonlinear characteristics. Since it is desirable to find a SH probe which
can act over a wide range of pH we have searched for an alternative. It is known that
hemicayanine dyes have strong hyperpolarizability values [29] and one member of this
family LDS+ ion has sufficient absorption at the SH wavelength of a Ti-Sapphire laser. This
prompted us to test the suitability of LDS+ ion as a SH probe. LDS+ ion (perchlorate salt,
from Exciton) was a gift from Prof. N. Sarkar and was used as received. The chemical
structure of the LDS+ ion is shown in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6: Chemical structure of the LDS+ ion
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The nonlinear properties (e.g. HRS) of LDS+ ion in aqueous buffer solution at physiological
pH were first investigated. The HRS characteristics of LDS+ ion, against 840 nm laser
excitation are shown in Figure 2.7. The HRS spectrum, linear relationship of the HRS
intensity with LDS+ ion concentration and the quadratic relationship of the HRS signal with
the input laser power demonstrates that LDS+ ion has reasonable nonlinear properties when
excited with 840 nm femtosecond laser.
Then, we have used three different lipids and their combinations to determine which lipid or
lipid mixture will bind more strongly with the dye and, consequently will give more SH
signal. Figure 2.8 shows the typical time profile of the SH intensity before and after a
liposome solution was injected into a LDS+ ion solution. The initial constant signal level
(after the first dotted line) is attributed to HRS originating from the dye (Figure 2.8).
Immediately after the liposome solution was injected, an instantaneous increase (> 1s) in the
SH signal intensity was observed. This indicates that adsorption of LDS+ ion molecules onto
the outer surface of the liposome bilayer is faster than our time resolution (1s) as well as the
mixing process, which is limited by the injection time. Following the initial increase of the
SHG signal, there is a decrease due to transport of the dye molecules across the liposome
bilayers and adsorbing at the inner surface with an orientation opposite to that at the outer
surface. The Y-axis ranges in Figure 2.8 are deliberately kept similar to show how the
relative intensity of the generated SH signal depends upon the lipid composition. POPG
liposomes were observed to generate the largest and POPC liposomes generate the least SH
signal. Liposomes made from a 50: 50 (mol: mol) mixture of POPG/POPS and POPG/POPC
were also able to generate a measurable SH signal. Our results demonstrate that the more
negatively charged head group of the liposome, the larger was the extent of the adsorption
giving rise to a larger SH signal.
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Figure 2.7: HRS characteristics of LDS+ ion in aqueous buffer solution at pH 7.4. Input laser
power: 550 mW; wavelength: 840 nm. Top: Spectrum of the HRS signal (dye concentration
10 µM). Middle: Linear variation of HRS intensity with dye concentration. Bottom: The
Quadratic variation of HRS intensity with input laser power (dye concentration 10 µM).
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Figure 2.8: Time dependence of SH signals observed from 6.5 µM LDS+ ion and in presence
of different types of liposomes (12.5 mM in lipid) in aqueous buffer solution at pH 7.4. The
dotted line indicates addition of dye and the dashed line indicates addition of liposomes. The
Y-axis in all cases spans from 10 to 1700.
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After observing that POPG liposomes gives the maximum SHG signal we have used this
liposome as the model membrane system to explore the transport characteristics of the dye.
The absorption and emission characteristics of the dye changes significantly in the presence
of POPG liposomes (Figure 2.9) which provide further evidence that electrostatic interaction
between positively charged LDS+ ion and the anionic head group of liposomes are primarily
responsible for dye adsorption onto the liposomes.
Finally, we have checked the pH range where LDS+ ion can be used as a SH probe. The
electron donor group of the LDS+ ion, (i.e. the –N(Me)2 group) is susceptible to protonation
at acidic pH which would result in loss of electron delocalization thereby reducing its SH
signal. Therefore an estimation of the pKa value for this group was necessary to determine the
pH range at which the dye can act as a SH probe. Figure 2.10 describes the absorption spectra
of LDS+ ion over a wide range of pH. The absorption peak of LDS+ ion at 440 nm starts to
decrease in intensity as the pH approaches 5.0 and at pH 3 a new peak appears at 360 nm.
These changes in the absorption spectra are attributed to the protonation of the –N(Me)2
group of the dye which results in absorption at higher energy due to loss of electron
delocalization. From the plot of the absorbance ratio at 440 and 360 nm versus pH, the pKa
value of the –N(Me)2 group was estimated at 4.3. Therefore, the lower limit of the pH for
carrying out the transport of the dye across POPG liposomes was set at pH 4.0. We have
recorded the decay characteristics of the SH electric field of LDS+ ion after addition of POPG
liposomes in the pH range of 4.0 to 8.0 which is shown in Figure 2.11. The corresponding
fitted parameters; transport time constant (

av)

and Nin/Nout ratio are provided in Table 2.5.

Since the pKa of the donor group of LDS+ ion (-NMe2) is at 4.3, the population of LDS+ ion
is roughly 33% and 83% at pH 4.0 and 5.0 respectively. The Nin/Nout ratio and

av

values at

pH 4.0 and 5.0, obtained from the observed E2 signal (which arises exclusively due to the
the LDS+ ion) reflects the effect of changing populations of the LDS+ ion.
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ion (2µM) in buffer (dotted) and buffer containing POPG liposomes (
interaction between dye and liposome.
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ex=

420 nm) indicating

In addition, the transport of the cation was observed to be faster with increasing pH. The
Nin/Nout value approaches ~0.90 as the pH of the medium is increased to 8.0. This roughly
corresponds to the ratio of the area of the inner leaflet to the outer leaflet for the POPG
liposomes, (size ~200 nm and bilayer thickness ~5 nm) which indicates the completion of the
transport process.
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Figure 2.10: Effect of pH on the absorption spectra of LDS+ ion (2.5 µM). The pH values are
8.5, 8.0, 7.4, 6.0, 5.0, 4.0 and 3.0. Inset: Plot of the ratio of absorbance values of the dye at
440 and 360 nm at different pH. The inflection point obtained from the sigmoidal fit gave a
pKa of 4.3 for the –N(Me)2 group.
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Figure 2.11: Effect of pH on the SH electric field (E2 ) of 5 µM LDS+ ion before and after
addition of 50 µM POPG liposomes at 25 °C. The Y axes are similar and hence shown only
for one panel.
Table 2.5: Fitted parameters obtained after exponential fitting of the SH electric field of
LDS+ ion after addition of POPG liposomes in the pH range of 4.0 to 8.0
pH
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.4
8.0

a0
0.32
0.45
0.42
0.34
0.14

a1
0.42
0.37
0.34
0.30
0.22

1

170
199
242
79
54

67

a2
0.26
0.18
0.24
0.36
0.64

2

2600
2220
6752
3470
2120

av

750
464
1713
1280
1379

Nin/Nout
0.68
0.55
0.58
0.66
0.86
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Chapter 3
Effect of curcumin on the transport kinetics of a Hemicyanine dye,
LDS+ ions across a lipid bilayer probed by second harmonic
spectroscopy

3.1. Introduction
The medicinal pigment curcumin shows a wide variety of biological effects which includes
antioxidant, antiangiogenic, anticancerigenic, and wound-healing capacities [1]. Curcumin
has a great affinity for biological membranes and has been shown to alter their properties [27]. It might thus be tempting to speculate that many of its biological activity may arise from
its effect on the membrane structure. Second harmonic generation (SHG) spectroscopy has
been demonstrated to probe various surfaces and interfaces at length scales of few nanometer
[8]. In addition, the SHG technique has been used to monitor the transport kinetics of certain
molecules across a model membrane in real time [9]. The capability of this technique has first
been demonstrated using an organic cation Malachite Green [9-14] (MG) and later an organic
anion chlorin-p6 [15].
The transport kinetics of a molecule across a lipid bilayer can be monitored by the SHG
technique provided it possesses a reasonable hyperpolarizability value at the excitation
wavelength. In chapter 2 we have demonstrated that LDS+ ions can be used successfully as a
SH probe over a wide pH range. In this study we have used LDS+ ions as a SH probe to
investigate the effect of curcumin on the permeability of a bilayer constituted from POPG
lipids.
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3.2. Results
Hyper-Rayleigh Scattering (HRS) and SH measurements were performed as described in
Chapter 2. SHG experiments were done as follows: First the signal from 2 mL of buffer was
recorded followed by addition of micro-liter aliquots from a concentrated LDS+ ions stock
solution and finally 100 L of liposome solution was added. The final concentration of LDS+
ion and lipid was 6.5 and 13.6 µM respectively. For experiments involving curcumin, microliter aliquots from a concentrated stock solution of curcumin (1 mM) was added to the
liposome solution and incubated for few minutes. The liposomal curcumin solution (100 L)
was then added to 2 mL buffer solution containing LDS+ ions.
The time dependent decay of the second harmonic field E2

after addition of POPG

liposomes to a solution of LDS+ ions at pH 7.4 over a period of one hour is shown in Figure
3.1. Single and double exponential fits of the data are also shown from which it is evident
that double exponential fit is better. Two significantly different decay times were obtained;
the short (50s) time constant was similar to that observed earlier for MG cation and a long
(1550s) time constant which was also observed for higher MG concentrations [11]. The decay
was consistently observed to be bi-exponential over a wide range (1-10 µM) of dye
concentration (data not shown). As observed in earlier studies [9-14], a notable feature of the
decay kinetics is the observation that the SHG signal levels off at a value that is significantly
greater than zero (corresponding to the term A0 in the exponential fitting equation). This has
been attributed to the finite population difference in the dye molecules adsorbed on the outer
and inner surface of the liposome. The ratio of this population difference (in terms of Ni/No
i.e. No. of dye molecules at the inner surface/No. of dye molecules at the outer surface) is
equal to 1-A0 (when sum of all the pre-exponential factors are equal to unity). It is to be noted
that the maximum value of Ni/No is ~0.9 for liposomes of diameter ~100 nm [10-14] and the
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minimum value is zero which points to the case when there is no transport to the inner
surface of the bilayer.
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Figure 3.1: Single and double exponential fitting of SH electric field observed from 6.5 µM
LDS+ ions after addition of POPG liposomes in aqueous buffer solution at pH 7.4.
The effect of increasing the bilayer rigidity on the transport kinetics and the Ni/No ratio of
the dye in POPG liposomes was also investigated (Figure 3.2 and 3.3). For this purpose
bilayer rigidity is changed by incorporating Cholesterol (50 mol %) and changing the
temperature. The decays of E2 at different temperatures with and without Cholesterol are
shown in Figure 3.2. It can be seen from Figure 3.2 and 3.3 that cholesterol and temperature
significantly affect the transport kinetics and the Ni/No ratio.
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ESHG (arb units)

ESHG (arb units)

Although all the decays are recorded in a 2000s time window it is evident from Figure 3.2
that this time window is still not sufficient enough to capture the entire kinetics and hence the
fitted time constants have little significance. Nevertheless the Ni/No ratio will give a
qualitative idea about the transport of the dye in this time scale. A plot of the Ni/No ratio is
shown in Figure 3.3. The Ni/No ratio starts to differ after 15 °C and at 40 °C it can be
concluded that ~70% LDS+ ions have diffused across the barrier compared to ~50% in the
presence of 50 mol % Cholesterol.
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Figure 3.3: The corresponding Ni/No ratio calculated from the data shown in Figure 3.2
The effect of liposomal curcumin on the transport kinetics of the dye in POPG liposomes are
shown in Figure 3.4. There is a drastic change in the decay of the SH field, it being much
faster in the presence of 1.33 µM curcumin (which corresponds to ~ 0.1 molecule of
curcumin per lipid; pure POPG or 50:50 POPG:Cholesterol) at all conditions room
temperature or low temperature, POPG lipids with or without cholesterol.
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Figure 3.4: Effect of curcumin: Decays of SH electric field observed from 6.5 µM LDS+ ions
after addition of POPG liposomes (top) and Cholesterol-POPG liposomes (bottom)
containing 1.33 µM curcumin in aqueous buffer solution at pH 7.4 at low (2 °C, red curve)
and room temperature (25 °C, black curve).
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The changes in the transport time constants and the Ni/No ratio for different curcumin content
are shown in Figure 3.5 and summarized in Table 3.1. At room temperature, the average
transport time of LDS+ ions changes from 780s to 29s in POPG liposomes containing 1.33
µM curcumin, a ~27 times decrease with increase in the Ni/No ratio from 0.60 to 0.71.
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Figure 3.5: Transport time constants of LDS+ ions in various conditions with varying amount
of curcumin (upper figure) and corresponding Ni/No ratio (lower figure).
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Table 3.1: Transport time constants of LDS+ ions (6.5 µM) in presence of curcumin obtained
from the decay of SH electric fielda
Curcumin:Lipidb
A0
Nin/Nout
1(a1)
2(a2)
av
POPG liposome: Temperature 25 °C
0.0 (0)
50(10%) 1550(50%) 40%
780
0.60
0.02 (0.24)
35 (19%) 270 (46%) 35%
131
0.65
0.04 (0.52)
30 (25%) 160 (43%) 32%
76
0.68
0.06 (0.86)
30 (62%) 230 (12%) 30%
46
0.70
0.10 (1.33)
20 (65%) 160 (10%) 29%
29
0.71
0.14 (1.95)
17 (63%) 170 (7%) 30%
23
0.70
0.21 (2.86)
10 (65%) 100 (7%) 28%
14
0.72
POPG liposome: Temperature 2 °C
0.0 (0)
65(8%) 3180(22%) 70%
705
0.30
0.02 (0.24)
20(11%) 1260(43%) 46%
544
0.54
0.04 (0.52)
50(14%) 470(46%) 40%
223
0.60
0.06 (0.86)
40(26%) 320(44%) 30%
151
0.70
0.10 (1.33)
40(44%) 220(28%) 28%
79
0.72
0.14 (1.95)
35(58%) 160(14%) 28%
43
0.72
0.21 (2.86)
35(63%) 250(10%) 27%
47
0.73
50:50 (mol%) Cholesterol-POPG liposome: Temperature 25 °C
0.0 (0)
-1060(30%) 70% 1060
0.30
0.02 (0.24)
40(9%) 1360(27%) 64%
371
0.36
0.04 (0.52)
160(26%) 1420(30%) 44%
468
0.56
0.06 (0.86)
70(36%) 470(20%) 46%
119
0.54
0.10 (1.33)
30(40%) 280(20%) 40%
68
0.60
0.14 (1.95)
20(52%) 520(13%) 35%
78
0.65
0.21 (2.86)
10(50%) 280(21%) 29%
64
0.71
50:50 (mol%) Cholesterol-POPG liposome: Temperature 2 °C
0.0 (0)
60(8%) 3200(21%) 71%
695
0.29
0.02 (0.24)
80(14%) 1500(18%) 68%
281
0.32
0.04 (0.52)
90(12%) 440(28%) 60%
134
0.40
0.06 (0.86)
95(17%) 350(26%) 57%
107
0.43
0.10 (1.33)
25(39%) 220(33%) 39%
82
0.61
0.14 (1.95)
20(42%) 240(16%) 42%
47
0.58
0.21 (2.86)
20(45%) 350(16%) 39%
65
0.61
a

The observed time constants ( i) are in seconds and the values in parentheses (ai) represents
corresponding pre-exponential factors. The errors in i, ai and Nin/Nout ratio are estimated to
be about 10% based on experiments performed on three different liposome samples.
b

The numbers represents the mole:mole ratio and the values in parentheses correspond to
molar concentrations of curcumin.
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At the highest curcumin concentration used in this study, 2.86 µM, (corresponding to ~ 0.2
molecules of curcumin per lipid) the transport time of LDS-698 decreases by a factor of ~56
times. For other cases (POPG liposomes at 2 °C or POPG liposomes containing Cholesterol
at 25 °C and 2 °C) the amount of decrease cannot be compared quantitatively as estimation of
the transport time without curcumin is not accurate with a time window of 2000s.
Finally, it would be interesting to know the effect of other lipophilic molecules present in the
bilayer on the transport kinetics of LDS+ ions. For this purpose we choose two well known
lipophilic molecules DPH and Nile Red. Figure 3.6 compares the effect of DPH, Nile Red
and curcumin incorporated in the bilayer of POPG liposomes on the transport kinetics of
LDS+ ions.
POPG Liposome
POPG Liposome + 0.8 M Curcumin
POPG Liposome + 0.8 M DPH
POPG Liposome + 0.8 M Nile Red
Control

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

No LDS

0.0
0

500

1000

1500

2000
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Figure 3.6: Control experiments: Normalized decays of SH signal of 6.5 µM LDS+ ions after
addition of POPG liposomes (black) and POPG liposomes containing ~0.8 µM curcumin
(red); ~0.8 µM DPH (blue) and ~0.8 µM Nile Red (green). Also shown is the signal from only
liposomes (added at the black arrow) and liposomes containing 3.0 µM curcumin (added at
the red arrow).
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The decays of the SH signal of LDS+ ions becomes faster when DPH and Nile Red (0.8 µM
each) are present in the bilayer, but when compared to similar concentrations of liposomal
curcumin, their effect is, clearly, less pronounced. In addition we also show that SH signal
from only POPG liposomes and POPG liposomes containing 3 µM curcumin (or, 3 µM DPH
or NR, data not shown) is insignificant thus ruling out any contribution in the SH signal from
these lipophilic molecules.

3.3. Discussions
It has been proposed that lipophilic drugs may alter the physical properties of the membrane.
An indirect proof of this hypothesis comes from the fact that alterations of membrane
protein’s activity have been detected in presence of several lipophilic drugs [16-20]. Studies
on curcumin have shown that it affects a large number of unrelated membrane proteins [2].
To explain this it has been proposed that curcumin can regulate the action of membrane
proteins indirectly by changing the physical properties of the membrane rather than direct
binding to the protein [21]. Subsequently it has been demonstrated that curcumin is capable
of altering the properties of model and cell membranes [2-7]. For example, it has been
observed to disrupt biological membranes [3-4] (at high concentration), modulate bilayer
material properties [2], has a thinning effect on membranes [5], and it exerts a strong effect
on model membrane structure [6-7]. It is therefore expected that liposomal curcumin should
also affect the transport of molecules across a model membrane.
To study the kinetics of transport in real time we have used the SHG method [9-15]. The
SHG method is surface specific; SH signals arise only from the surface of the liposomes,
signals from bulk are very weak and thus do not interfere. The hemicyanine dye (LDS+ ions)
is positively charged and hence it is expected that it will bind to negatively charged
liposomes. The observed SH signal of the dye in presence of various liposomes having
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different head groups (for details see Chapter 2, Figure 2.8) confirms that binding is indeed
electrostatic. This is consistent with the results of a previous report where the effect of bilayer
surface charge density on molecular adsorption and transport has been studied using a
positively charged dye Malachite Green (MG) [11]. However, compared to Malachite Green
[9-14] (transport time constant ~100s), the transport of LDS+ ions across a PG bilayer is
significantly slower (average transport time 780s, Table 3.1). Transport of a molecule across
a lipid bilayer should depend upon its interaction with the polar and nonpolar part of the
bilayer. Since the chemical structures of MG and LDS+ ions are quiet different their
interaction with the polar and nonpolar regions of the bilayer is expected to be different and
consequently their observed transport times should also expected to be different. At this point
it may be noted that very few studies have been reported on the transport characteristics of
different dyes across a lipid barrier using the SHG technique and thus lacks sufficient data for
a general interpretation of the observed transport times. Since the SH signals arise only from
the dye molecules bound to the surface of the liposomes, it is necessary to have an estimate
about the absolute surface coverage i.e. number of LDS+ ions bound to one liposome. The
absolute surface coverage can be estimated by measuring the electric field of the SH signal at
long times (i.e. at equilibrium) at different dye concentrations [11]. Using malachite green as
the SH probe and POPG liposomes, the absolute surface coverage were estimated to be ~104
dye molecules per liposome [11]. Although this experiment has not been done, it may be
assumed that absolute surface coverage is similar here since the concentration ranges of the
dye and liposomes used in this study were similar to that used earlier (except the fact that the
dyes being positively charged, are different). Increasing the bilayer rigidity (by incorporation
of Cholesterol or by changing temperature) slows down the transport: this has been observed
earlier [11,15] and in this study also (Figure 3.2 ). At 2 °C, with or without Cholesterol, the
SH decay is almost flat indicating that LDS+ ions is adsorbed on the outer bilayer but unable
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to diffuse to the inner bilayer in the 2000s time window. The temperature dependent variation
in the Nin/Nout ratio observed in Cholesterol and non-Cholesterol containing POPG liposomes
(Figure 3.3) shows that up to 15 °C the transport is similar in nature and then it starts to differ
significantly owing to the extra rigidity of the bilayer provided by Cholesterol.
The transport times of the dye was observed to be markedly dependent on the amount of
curcumin whose lipophilic nature has been established in a previous study [6]. In the
presence of 2.86 M curcumin (~0.2 molecule of curcumin per lipid molecule) the decrease
in the transport time observed in PG liposomes at 25 °C is ~56 times. For similar amount of
curcumin, the average transport time for LDS+ ions increases from 14 to 65s (a ~5 times
increase) when POPG liposomes at 25 °C are replaced by POPG liposomes containing
Cholesterol at 2 °C. Thus, it shows that liposomal curcumin facilitates faster transport even
when the bilayer rigidity has been enhanced by a combined effect of Cholesterol and low
temperature. This is also reflected by the Nin/Nout ratio (Figure 3.5, lower figure) especially
when the rigidity of the bilayer is increased. It is pertinent to note that earlier studies have
shown that presence of Cholesterol prevents peptide-induced membrane disruption by
increasing the cohesion and stiffness of the lipid bilayer membrane [22]. The transport
kinetics of MG across a membrane in presence of an ionophore gramicidin A (gA) were
studied earlier. The kinetics observed were significantly faster in presence of gA which has
been attributed to the gA assisted transport of the other cations (Na+, H3O+) present in the
system. As a result the Nin/Nout ratio of MG almost doubled (0.4 to 0.8) in the presence of gA.
However in this study, the Nin/Nout ratio changes from 0.6 to 0.7 in presence of curcumin
indicating that it does not act as an ionophore. As stated earlier, lipophilic drugs are expected
to alter the membrane properties. Experiments performed on DPH and Nile Red containing
liposomes show that membrane altering properties of curcumin are far superior compared to
these well known lipophilic molecules. In two recent studies the effect of curcumin on
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membrane organization has been studied by a variety of techniques [6-7]. It has been
concluded that curcumin is oriented in the bilayer with its main axis parallel to the acyl
chains and interacting with the polar head groups of the lipid. The length of the curcumin
molecule has been estimated to be about 16 A0, which is comparable to the typical length of a
lipid molecule [6, 23]. At higher concentrations (the one used in this study) it has been
suggested that curcumin forms higher order oligomeric structures in the membrane that span
the bilayer [6]. Thus the bilayer environment encountered by LDS+ ions in the presence of
curcumin is altered and is likely to be more polar than the one constituted by nonpolar
methyelene (-CH2-) units. This altered polarity is expected to make the transport process
faster for the positively charged dye. However, it might be noted that same argument should
also apply when DPH and Nile Red are present in the bilayer and consequently the transport
of LDS+ ions should be similar. It appears therefore that an important factor in this regard is
how the modification of the bilayer environment depends upon the interaction between the
lipophilic drug and the polar head group of the lipid. Compared to DPH, both Nile Red and
curcumin has polar functional groups like keto and hydroxyl groups which might interact
(say, hydrogen bonding) with the polar head group region of the lipid and consequently
change the bilayer properties. Thus different lipophilic drugs might affect the bilayer
differently and as a consequence, transport of molecules (cationic, in this case) may get
affected remarkably which is clearly shown in this study. Finally, it would be interesting to
use the SHG technique to study how membrane transport are affected in the presence of
membrane active molecules like antimicrobial or amyloid pedtides, since NMR studies have
shown that they siginificantly alter the membrane properties [24].
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3.4. Conclusion
In conclusion, we have studied the kinetics of transport of the hemicyanine dye LDS+ ions
across POPG model membrane bilayers by the surface selective SHG technique. The
transport is initiated by electrostatic adsorption of the dye to the outer surface of the
liposomes and its time constant is affected by the rigidity of the bilayer. In presence of the
liphophilic drug curcumin, the transport of LDS+ ions is enhanced remarkably and gets only
slightly affected by bilayer rigidity. Control experiments with other lipophilic molecules like
DPH and Nile Red showed that this enhancement may depend upon the interaction of the
lipophilic molecule with the polar head group region of the lipid which, consequently is
expected to depend on the chemical structure of the lipophilic molecule.
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Chapter 4
A comparative study on the effect of curcumin and chlorin-p6 on
the transport of the LDS cation across a negatively charged
POPG bilayer: Effect of pH

4.1 Introduction
The interaction between a drug and a lipid bilayer can alter several important biophysical
properties of membranes such as the membrane potential, fluidity and permeability [1-15]. In
the previous chapter we have observed that the transport (and hence membrane permeability)
of LDS+ ions across a POPG bilayer becomes significantly faster when curcumin is present in
the bilayer by using the interface selective second harmonic spectroscopic technique [16].
Drug induced alteration in lipid membrane permeability are expected to depend on the
chemical structure of the drug, and if the drug contains ionizable functional groups, the pH of
the medium. In this work we have therefore attempted to compare the membrane
permeability effect of curcumin and chlorin-p6 (Cp6: a porphyrin based photosensitizer) on
POPG liposomes using LDS+ ion as a probe over a pH range of 4.0 to 8.0 using the SH
spectroscopic technique. Further, using fluorescently labeled POPG liposomes, steady state
fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) studies were conducted to find out the pH
dependent bilayer localization of both the drugs. The results of SHG and FRET studies were
used to get an idea about how the membrane permeability depends upon the position of the
drug in the POPG bilayers. The chemical structures of chlorin-p6 and DPH-PC used in this
study are shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Chemical structures of chlorin-p6 (Cp6), DPH-PC lipid.

4.2 Results
The average laser power used in the SHG experiments was 600 mW. Micro-liter aliquot from
a concentrated stock solution of curcumin was added to the liposome solution and incubated
for few minutes for attaining equilibrium between the drug and the liposome. For Cp6,
following our previous study [17], the incubation time was kept at 30 minutes to ensure full
equilibrium between the drug and the liposome. SH experiments were done as follows: First
the signal from 2 mL of buffer containing 5 µM LDS+ ions was recorded followed by
addition of 50 L of liposome (with/without drug) solution at 50 second time point. The time
corresponding to liposome addition were denoted as t = 0 in all the figures. The concentration
of lipid was kept at 50 µM and the concentration of both curcumin and Cp6 were kept at 3
µM.
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The lower limit of the pH for carrying out the transport of LDS+ ions across POPG liposomes
was set at pH 4.0 as discussed in chapter 2. Additionally, the upper limit of pH was fixed at
8.0 since several studies have showed that curcumin degrades near physiological pH [18-20].
Figure 4.2 describes the changes in SH electric field (E2 ) of LDS+ ions (5 M) before and
after addition of POPG (50 M) liposomes at different pH. Before the addition of liposomes
the observed E2 is due to hyper-rayleigh scattering from the dye. Addition of liposomes
produces an instantaneous increase of E2 due to adsorption of the cationic dye to the outer
surface of the anionic headgroups of POPG lipids. Subsequently E2 decreases with time as
LDS+ ions transports from the outer to inner bilayer. The normalized E2 values (E2 values
are normalized w.r.t. their maxima, i.e. immediately following liposome addition) are plotted
for a reason that will be discussed later and also due to the fact that normalization provides a
better clarity on the effect of pH as well as the drugs on the E2 characteristics of LDS+ ions.
The decays of E2 are fitted to exponential decay functions of the following form:

E2 (t) A0

ai exp( t / i )

(4.1)

The observed decays of E2 were consistently observed to be bi-exponential and the fitting
parameters are provided in Table 4.1.
The driving force for the transport of the LDS+ ions from the outer to the inner bilayer of the
POPG liposomes originates from the potential difference created between the outer and inner
bilayer due to electrostatic adsorption of the LDS+ ions on the outer bilayer surface [21-25].
The observed bi-exponential decays of E2 could arise due to initial rapid transport of the
cation from the outer bilayer to the inner bilayer (~100 seconds, Table 4.1) and as the inner
bilayer gets populated with the LDS+ ions the potential difference decreases causing the
transport rate of the LDS+ ions to be slower (~1000 seconds, Table 4.1).
As observed earlier [22-25] a notable feature of the decay characteristics of E2 is the
observation that it levels off at a value that is significantly greater than zero (corresponding to
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Figure 4.2: Effect of pH on the SH electric field of 5 µM LDS+ ions before and after addition
of 50 µM POPG liposomes at 25 °C. Liposomes are added at t = 0 time point. The black
curves denote only liposomes; red and blue curves denote liposomes containing 3 µM of Cp6
and curcumin respectively. All the curves are normalized with respect to the maximum E2
value.
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the term A0 in eqn. 4.1). This has been attributed to the finite population difference in the dye
molecules adsorbed on the outer (Nout) and inner (Nin) surface of the liposome and the term 1A0 represents the Nin/Nout ratio. The transport kinetics of LDS+ ions after addition of POPG
liposomes containing either curcumin or Cp6 (3 M each) changes significantly. In presence
of the drugs, the decays of E2 (from LDS+ ions) depend both on the pH of the medium and
the drug (curcumin/Cp6) present in the bilayer. It is clear from Figure 4.2 that at acidic pH
(4.0) bilayer permeability is significantly increased by Cp6 whereas near physiological pH
bilayer permeability is markedly enhanced by curcumin.
To get an idea about how the bilayer transport of LDS+ ions is affected by the drugs over the
pH range used in this study we have compared the relative changes of two transport
parameters: average transport time constant (

av;

where,

av

= a1

1

+ a2 2) and the relative

changes of the Nin and Nout values. The Nin/Nout ratios under different experimental conditions
are listed in Table 4.1. However it is pertinent to note that the transport kinetics of LDS+ ions
across the bilayer reached equilibrium at ~500 second in the presence of 3 M Cp6 at pH 4.0
(or 3 M curcumin at pH 7.4) whereas in the absence of the drugs at least an one hour is
needed to attain equilibrium. Therefore, the Nin/Nout ratio of LDS+ ions at equilibrium
obtained by exponential fitting actually represents the Nin/Nout values at widely different time
points. On the other hand, following the addition of liposomes at t = 0, E2 (t) will be
proportional to [Nout(t) - Nin(t)]E E at any time t. Therefore, if the E2 values are normalized
to unity at t = 0, then under similar experimental conditions the drug induced relative changes
of the quantity: [Nout(t) - Nin(t)] or N(t) can be compared by simply taking the ratio of E2
values at that particular time t. It is important to note that by comparing the different E2 (t) i.e.
N(t) values a fair idea about the transport process can be gained at any time without the
need to fit the experimental data. The smaller the value of N (t) will correspond to a faster
rate of transport across the bilayers
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Table 4.1: Fitted parameters for the decay of SH electric field of LDS+ ions after addition of
different POPG liposomes at different pHa
pHb
4.0
+ 3µM Cp6
Cp6-1 : Cp6-2
6.3
+ 3µM Curc

a0
0.32
0.08

a1
0.42
0.81

170
29

a2
0.26
0.11

2600
390

750
65

Nin/Nout
0.68
0.92

0.40

0.19

90

0.41

1143

486

0.60

5.0
+ 3µM Cp6
Cp6-1 : Cp6-2
0.6
+ 3µM Curc

0.45
0.19

0.37
0.31

199
44

0.18
0.50

2220
494

464
262

0.55
0.81

0.23

0.47

69

0.296

790

266

0.77

6.0
+ 3µM Cp6
Cp6-3 : Cp6-2
0.1
+ 3µM Curc

0.42
0.12

0.34
0.19

242
84

0.24
0.69

6752
1947

1713
1351

0.58
0.88

0.22

0.18

79

0.6

235

155

0.78

7.4
+ 3µM Cp6
Cp6-3 : Cp6-2
2.5
+ 3µM Curc
Curc0 : Curc-1
4.0

0.34
0.18

0.30
0.30

79
57

0.36
0.52

3470
1166

1280
629

0.66
0.82

0.10

0.67

47

0.23

184

74

0.90

8.0
+ 3µM Cp6
Cp6-3:Cp6-2 10
+ 3µM Curc
Curc0 : Curc-1
2.5

0.14
0.21

0.22
0.26

54
57

0.64
0.53

2120
1016

1379
557

0.86
0.79

0.14

0.63

81

0.23

418

147

0.86

1

a

2

av

The fitted values represent the decays of the SH electric field of LDS+ ions under various
conditions where the experimental time windows vary considerably. For example, in the
presence of only POPG liposomes decays of E2 were recorded on a much longer time scale
(see chapter 2) to get an accurate estimation of the time constants. All the time constants are
in second
b
The ratio of the abundant ionic species of the drugs at different pH (obtained from their
corresponding pKa values) are provided in grey background.
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Figure 4.3 shows the relative changes in the

av

and N1000s (at t = 1000s) values at different

pH. Both the drugs used in this study have functional groups that can be ionized depending
upon the pH of the medium. This ionization is expected to affect the hydrophobic/hydrophilic
balance of the drug thereby affecting its bilayer localization. It is evident from Figures 4.2
and 4.3 that pH plays an important role in the drug induced membrane permeability of LDS+
ions. Therefore, to get an idea about how membrane permeability depends upon the bilayer
localization of the drug, FRET studies were carried out using POPG liposomes containing
DPH labeled PC phospholipid. Since the fluorescence spectra of DPH overlaps nicely with
the absorption spectra of both the drugs (Figure 4.4) in the presence of POPG liposomes it is
expected that FRET will occur between DPH and the drugs.

20

1.4

Cp6

16

Curcumin

1.2
1.0

12
0.8
8
0.6
4

0.4

0

0.2
4

5

6

7

8

pH

Figure 4.3: Relative changes in: i) average transport time constant

av

(solid data points

connected by solid lines) and ii) N1000 s (hollow data points connected by dashed lines) of
LDS+ ions. Relative changes are calculated by normalizing with the corresponding value in
the absence of the drugs.
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The R0 values for the FRET pairs DPH- Cp6 and DPH-Curcumin were estimated to be 34.9 ±
0.8 and 42.5 ± 1.0 A0 respectively (Table 4.2).

1.0

1.0

DPH fluorescence
Curcumin Absorption

0.8

0.8

0.6

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.2

0.2

0.0
400

450

500

550

600

DPH fluorescence
Cp6 absorption

400

450

500

550

wavelength (nm)

Figure 4.4: Overlap between the emission of DPH-PC and curcumin (left) and DPH-PC and
Cp6 (right) in POPG liposomes at pH 5.0. DPH-PC: 1 µM; curcumin & Cp6: 3 µM

Table 4.2: FRET parameters used to calculate the average center-to-center distance (dx)
between DPH and the drugs.
R0 (A0)

RET
pair
DPHCurcumin

J( )
(x 10 M-1cm-1nm4)
8.45 ± 0.95

42.5 ± 1.0

DPH-Cp6

2.59 ± 0.50

34.9 ± 0.8

a

14

dx (A0)a
(Av. center-to-center distance)
33.9 ± 0.4 at pH 4.0
35.0 ± 0.4 at pH 5.0
36.4 ± 0.5 at pH 6.0
34.6 ± 0.5 at pH 4.0
37.4 ± 0.4 at pH 5.0
41.6 ± 0.6 at pH 6.0
42.1 ± 0.3 at pH 4.0
43.6 ± 0.5 at pH 8.0

The dx values are calculated at a drug concentration of 3 µM. The errors represent the

standard deviation obtained from three different experiments using three freshly made DPH
labeled POPG liposomes
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600

Figure 4.5 shows the FRET efficiency between DPH-Cp6 and DPH-Curcumin with increasing
concentrations of the drugs at various pH calculated from the steady state fluorescence
intensity of the donor DPH. The FRET efficiency curves increases with increasing
concentration of the drugs and then tends to saturate. While the FRET efficiency between
DPH and Cp6 were observed to significantly decrease with increase in the pH of the medium,
the FRET efficiency between DPH and curcumin at acidic pH range (4.0 to 6.0) were
observed to marginally decrease with increase in the pH of the medium.
0.6
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pH 6.0
pH 7.4
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Figure 4.5: pH dependent FRET efficiency (

ex

= 360 nm) between DPH-PC and Cp6 (upper

figure) and between DPH-PC and curcumin (lower figure). FRET efficiency (defined as: 1FDA/FD; where FDA and FD is the fluorescence intensity of DPH in the presence and absence
of curcumin or Cp6, respectively) was obtained by monitoring the fluorescence maxima of
DPH-PC at 432 nm. In these experiments the lipid concentration was kept at 150 µM (DPHPC: POPG = 1:150
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4.3 Discussion
The main objective of this work was to study the pH dependence of curcumin and Cp6
induced changes in the transport of the LDS+ ions across a POPG bilayer. The pH dependence
of drug induced bilayer permeability was assessed by monitoring the relative changes in the
two calculated parameters: average transport time constant (
observed trends in the relative

av

av)

and

N1000s values. The

and N1000s values show that the permeability of the POPG

bilayer containing curcumin (drug:lipid = 0.06) against the LDS+ ions increases remarkably
as the pH is increased, it peaks at 7.4 (~17x decrease in

av

with corresponding N1000s

0.3;

Figure 4.3) and then decreases significantly at pH 8.0. The decrease in curcumin induced
bilayer permeability at pH 8.0 could be explained by the fact that at this pH the amount of
neutral curcumin population (which is expected to be in the bilayer) decreases by 29% (Table
4.1). Interestingly an opposite trend is observed when relative

av

and

N1000s values are

compared for POPG liposomes in presence of similar amount of Cp6 (drug:lipid = 0.06). Cp6
induced bilayer permeability was observed to be maximum at pH 4.0 (~10x decrease in
with corresponding

N1000s

av

0.5; Figure 4.3), a further increase in the pH of the medium

decreased the drug induced membrane permeability and any further increase in pH did not
affect the bilayer permeability significantly.
Curcumin and Cp6 are amphiphilic in nature due to the presence of ionizable functional
groups (-COOH groups in Cp6 and –OH groups in curcumin). The pKa values of some of
these functional groups are either within the pH range used in this study or closer to it.
Therefore depending upon the pH of the medium these drugs can be charged or neutral which
is expected to affect their lipophilicity. Cp6 can exist as Cp6-1, Cp6-2 and Cp6-3 depending
upon the pH of the medium. The first and second pKa of the –COOH groups of Cp6 are at 7.0
and 4.8 [26-27]. The ratios of the various forms of Cp6 present at different pH are shown in
Table 4.1. So, at pH 4.0 where Cp6-1 species (more hydrophobic) is the majority, the bilayer
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permeability gets significantly enhanced whereas at pH 8.0 where Cp6-3 species (more
hydrophilic) is abundant the change in the bilayer permeability is modest.
The average center-to-center distance (dx) between DPH and the drugs were estimated from
the FRET efficiency and corresponding R0 values (Table 4.2). The dx values of DPH and Cp6
in the POPG bilayer increases from 34.6 ± 0.5 to 43.6 ± 0.8 A0 as the solution pH increases
from 4.0 to 8.0. The dx values of DPH and curcumin in the POPG bilayer increases from 33.9
± 0.4 to 36.4 ± 0.5 A0 as the solution pH increases from 4.0 to 6.0. It can be seen from Table
4.2 and Figure 4.3 that the increase in the dx values has a marked effect on the transport
characteristics of the LDS+ ions. For example an increase in the dx value of Cp6 from 34.6 ±
0.5 at pH 4.0 to 41.6 ± 0.6 at pH 6.0 results in a 9 fold decrease while an increase in the dx
value of curcumin from 33.9 ± 0.4 at pH 4.0 to 36.4 ± 0.5 at pH 6.0 results in a 7 fold
increase in the relative transport time constant of the cation. It therefore appears that with
increasing pH, the outward movement of curcumin and Cp6 (with respect to the bilayer center)
affects the membrane permeability in an opposite way.
In order to search for an explanation for this opposite effect, we note that: i) the length (long
axis) of both the drugs are comparable to the length of a POPG molecule and, ii) it is
reasonable to assume that in the bilayer the ionizable group/groups of the drugs should be
closer to the liposome-water interface. Earlier reports have indicated that interaction of the
functional groups of curcumin (phenolic –OH and enolic –OH) with the polar head groups of
the choline moiety of the phosphatidyl choline lipids (DMPC and DPPC) plays a major role
in modulating the bilayer organization [14-15]. Based on FRET results, the proximity
between the enolic –OH group of the drug and the polar head groups of POPG is likely to get
enhanced with increasing pH, which might cause the significant enhancement the bilayer
permeability by curcumin. One way to test this hypothesis would be to investigate with
curcumin derivatives where the enolic –OH group of the molecule is replaced by some inert
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group say, -OMe. Cp6, on the other hand, have the three –COOH groups at one end of the
molecule. With an increase in solution pH the outward movement of the drug is likely to
reduce the proximity between the –COOH group of the drug and the polar head groups of
POPG as suggested by the FRET study. Therefore Cp6 induced bilayer permeability gets
significantly reduced with increase in solution pH.

4.4 Conclusion
In conclusion, we have studied the transport kinetics of the LDS+ ions across POPG
liposomes in the pH range of 4.0 to 8.0 in the presence and absence of two amphiphilic drugs,
curcumin and Cp6. Our results show that transport (and consequently bilayer permeability) of
LDS+ ions across the bilayer is governed by the nature of the drug and pH of the medium.
While Cp6 significantly enhanced the transport of LDS+ ions at pH 4.0, curcumin gradually
enhanced the transport of the cation as the pH is increased which become maximum near
physiological pH (7.4) and decreased a bit at pH 8.0. FRET studies confirmed that the bilayer
localization of Cp6 is pH dependent, due to the presence of the carboxyl groups. Combining
the results of FRET studies and the relative population of the various ionic/nonionic species
of Cp6 at different pH leads to the suggestion that the reduced distance between the carboxyl
group of Cp6 and polar head groups of the lipid might be responsible for the observed
enhanced permeability of LDS+ ions at acidic pH. Understanding how pH plays a role in
curcumin induced bilayer permeability is more complex as the drug itself gets degraded near
physiological pH. However the results obtained from the SHG and FRET studies suggest the
possibility that interaction between anionic species of the drug (Curc-1) and the polar head
groups of the lipids might result in significant modulation of the bilayer organization.
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Chapter 5
Effect of bilayer partitioning of curcumin on the adsorption and
transport of a cationic dye across POPG liposomes probed by
second harmonic spectroscopy

5.1 Introduction
The lipid bilayer of cell membranes is a natural binding site for several types of amphipathic
molecules, like proteins, drugs, detergents etc. It is important to study the binding of a drug to
a membrane because drug-membrane binding can cause changes in the bilayer properties and
thus affect the functions of embedded proteins [1-2]. Amphipathic drugs can bind to the
membrane-water interface or intercalate into the nonpolar chain region of the membrane. One
such example of an amphipathic drug is curcumin (Figure 5.1) which shows a wide spectrum
of pharmacological effects [3-6]. The results of recent studies suggest that curcumin can
regulate various structurally-unrelated membrane proteins by changing the properties of the
surrounding lipid bilayer rather than directly binding to proteins [7-8]. Consequently several
studies have been performed in model membrane systems to understand how curcumin
affects the bilayer properties by different bio-physical techniques [9-14]. However majority
of these studies [9, 11-13] were carried out under an equilibrium condition, i.e. after
curcumin was bound to the membrane. A few studies [10, 14] where direct observation of
membrane properties were carried out while curcumin is added revealed some interesting
aspects of the membrane binding properties of this amphipathic drug.
It has been observed that surface area of individual giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) of
DOPG lipid increases upon binding of curcumin from solution by the micropipette aspiration
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technique [10]. The rate of increase is faster up to a curcumin: lipid molar ratio (C/L) of 0.02
and becomes slower thereafter. Combining this with results obtained from earlier studies on
X-ray lamellar diffraction measurements of the thickness of DOPG bilayers as a function of
curcumin content [9] a two-state model was proposed for curcumin binding to DOPG bilayer.
Curcumin initially binds to the aqueous bilayer interface and then at higher concentrations
gradually partition to a state where it is inserted into the hydrocarbon region of the bilayers
[10]. In another study using total internal reflection fluorescence microscopic technique, it
was observed that curcumin induces fusion of lipid raft domains at low concentrations by
changing the boundary between the ordered and disordered phases [14].

O

H

O

OMe

MeO

OH

HO

Figure 5.1: Chemical structure of curcumin.

Second Harominc (SH) spectroscopic technique has the ability to probe the interfacial region
exclusively due to symmetry considerations [15]. Generation of SH light requires that the
medium must lack a center of symmetry which is applicable at the lipid bilayer interface.
Interfacial adsorption of a molecule/ion and its transport across a bilayer can therefore be
monitored by the SH technique provided it possesses a reasonable hyperpolarizability value
at the excitation wavelength [13, 16-19]. We have earlier monitored the transport of a
cationic hemicyanine dye, LDS+ ion, across a negatively charged POPG bilayer by the SH
spectroscopic technique and observed that when POPG liposomes were incubated with
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curcumin the transport of LDS+ ions across the bilayer was significantly faster [13]. Since it
has been observed that partitioning of curcumin from solution to a bilayer is accompanied by
membrane area expansion and membrane thinning [9-11, 14] it would be interesting to see
whether this will affect the interfacial binding of small organic molecules with lipid bilayer.
In this work we report how the adsorption and transport of LDS+ ions across a POPG bilayer
changes when curcumin is added to the solution and compare our results with previous
studies [9-10].

5.2 Results
The average laser power used in the SHG experiments was 600 mW. The SH experiments
were conducted as follows: The SH intensity of LDS+ ions (5 µM) in buffer solution was
monitored with time. At t = 50 second, 50 micro-liter concentrated POPG solution was added
to make the final concentration of POPG as 50 µM. Unless otherwise stated micro-liter
aliquots from a concentrated stock solution of curcumin were added to the liposome solution
at t = 100 second to get the desired curcumin:lipid (C/L) ratio. Figure 5.2 describes the
changes in the SH field (E2 ) of LDS+ ions after addition of POPG liposomes (at 50 second)
for three different conditions:
a) Without curcumin.
b) POPG liposomes which were earlier incubated with curcumin (C/L = 0.1) for few minutes.
c) Curcumin (C/L = 0.1) was added 50 second after the addition of POPG liposomes.
The instantaneous increase (< 1 second) in the E2 signal of LDS+ ions after addition of
POPG liposomes at 50 second time point for all the three curves in Figure 5.2 is due to the
rapid electrostatic absorption of the positively charged dye on the negative charged outer
bilayer surface as has been demonstrated in numerous studies earlier [13, 16-19].
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Figure 5.2: SH electric field (E2 ) of LDS+ ions (5 µM) under different conditions at pH 5.0
and room temperature. Black: In presence of POPG liposomes (50 µM) which were added at
50 second time point; Blue: In presence of POPG liposomes (50 µM) incubated with
curcumin (C/L = 0.10), which were added at 50 second time point; Red: In presence of
POPG liposomes (50 µM) added at 50 second time point and curcumin (C/L = 0.10) added at
100 second time point. Inset: SH electric field (E2 ) arising from pH 5.0 buffer to which
POPG liposomes (50 µM) was added at 50 second time point and curcumin (C/L = 0.50) was
added at 100 second time point.
After addition of POPG liposomes E2 of LDS+ ions decreases gradually due to transport of
the LDS+ ions from the outer to inner lipid bilayer (case a). Consistent with our earlier studies
the rate of decrease of the E2 of LDS+ ions gets significantly faster when POPG liposomes
contain curcumin (case b). However when curcumin is added to the solution containing LDS+
ions and POPG liposomes, it generates an additional instantaneous increase in the E2 signal
of LDS+ ions (case c). This phenomenon is observed whenever curcumin is added as shown
in Figure 5.3. In order to see whether this is due to E2 generated by the curcumin molecules
itself, we have monitored the E2 signal of POPG liposomes in presence of only curcumin
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which is shown as an inset in Figure 5.2. The time course of E2 signal coming from a pH 5.0
buffer solution increases marginally after addition of POPG liposomes (added at 50 second)
but remains more or less unchanged even after addition of curcumin (added at 100 second)
whose concentration is five times higher than that used in Figure 5.2 b and 5.2 c. Therefore,
the instantaneous increase in the E2 signal of LDS+ ions following addition of curcumin does
not arise due to E2 of curcumin. In the presence of POPG liposomes the E2 signal of LDS+
ions at any time is directly proportional to the population difference between the LDS+ ions
molecules residing at the outer and inner lipid bilayer. The additional instantaneous increase
in the E2 signal of LDS+ ions (case c) indicates that addition of curcumin affects this
population difference. Therefore the instantaneous increase of the E2 signal of LDS+ ions
(red curve, Figure 5.2), immediately after addition of curcumin, can be attributed to an
instantaneous increase of the number of LDS+ ions molecules adsorbed on the outer bilayers.

Figure 5.3: Effect of addition of curcumin (C/L = 0.02) to a solution containing LDS+ ions
and POPG liposomes (corresponding to case c of Figure 5.2). The instantaneous increase in
the E2 signal of LDS+ ions happens whenever curcumin is added.
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It would be interesting to see whether this phenomenon is a particular one (for LDS+ ion only)
or a general one (for any organic cations). Therefore, we have repeated the same experiment
corresponding to curve c of Figure 5.2, but replaced the LDS+ ion by either Malachite Green
or Auramine-O cation both of which have appreciable SH signals at 800 nm excitation [15].
Although no instantaneous increase in the E2 signal of these two cations were observed after
addition of curcumin at room temperature (data not shown), lowering the temperature of the
solution (3 °C) indeed resulted in an instantaneous increase in the E2 signal of these two
cations which is shown in Figure 5.4, along with LDS+ ions. These results therefore suggest
that addition of curcumin changes the outer bilayer of the POPG liposomes in such a way so
as to induce an increase in the number of cationic molecules adsorbed on the negatively
charged outer bilayer.
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Figure 5.4: Changes in E2 of LDS+(circles), Malachite Green (squares) and Auramine-O
(triangles) in the presence of POPG liposomes (50 µM) before and after addition of
curcumin (C/L = 0.1; added at 100 second time point) in pH 5.0 buffer at 3 °C. Estimation of
curcumin associated fractional changes in the E2 of LDS+ ions is also shown.
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In order to quantify the observed changes in the E2 signal due to curcumin, we have chosen
LDS+ ions as the probe molecule and kept the temperature at 3 °C because as evident from
Figure 5.4, changes in the E2 signal after addition of curcumin of LDS+ ions is largest
among the three cations. Curcumin induced fractional changes in the E2 signal of LDS+ ions
can now be quantified as:
Ef2 = E2 /E02

(5.1)

where E2 is the maximum observed difference of the SH electric field of LDS+ ions before
and after addition of curcumin (Figure 5.4). Since the E2 signal of LDS+ ions after addition
of POPG liposomes remains unchanged (it remains constant for several hundred seconds
which is consistent with our earlier report [13]) before addition of curcumin it is reasonable
to assume (as per Eqn. 1) that the E2 signal of LDS+ ions (in presence of POPG liposomes at
3 °C) will be directly proportional to the number of LDS+ ions adsorbed on the outer bilayer
of the liposomes for the initial few hundreds of seconds. Therefore, curcumin induced
fractional increase in the E2 signal of LDS+ ions can be directly correlated to the fractional
increase in the number of LDS+ ions molecules adsorbed on the outer lipid bilayer. In the
following sections we have attempted to investigate curcumin induced fractional changes of
SH electric field (Ef2 ) of LDS+ ions under various environmental conditions.
Curcumin is an amphiphilic molecule having three acidic hydroxyl groups among which the
enolic hydroxyl group is the most reactive having a pKa of

8.4 [20,11]. In order to

investigate whether the ionization of the enolic hydroxyl group should affect the Ef2 of LDS+
ions we did a pH variation study. Figure 5.5 shows the changes in Ef2 of LDS+ ions with
changes in the pH of the medium. As shown in the inset of Figure 5.5, a change in the pH of
the medium (from 5.0 to 8.5) causes Ef2 of LDS+ ions to change significantly. The fractional
increase in the SH electric field of LDS+ ions at pH 5.0 was observed to be twice (~17%) as
much as that observed for pH 8.5 (~8%). Since with increase in pH, the formation of enolic
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anion of curcumin is favored it indicates that neutral species of curcumin is more effective in
increasing the Ef2 of LDS+ ions. Therefore in the subsequent studies we have kept the
medium pH at 5.0
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Figure 5.5: The variation in the Ef2 of LDS+ ions in presence of POPG liposomes (C/L =
0.1) with pH of the medium at 3 °C. Inset: Time dependent changes of the E2 signal of LDS+
ions in presence of POPG liposomes before and after addition of curcumin at pH 5.0 (black
circles) and at pH 8.5 (hollow circles). The E2 signals of LDS+ ions were normalized before
addition of curcumin to unity for clarity.
.
The changes in the E2 signal of LDS+ ions with changing curcumin:lipid (C/L) mole ratio
are provided in Figure 5.6. It is evident from Figure 5.6 that the transport of the cation
remains more or less similar up to a C/L value of 0.02 and starts to become significantly
faster thereafter. Transport rate constants of LDS+ ions under different C/L mole ratio were
obtained by fitting with an exponential decay function as mentioned in our early work [13].
To extract the decay time constants of the individual curves they were fitted after the
curcumin induced jump in the E2 signal of LDS+ ions is completed.
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Figure 5.6: Changes in the E2 signal of LDS+ ions due to addition of curcumin (C/L varied
from 1x10-3 to 0.2) to a solution containing LDS+ ions and POPG liposomes. Curcumin was
added at t = 100 second time point.

Figure 5.7 shows the changes in Ef2 and transport rated constant (kT) values of LDS+ ions
with changing curcumin:lipid (C/L) mole ratio. Representative time dependent E2 signal of
LDS+ ions at two different C/L ratio (4.0x10-3 to 4.0x10-2) are shown in the inset for a
qualitative assessment on the effect of increasing curcumin concentration. It is interesting to
note that with increasing C/L ratio the observed trends of Ef2 and kT values of LDS+ ions, are
not similar at lower C/L ratio. While the increase in the Ef2 of LDS+ ion is initially rapid the
transport rate of the cation remains quite similar up to a C/L ratio of
being

0.02. For C/L ratio

0.02, while the Ef2 values remains more or less constant there is a significant (~40

times) followed by a modest increase in the kT values of LDS+ ions. It is pertinent to note that
the observed trend in the variation of Ef2 with C/L ratio is quite similar to earlier studies
where it was observed that bilayer thinning and surface area expansion of a DOPC bilayer
increases rapidly up to a C/L ratio of 0.02 and saturates thereafter [9-10].
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Figure 5.7: Changes in the Ef2 (filled, solid lines) and transport rate constant (kT) values
(hollow, dashed lines) of LDS+ ions in presence of POPG liposomes at pH 5.0 with variation
in the C/L mole ratio at 3 °C. Inset: Representative time dependent E2 signal of LDS+ ions
for C/L mole ratio of 4.0x10-2 (solid circles) and 4.0x10-3 (hollow transparent circles).
Figure 5.5 to 5.7 describes the effect of curcumin with respect to its concentration and ionic
species without the presence of any electrolytes. Since biological membranes are always
suspended in presence of different electrolytes such as NaCl, KCl etc. it would be prudent to
investigate the effect of curcumin in presence of these ions. Therefore we have studied the
effect of NaCl keeping the curcumin:Lipid molar ratio at 0.10. Figure 5.8 shows the effect of
increasing NaCl concentration on the curcumin induced changes in the Ef2 values of LDS+
ions. With increasing NaCl concentration Ef2 of LDS+ ions increases and at the highest NaCl
concentration (20 mM) used in this study the magnitude of increase was nearly two fold
compared to the situation when no electrolyte (i.e. NaCl) is present
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Figure 5.8: Changes in the Ef2 of LDS+ ions in presence of POPG liposomes and curcumin
(C/L = 0.1) with increasing amounts of an electrolyte, NaCl at pH 5.0 and 3 °C. Inset:
Representative time dependent changes of the E2 signal of LDS+ ions in presence of POPG
liposomes before and after addition of curcumin at pH 5.0 and 3 °C. Solid and hollow circles
represent NaCl concentrations of 0 and 20 mM respectively. The E2

signals were

normalized before addition of curcumin to unity for clarity.

5.3 Discussions
In this work we have investigated the adsorption and transport process of the LDS+ ions
across a negatively charged POPG bilayer while curcumin is added to the bilayer by the
interface selective Second-Harmonic spectroscopic technique. Results presented in Figures
5.2 and 5.4 suggest that the observed increase in the E2 signal of LDS+ ions upon curcumin
addition is due to creation of additional binding sites for the LDS+ ions on the outer bilayer of
POPG liposomes by curcumin.
Curcumin (Figure 5.1) has three acidic protons out of which the enolic proton is most acidic
(pKa ~ 8.4) [20-21]. Results of several photophysical studies carried out on curcumin
suggests that inter-molecular hydrogen bonding between the enolic proton of curcumin and a
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hydrogen-bond-acceptor group in polar protic solvents is possible [22-29]. Since the
molecule also has a strong affinity for membranes [8-12] it is quite likely that there will be
hydrogen bonding interactions between the drug and the polar head groups of the lipid when
the drug is bound to the membrane. Results obtained from the pH experiment (Figure 5.5)
shows that the observed 50% decrease in the Ef2 of LDS+ ions when the pH is increased
from 5.0 to 8.5 correlates with the

50% decrease in the concentration of the neutral form of

the drug at pH 8.5. Therefore our results indicate that hydrogen bonding between the enolic
proton of curcumin and the polar headgroup of the POPG liposomes is crucial for the creation
of additional binding sites for LDS+ ions.
The observed changes in the Ef2 and kT values of LDS+ ions (Figure 5.7) with changes in
C/L ratio indicate the presence of two distinct regimes:
1) C/L ratio

0.02: At this regime addition of curcumin generates more binding sites for

LDS+ ions without affecting its transport rate across the bilayer.
2) C/L ratio

0.02: In this regime addition of curcumin does not generates any more

binding sites for LDS+ ions but causes the transport of the cation to become
significantly faster across the bilayer.
If the proposed two-state binding model of the drug with bilayer (DOPG or POPG) as
suggested earlier is correct then results presented in Figure 5.7 suggests that surface
associated state of the drug is responsible for creation of extra binding sites for the LDS+ ions
whereas the bilayer intercalated state of the drug is responsible for the enhanced transport of
LDS+ ions. It is reasonable to expect that when the drug is intercalated in the bilayer the
energy barrier (associated within the hydrophobic domain of the bilayer) for the LDS+ ions to
cross the bilayer will be lowered as curcumin is a polar molecule having a dipole moment of
~10 Debye [30].
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However in order to understand why it should lead to an increment in cation binding sites we
need to consider the effect of other ions (i.e. electrolytes) present in the solution. Several
Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulation studies have found that strong ion–lipid interactions in
POPG lipids stabilize the bilayer by reducing lipid-lipid repulsion arising due to similar
charge of the lipid head groups [31-34]. These interactions occur with positively charged
counter ions (e.g. Na+) and carbonyl oxygens present in the POPG head groups via formation
of ion-lipid and lipid-ion-lipid complexes. Results obtained from atomistic [31] and coarsegrained [33] MD simulations show that interactions with anti microbial peptides (AMP) with
POPG membranes are associated with the release of these counter ions from the membrane
interface. The entropy increase due to the counter ion release from the electric double layer
surrounding the membrane is attributed as one of the origins of the attraction between the
strongly charged POPG membrane and AMP. In a particular case the mechanism for
degradation of a POPG membrane upon binding to a cationic AMP was ascribed to the
counter ion release by the AMP thereby destroying the cationic bridges between charged lipid
head groups and de-stabilizing the bilayers [34].
The adsorption and subsequently the transport of LDS+ ion is initiated by electrostatic force
of attraction between the dye and the negatively charged bilayer. For reasons discussed above,
the negative charge of the bilayer will be somewhat screened due to the presence of Na+–lipid
interactions as the liposomes are suspended in sodium phosphate buffer solution. Therefore
any factor that affects this interaction is expected to alter the bilayer surface charge density
which in turn will affect the electrostatic adsorption of LDS+ ions with the bilayer. Since it
has been reported that curcumin forms hydrogen bond with the carbonyl oxygens in a DPPC
bilayers [11-12] we propose that addition of curcumin to a POPG liposome solution
suspended in sodium phosphate buffer medium disturbs the Na+–lipid interactions by
formation of intermolecular hydrogen bond between the enolic hydrogen of curcumin and
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carbonyl oxygen of the DOPG lipid. This hypothesis is consistent with our experimental
observations (Figure 5.5) that the enolate anion of curcumin is less conducive for increasing
the Ef2 of LDS+ ions. Replacement of the Na+ ions with electrically neutral curcumin
molecules is expected to enhance the electrostatic force of attraction between LDS+ ions and
the negatively charged POPG bilayer by increasing the bilayer surface charge density which
would explain our experimental observations. It is interesting to note that although the bilayer
surface charge screening increases with increasing Na+ ion concentration (by adding NaCl to
the solution), curcumin is still able to disturb the Na+–lipid interaction (Figure 5.8) which
demonstrates the lipophilic character of the molecule. It is pertinent to note that this alteration
of bilayer surface charge density by curcumin should depend upon relative orientation of the
molecule with the bilayer. The chemical structure of curcumin (Figure 5.1) indicates that
interaction between the enolic hydrogen of curcumin and the carbonyl oxygens of the POPG
bilayer is likely to be maximum when the drug will reside at the surface of the bilayer rather
than intercalate within hydrocarbon region of the bilayer. It is pertinent to note here that
water near the bilayer also plays a crucial role for several biochemical processes such as
adsorption, ionic transport and membrane protein orientation. Several recent studies using the
heterodyne detected electronic sum frequency generation technique have shed light upon how
lipid head groups affect the interfacial pH and orientation of interfacial water molecules [3537]. In addition MD studies also showed that formation of the Na+-lipid complexes becomes
energetically more stable when a water molecule is shared between them [32-35]. Finally, the
results obtained by us are summarized in a cartoon (Figure 5.9) which tries to explain the
experimental observations. Addition of LDS+ ions to a POPG liposome solution results in
electrostatic adsorption of the dye to the negatively charged bilayer surface. The amount of
adsorption of the cation depends upon the surface charge density of the bilayer governed by
the Na+–lipid interactions. Addition of curcumin (C/L ratio
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0.02) results in replacement of

Na+–lipid complexes by formation of curcumin-lipid complexes which helps further
adsorption of the LDS+ ions at the outer bilayer due to an increase in the negative charge
density of the bilayer surface. Further addition of curcumin results in partitioning of the drug
inside the bilayer where the long axis of the molecule is oriented perpendicular to aqueousbilayer interfacial plane. In this geometry the polar curcumin molecule reduces the
hydrophobic character of the hydrophobic domain of the bilayer and as a result the transport
of the LDS+ ions across the bilayer gets faster.

5.4 Summary and conclusions
The function of membrane bound proteins is sensitive to their hydrophobic as well as
hydrophilic interactions with the bilayers [35]. The hydrophobic interaction happens inside
the bilayer, with the hydrophobic part of the bilayer whereas the hydrophilic interaction
occurs at the aqueous-bilayer interface with the polar head groups of the lipids and the
surrounding ions. A disturbance in these interactions is expected to affect their functionality
and for curcumin our results combined with previous results [9-10] are expected to provide
further insights about the ability of this drug to regulate various structurally-unrelated
membrane proteins by changing the properties of the lipid bilayer. Finally, we note that a
closer inspection of Figures 5.2 and the inset of Figure 5.7 reveal that the increase in the E2
signal of LDS+ ions, immediately following addition of curcumin, is not instantaneous at low
temperature. This indicates that disruption of Na+–lipid interactions and formation of
curcumin-lipid hydrogen bonding is a kinetically controlled process. Attempts will be made
to investigate this aspect in the next study.
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Figure 5.9: Cartoon showing how curcumin binds and disturbs the POPG bilayer and affects
the adsorption and transport of the LDS+ ions. The LDS+ ions adsorb initially on the outer
bilayer (top) of the POPG liposomes and then transports to the inner bilayer (bottom).
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Chapter 6
Effect of curcumin addition on the adsorption and transport of a
cationic dye across DPPG-POPG liposomes probed by second
harmonic spectroscopy

6.1 Introduction
A lot of biological phenomena are triggered due to some events taking place at a biological
interface. One of the most ubiquitous biological interface is the aqueous-membrane interface
where events like adsorption and transport can lead to significant changes in cellular
functioning. A powerful approach to study interfacial phenomena is based on the
spectroscopic methods of second harmonic and sum-frequency generation (SHG & SFG
respectively) [1-5]. The reason behind the selectivity of these spectroscopic techniques to
exclusively probe the interfacial region lies on the fact that that these second-order processes
are electric dipole forbidden in centrosymmetric media but allowed in non-centrosymmetric
media such as an interface. Several types of interfacial phenomena has been probed by SHG
and SFG spectroscopy [1-5]. Among them, the adsorption and transport kinetics of several
organic ions across a lipid bilayer has been monitored by the SHG technique [6-17]. The
principle behind this has been already discussed in Chapter 1.
Although the adsorption and bilayer transport of an ion is primarily driven by the electrostatic
force of attraction between the oppositely charged ion and the bilayer head group, it can
change drastically during the partitioning of a lipophilic molecule from aqueous to bilayer
phase [8,10,13-18]. For example, utilizing the SHG spectroscopic technique we have shown
that, curcumin, a well known drug, increases the adsorption and transport of a cationic
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hemicyanine dye, LDS+, across a negatively charged POPG (1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-snglycero-3-phospho-(1'-rac-glycerol) bilayer while partitioning from the aqueous to the bilayer
phase (Chapter 5). Interestingly, the increase in the adsorption of LDS+ ions was attributed to
curcumin induced release of Na+ counter-ions from the bilayer head group region.
There have been numerous reports of strong counter-ion lipid head-group interactions in
liposomes having either charged or zwitterionic head groups (e.g. phosphatidylcholine: PC;
phosphatidylserine: PS; phosphatidylglycerol: PG) [19-27]. In particular this interaction is
quite relevant for liposomes where the head groups are charged (e.g. PG) and the formation
of counter ion-lipid complexes are necessary to balance the repulsive force arising due to
similar charge of the lipid head groups and preserve the integrity of the bilayers [19-20,2627]. Anything which disrupts the counter ion-lipid complexes are therefore expected to destabilize the bilayer by increasing the electrostatic repulsion between the like charged head
groups of the lipid. In fact it has been shown that de-stabilization of POPG bilayer by some
cationic polymers [28-29] as well as cationic anti-microbial peptides [30-31] is associated
with the counter-ion release from the head group region due to the electrostatic binding
between the macromolecule and the PG head group.
Since it is well known that a lipid bilayer consisting of saturated acyl chains (e.g. 1,2dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-(1'-rac-glycerol): DPPG) will be more rigid compared to
that consisting of unsaturated acyl chains (e.g. POPG) it would be interesting to get at least a
qualitative idea about the relative strength of the counter-ion–DPPG and counter-ion–POPG
head-group interactions. Therefore, by monitoring the curcumin induced changes in the
adsorption properties of the LDS+ ions using the interface selective SHG spectroscopic
technique we have attempted to compare the strength of these counter-ion PG head-group
interactions. Results obtained showed a remarkable dependence of the adsorption properties
of the LDS+ ion with respect to bilayer acyl chain saturation/un-saturation (S/U) ratio which
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we have tried to explain on the basis of different types of Na+–lipid interactions present in
liposomes constituted from a mixture of DPPG and POPG lipids.

6.2 Results
The average laser power used in the SHG experiments was 500 mW. The SH experiments
were conducted as follows: The SH intensity of 50 µM liposome in buffer was monitored
with time. At t = 0 second, a concentrated stock solution of LDS+ ions was added to make the
final concentration of LDS+ ions 5 µM. Micro-liter aliquots from a concentrated stock
solution of curcumin were added at t = 400 second to get the desired curcumin:lipid (C/L)
ratio. We have prepared six different liposomes by varying the POPG:DPPG mole ratio from
1:0 to 0:1. These are characterized with respect to their size and zeta potential at 25 °C and
listed in Table 6.1. The temperature dependent changes in the fluorescence anisotropy values
of the membrane probe DPH for these liposomes is shown in Figure 6.1. It is well known that
fluorescence anisotropy of DPH depends upon the bilayer rigidity [31]. It can be seen from
Figure 6.1 that for some liposomes (POPG:DPPG mole ratio of 0:1, 1:5, 1:3 and 1:1) the
temperature dependent trends of the fluorescence anisotropy values of DPH are “S” shaped
indicating a phase transition (gel to liquid crystalline state) of the bilayer within the
temperature range studied. These are fitted with a sigmoidal function to extract the phase
transition temperature (Tm; provided in Table 2.4) from the inflection point. For pure DPPG
liposomes the Tm was located at ~42.0 °C which is close to the reported value of 41 °C [38].
As the acyl chain un-saturation percentage increases the temperature dependent changes in
the DPH anisotropy values becomes more diffuse signifying the increased disorder in the acyl
chains. Accordingly the Tm values decreases and for liposomes having a higher mole-fraction
of the un-saturated lipid POPG (POPG:DPPG mole ratio of 3:1 and 1:0), the temperature
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dependent changes in the DPH anisotropy values follows a linear pattern indicating that at
this temperature range there is no phase transition of the bilayer.
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Figure 6.1: Temperature dependent changes in the fluorescence anisotropy of the membrane
probe DPH in presence of the six liposomes prepared from a mixture of POPG and DPPG
lipids. The observed trends in the DPH fluorescence anisotropy suggests that out of the six
liposomes, only four show a gel-liquid crystalline phase transition in the experimental
temperature range. The solid lines are sigmoidal fits of the individual data point for these
four sets of liposomes. The melting transition temperatures (Tm) obtained from the inflection
point of the sigmoidal curve is also shown.
We have recorded the time dependent changes of the SH intensity signal (at different
temperatures) generated from a solution of these different DPPG-POPG liposomes to which 5
µM LDS+ ions were added at t = 0 second and subsequently 5 µM curcumin (curcumin:lipid
ratio: C/L = 0.10) was added at t = 400 second. After converting the SH intensity signal to
SH electric field (E2 ), the temperature dependent E2 traces for each liposome are provided
in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Time dependent changes in the SH electric field (E2 ) generated from a mixture
consisting of 50 µM liposome, 5 µM LDS+ions (added at t = 0s) and 5 µM curcumin (added
at t = 400s) at three different temperatures. Changes the E2 signal of the LDS+ ions upon
addition of curcumin is seen to depend on the S/U ratio.
Before addition of LDS+ ions the observed E2 signal arises due to Hyper-Rayleigh scattering
from the liposomes [17]. For all the cases, the instantaneous (< 1 second) increase in the E2
( E2 t0) as soon as LDS+ ions were added is due to the rapid electrostatic adsorption of the
LDS+ ions on the negative charged outer bilayer surface as has been demonstrated in
numerous studies earlier [6-18]. Therefore, the SH electric field, after addition of LDS+ ions,
is dominated by the E2 signal of LDS+ ions (E2 (LDS+)) which then decreases gradually due
to transport of the LDS+ ions from the outer to inner lipid bilayers [16]. Although all the
liposomes showed similar zeta potential values, it was observed that bilayer rigidity plays a
crucial role in the adsorption of the LDS+ ions ( E2 t0) on the outer surface of the bilayer. At
7.5 °C, as the lipid acyl chain S/U ratio is increased the magnitude of the E2

t0

was observed

to decrease; this was especially significant for DPPG:POPG liposomes having S/U ratio of
5:1 and 1:0, indicating that the gel-state of the bilayer is perhaps, not conducive enough for
adsorption and subsequently the transport of the LDS+ ions across the negatively charged
bilayer. The instantaneous increase in measured SH signal following addition of LDS+ ions
( E2 t0) could be due to a combination of the HRS signal coming from the LDS+ ions free in
solution and LDS+ ions adsorbed on the outer surface of the DPPG liposomes. One way of
checking this is to compare the HRS signal generated from LDS+ ions in absence of any
liposomes with the

E2

t0

signal. The measured SH electric signal of LDS+ ions is 13 ± 2

counts per second under similar experimental conditions. Comparing this with the

E2

t0

signal for the DPPG liposomes (Figure 6.2) indicates that there is insignificant adsorption of
the LDS+ ions on the outer surface of the DPPG liposomes till 37.5 °C. Above this
temperature, the adsorption and subsequently the transport of the LDS+ ions across the DPPG
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bilayer can be observed. As the bilayer changes its state from the gel to liquid-crystalline
phase, a significant increase in the E2

t0

values of the LDS+ ions were observed indicating

that the disordered state of the bilayer is now conducive enough for adsorption on the outer
surface of the bilayer (Figure 6.2).
When curcumin (C/L = 0.10) is added at t = 400 second time point the E2 (LDS+) signal was
observed to change remarkably depending on the POPG:DPPG mole ratio (Figure 6.2). The
instantaneous increase in the E2 (LDS+) signal does not arises due to curcumin as
demonstrated earlier in our previous study [17]. Over the entire temperature range of 7.547.5 °C, as soon as curcumin is added to a mixture of POPG liposomes and LDS+ ions, the
E2 (LDS+) signal was observed to increase instantaneously (<1 second) followed by a
decrease of the signal. Curcumin induced increase of the E2 (LDS+) signal were observed to
be temperature dependent: first they increases; reaches saturation (22.5 to 37.5 °C); and then
starts to decrease. While this characteristic changes in the E2 (LDS+) signal following
curcumin addition is consistent with our previous study [17], when similar experiment is
repeated using liposomes made from DPPG lipids, the increase in the E2 (LDS+) signal could
only be observed inside a narrow temperature window (27.5 to 37.5 °C) and contrary to
POPG liposomes, the rate of increase in the E2 (LDS+ ions) signal were not instantaneous
but were observed to increase slowly over the entire experimental time window (Figure 6.2).
When liposomes having different mole percentage of POPG and DPPG lipids were used, it
was observed that depending upon the temperature, the curcumin induced characteristic
changes in the E2 (LDS+ ions) signal are either similar to that observed for only POPG or
DPPG liposomes or a combination of both. Finally, at higher temperatures, the effect of
curcumin on the E2 (LDS+ ions) signal starts to level off. Overall the curcumin induced
changes in the E2 (LDS+ ions) signal observed in POPG-DPPG liposomes can be broadly
classified into:
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1) A fast kinetics (KPOPG) represented by an instantaneous (<1 second) rise followed by a
fast decay of the E2 (LDS+ ions) signal observed in the case of POPG liposomes.
2) A slow kinetics (KDPPG) represented by a slow rise of the E2 (LDS+ ions) signal
(which remains constant thereafter within the experimental time window) observed in
the case of DPPG liposomes.
3) A combination of KPOPG and KDPPG kinetics observed in the E2 (LDS+ ions) signal for
liposomes made from POPG and DPPG lipids.
4) At higher temperatures, the KPOPG and KDPPG kinetics merge together to form a single
kinetics: Kmix; whose characteristics is similar to that of KPOPG.
Figure 6.3 shows a time expanded trace of a particular E2 (LDS+ ions) signal (taken from
Figure 6.2) where, following curcumin addition, the presence of both KPOPG and KDPPG
kinetics are clearly observed. The parameters related to the KPOPG and KDPPG kinetics are: i)
fractional increase in the E2 (LDS+ ions) signal and ii) time constant of the decay of the E2
(LDS+ ions) signal following the increase. Following our earlier work, we define curcumin
induced fractional increase in the E2 (LDS+ ions) signal as [17]:
=

(6.2)

where E2 is the maximum observed difference of the SH electric field as defined in Figure
6.3 and the index “i” refers to the individual kinetics. The following parameters
corresponding to KPOPG, KDPPG and Kmix kinetics are then calculated for each trace:
Ef12 = fractional increase of the instantaneous signal of E2 (LDS+ ions) signal occurring in
the KPOPG regime.
Ef22 = fractional increase of the instantaneous signal of E2 (LDS+ ions) signal occurring in
the KDPPG regime associated with a time constant termed as tauf2.
Ef122 = fractional increase of the instantaneous signal of E2 (LDS+ ions) signal at high
temperatures for the POPG-DPPG liposomes.
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For each trace, values corresponding to the parameters Ef12 , Ef22 , tauf2, Ef122 and the
associated decays of the E2 (LDS+ ions) signal were estimated and presented in Table 6.1.
The time constants corresponding to the decay and rise time of the E2 (LDS+ ions) signal
(where both KPOPG and KDPPG regimes are present) were obtained by part-by-part exponential
fitting of the traces.
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Figure 6.3: A time-expanded trace of the E2 signal of the LDS+ ions is shown to highlight
the curcumin induced changes. The trace represents the changes in the E2 signal of the
LDS+ ions in presence of liposomes made from a POPG:DPPG S/U ratio of 1:1 at 17.5 °C,
where curcumin (curcumin:lipid mole ratio = 0.10) is added at t = 400 second. The curcumin
induced changes consists of an: 1) instantaneous (<1 second) increase; 2) a sharp decrease;
followed by a 3) slow rise of the E2 signal of the LDS+ ions. The method of estimation of the
parameters, Ef12 and Ef22 are also shown. The time constants associated with the fast
decay (KPOPG regime) and rise (KDPPG regime) of the E2 signal of the LDS+ ions are done by
exponential fitting of the corresponding regions.
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Table 6.1: Fitted parameters for the kinetic characteristics of the E2 (LDS+) signal following
curcumin addition at t = 400 second at different temperatures
POPG
Temp
Ads & transport (after curcumin addition at t = 500s)
(°C)
KPOPG
KDPPG
Kmix
f1
f2
f2
f12
E 2
Decay
E 2 (tau )
Decay
E 2
Decay
7.5
0.15±0.012 40±6
12.5
0.22±0.02 27±5
17.5
0.25±0.025 16±3
22.5
0.32±0.036 15±2
27.5
0.32±0.03 30±5
32.5
0.33±0.04 48±7
37.5
0.31±0.037 46±6
42.5
0.27±0.034 65±9
47.5
0.17±0.02 74±7
POPG:DPPG = 3:1
7.5
0.05±0.01 8±2
0.60±0.01 (110±20) 1000±150
12.5
0.06±0.01 15±4
0.26±0.03 (80±14) 3000±600
17.5
0.06±0.01 15±3
22.5
0.09±0.02 28±7
27.5
0.15±0.03 90±15
32.5
0.20±0.01 90±20
37.5
0.11±0.01 80±14
42.5
0.17±0.01 44±10
47.5
0.13±0.01 54±7
POPG:DPPG = 1:1
7.5
0.10±0.01 5±2
1.93±0.3 (250±40)
12.5
0.06±0.01 6±3
1.32±0.2 (150±20)
17.5
0.11±0.01 9±2
0.93±0.1 (120±15)
22.5
0.11±0.01 13±4 0.57±0.1 (70±7)
27.5
0.14±0.02 23±6 0.16±0.1 (30±5)
32.5
0.13±0.05 124±30
37.5
0.16±0.05 200±35
42.5
0.14±0.07 160±23
47.5
0.17±0.04 126±18
POPG:DPPG = 1:3
Temp
Ads & transport (after curcumin addition at t = 500s)
(°C)
KPOPG
KPOPG
KPOPG
f1
f2
g1
f12
E 2
Decay
E 2 ( E 2 )
Decay
E 2
Decay
7.5
0.12±0.02 8±2.0 0.78±0.10 (64±7)
12.5
0.06±0.01 4±1.0 0.69±0.11 (31±5)
17.5
0.15±0.02 5±1.5 0.42±0.09 (40±6)
1100±150
22.5
0.08±0.01 6±2.0 0.44±0.06 (27±5)
1400±180
27.5
0.31±0.05 (18±3)
842±100
32.5
0.22±0.01 (5±2)
344±70
37.5
0.10±0.02 105±15
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42.5
47.5
7.5
12.5
17.5
22.5
27.5
32.5
37.5
42.5
47.5

0.08±0.01 65±10
0.03±0.01 32±5
POPG:DPPG = 1:5
0.83±0.10 (220±30)
1.36±0.08 (90±15)
1.55±0.09 (82±12)
0.70±0.07 (45±10) 1200±200
1.33±0.10 (10±3)
3000±800
0.39±0.10 (13±2)
200±50
0.08±0.01 (85±2)
930±120
DPPG

7.5
12.5
17.5
22.5
27.5
32.5
37.5
42.5
47.5

0.2±0.08 (440±50)
0.8±0.10 (110±25)
1.6±0.20 (70±10)

Error bars represent standard deviation of three experiments performed with freshly
prepared liposomes.
Figure 6.4 describes how these parameters ( Ef122 , Ef12 , Ef22 and tauf2) of the LDS+ ion
depends upon lipid acyl chain S/U ratio and temperature for a fixed C/L mole ratio (0.10).
Each individual graphs corresponding to a particular lipid S/U ratio are color coded into
different zones to highlight the presence of different kinetic regimes (blue: KPOPG and KDPPG;
green: KDPPG; grey: KPOPG and white: Kmix) associated with varying lipid acyl chain S/U ratio
and temperature. In addition the temperature dependent fluorescence anisotropy values of
DPH for each liposome were also superimposed on each graph to provide an idea about how
the different kinetic regimes are associated with the gel, gel-LC and the LC phase state for
liposomes having a particular S/U ratio.
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Figure 6.4: A plot of the various parameters ( Ef12 : open black circles, Ef22 : black stars,
tauf2: blue circles, and Ef122 : closed black circles) corresponding to the KPOPG, KDPPG and
Kmix regime versus temperature for each of the six set of liposomes.
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By looking at the different color zones in Figure 6.4 the following points can be summarized:
1) Both fast (KPOPG) and slow (KDPPG) kinetics are observed at lower temperature range
when the bilayer is in the gel state. This temperature range was observed to be
dependent on the S/U ratio. For example, liposomes which have a 1:3 S/U ratio,
signature of both KPOPG and KDPPG in the E2 (LDS+ ions) signal was observed till
12.5 °C, which increases to 27.5 °C and 22.5 °C for liposomes having S/U ratio of 1:1
and 3:1 respectively. In addition, for liposomes having a S/U ratio of 3:1, only the
slow (KDPPG) kinetics could be observed in a narrow temperature range (25-35 °C).
2) When the S/U ratio was further increased to 5:1 curcumin induced changes resulted
exclusively the KDPPG kinetic part, which was observed till 37.5 °C. The E2 (LDS+
ions) signal was observed to increase slowly with time and in most cases not decay
within the experimental time window.
3) In addition, while the magnitude of the fractional increase of the E2 (LDS+ ions)
signal corresponding to the KPOPG and Kmix regime ( Ef12

and

Ef122 ) were

observed to be more or less similar over the entire temperature range, the magnitude
of the same for the KDPPG regime ( Ef22 and its associated rise time: tauf2) were
observed to decrease with increase in temperature.
Figure 6.4 suggests that the gel state of the bilayer favors the simultaneous occurrence of both
fast (KPOPG) and slow (KDPPG) kinetics provided that the lipid acyl chain S/U ratio lies in the
range of 3:1 to 1:3. In an attempt to investigate how the KPOPG and KDPPG kinetics are affected
with C/L ratio we have used the liposome with S/U ratio 1:1 and monitored the changes in
the E2

(LDS+ ions) signal. Two temperatures are selected where one temperature

corresponds to the gel state (10 °C) and the other corresponds to the transition from the gel to
the LC state (20 °C). For each of these temperatures the C/L ratio is varied (from 0.002 to
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0.200) and curcumin induced changes in the E2 (LDS+ ions) signal were recorded (similar to
experiments reported in Figure 6.2). Figure 6.5 describes the effect of changing C/L ratio on
the E2 (LDS+ ions) signal at two different temperatures for the 1:1 S/U ratio liposome.
Figure 6.6 describes how the following parameters: Ef12 , Ef22 and tauf2 of the LDS+ ion
depends upon the C/L mole ratio and temperature. Like Figure 6.4, here also the individual
graphs are further divided into similar color zones to understand better the presence of
individual kinetic regimes (blue: KPOPG and KDPPG; and grey: KPOPG). It is clear from Figure
6.6 that at a lower C/L ratio the gel state of the bilayer is more conducive for the
simultaneous occurrence of both KPOPG and KDPPG kinetics.

6.3 Discussions
The objective of this study was to investigate the relative strength of the Na+–POPG and
Na+–DPPG interactions by monitoring curcumin induced changes in the adsorption and
transport properties of the LDS+ ions across a PG bilayer containing POPG and DPPG lipids.
To carry out this objective we have prepared six different liposomes made from POPG and
DPPG lipids, where, by varying the acyl chain S/U ratio, the ordering in the hydrophobic
chain region of the bilayer have been systematically manipulated. As expected, with
increasing S/U ratio more ordering was introduced in the acyl chains and it resulted in four
liposomes which showed distinct gel to LC phase transition characteristics within the
temperature range used in this study (Figure 6.1).
Before we discuss the curcumin induced changes in the E2 (LDS+ ions) signal we must note
that the interaction of curcumin with lipid bilayers depends upon the bilayer rigidity and this
has been shown to be higher (two times) for un-saturated PC liposomes compared to
saturated PC liposomes [34]. Therefore, in our case, as the S/U ratio is increased, curcumin
binding with the PG bilayer is expected to decrease, i.e. the bilayer concentration of the drug
is expected to be lower.
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Figure 6.6: A plot similar to Figure 6.4, except here only 1:1 POPG:DPPG liposome was
used at two temperatures, 10 and 20 °C, to see the change in the various parameters ( Ef12 :
open black circles, Ef22 : black stars, and tauf2: blue circles) with increasing C/L ratio.
Table 6.2: Fitting parameters for the kinetic characteristics of the E2 (LDS+) signal
following curcumin addition at t = 400 second for POPG:DPPG (1:1) liposome at two
different temperature with increasing C/L ratio.
C/L
0.002
0.006
0.010
0.014
0.020
0.060
0.100
0.140
0.200
C/L

Ef12

Decay

Ef22 (tauf2)

10 °C
Decay

Ef122

Decay

0.02±0.01
0.05±0.02
0.04±0.02
0.07±0.01
0.08±0.02
0.07±0.01
0.07±0.01
Ef12

7±2
5±1
6±2
4±1
Decay

0.3±0.09 (810±90)
0.78±0.09 (180±20) 3000±500
1.02±0.11 (100±13) 2400±300
0.76±0.08 (60±8)
2660±290
20 °C
Ef22 ( Eg12 )
Decay

Ef122
0.03±0.01
0.03±0.01
0.02±0.01
0.03±0.01
0.04±0.02
0.04±0.02
0.02±0.01

Decay

0.002
0.006
0.010
0.014
0.020
0.060
0.100
0.140 0.07±0.01 11±3
0.72±0.10 (170±25)
0.200 0.05±0.01 5±2
0.58±0.08 (50±12)
740±80
Error bars represent standard deviation of three experiments performed with freshly
prepared liposomes.
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The observed trends in the E2 (LDS+ ions) signal following curcumin addition for each sets
of liposome are seen to be sensitive to the lipid S/U ratio. In particular, the presence of three
distinct kinetic signatures (KPOPG, KDPPG & Kmix) in the E2 (LDS+ ions) signal suggests that
interaction of curcumin with PG bilayer is happening in at least three different ways. Since
following curcumin addition the kinetic features of the E2 (LDS+ ions) signal are basically
similar, (i.e. it increases and then decreases or starts to decrease) it is reasonable to assume
that in all the cases curcumin is disrupting the Na+-lipid head-group complex by binding itself
at the PG head group region. At this point it is pertinent to examine carefully how the E2
(LDS+ ions) signal is affected by the partitioning of curcumin from the aqueous phase to the
bilayer. As suggested in previous studies [35-36] and confirmed by our earlier work [17], a
two state model for curcumin partitioning into a POPG bilayer was proposed where the drug
at low concentration adsorbs on the aqueous-bilayer region releasing the Na+ counter ions and
at high concentration intercalates into the hydrophobic region of the bilayer. We would also
like to note that solid state NMR studies performed earlier suggests that curcumin is
intercalated in the hydrophobic region of liposomes through hydrogen bond interaction with
terminal phosphate groups which also marginally lowers the phase transition temperatures
[47]. In addition, cationic molecules like ionic liquids were also shown to influence the phase
transition temperature of liposomes in the presence of curcumin [48-49].
The surface bound drug is responsible for the increase in the E2 (LDS+ ions) signal and the
bilayer intercalated state of the drug is responsible for the faster transport of LDS+ ions, i.e.
rapid decay of the E2 (LDS+ ions) signal [17]. Therefore the parameters: Ef12 , Ef22 and
Ef122 ; associated with the KPOPG, KDPPG and Kmix regime would be related to the curcumin
molecules which are located at the interfacial region of the bilayer. While the changes in
Ef12 and Ef122 occurs instantaneously (< 1 second) the changes in Ef22 were observed
to take place at a much slower rate indicating that in the KDPPG regime the Na+-lipid head138

group complex is much stronger compared to KPOPG, and Kmix regime. In addition, since the
E2 (LDS+ ions) signal decays faster in KPOPG, and Kmix regime it indicates that in these
regimes a certain fraction of the drug molecules is also in the bilayer intercalated state,
whereas in the KDPPG regime the population of the drug molecules remains largely associated
at the bilayer surface.
We now attempt to present a possible explanation of the results obtained in this study as
follows:
1) Curcumin induced changes in the E2 (LDS+ ions) signal in presence of DPPG
liposomes can be observed only in a narrow temperature range (27.5 to 37.5 °C):
There are at least two factors which is responsible. The first one is the binding
strength of curcumin with the DPPG bilayer and the second one is the pre-transition
melting of the DPPG bilayers [33], i.e. the ripple phase present between the gel and
the LC phase [37]. We note that the temperature range where it is observed coincides
with the existence of the ripple phase state of the DPPG bilayers [33], and therefore
we propose that in this phase state, curcumin is able to slowly disrupt the Na+-DPPG
complex thereby causing a slow increase in the E2 (LDS+ ions) signal. The
disappearance of this effect at higher temperatures is most likely due to the reduced
binding of curcumin with DPPG liposomes. This is consistent with a previous study
[34] where it has been reported that the binding constant of the drug (with saturated
PC liposomes) reduces by three times as the temperature is increased from 25 to
50 °C.
2) Observation of both KPOPG and KDPPG type kinetics in liposomes made from a mixture
of POPG and DPPG lipids (except 5:1) suggests that in these lipid mixtures both Na+POPG and Na+-DPPG complex are formed, their relative abundance being directed by
the S/U ratio. Since, compared to the LC state, the gel state of these liposomes was
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observed to favor the formation of both the counter-ion lipid complexes we propose
that in the gel state individual domains of POPG and DPPG lipids are formed. It is
pertinent to note that in an earlier study, domain separation was observed in GUVs
prepared from a mixture of DOPG and DPPG lipids by confocal microscopy [38].
The phase separation into individual POPG and DDPG domains were ascribed to the
differential interactions between the acyl chains of the lipid. The differential
interaction arises due to the differences in the cross-sectional area of the individual
acyl chains of POPG (~67 oA2 at 30 °C) and DPPG (~48 oA2 at 20 °C) lipids. Due to
this the counter-ion concentrations were near the vicinity of the DPPG head group
was calculated to be higher than that for POPG lipids. This further supports our
contention that Na+-DPPG interaction is stronger than Na+-POPG interaction.
3) It is interesting to note that in the POPG domain, the Na+-POPG complexes are
weaker than that formed in pure POPG liposomes and partitioning of curcumin from
the aqueous phase to this domain is efficient as suggested by the instantaneous rise
followed by the very fast decay of the E2 (LDS+ ions) signal (Table 6.2 and Figure
6.4). In addition, results obtained from C/L variation experiments using liposomes
having 1:1 S/U ratio (Figure 6.6) clearly indicates that at lower C/L ratio, curcumin
interacts preferentially with the POPG domains whereas at higher C/L ratio it is able
to interact with the DPPG domain. Consistent with the fact that increasing
temperature should induce more disordering in the lipid acyl chains, thereby
weakening the Na+-DPPG interaction, the values of Ef22 and tauf2 (associated with
the DPPG domain) decreases with increasing temperature and in some cases the E2
(LDS+ ions) signal following the completion of tauf2 was observed to decay implying
that in some cases, curcumin is able to intercalate in bilayer associated with the DPPG
domain. With further increase in temperature, for a particular S/U ratio, as more
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disorder is introduced in the bilayer, our results indicate that the individual POPG and
DPPG domains starts to mix to form a single domain where POPG and DPPG lipids
are randomly distributed. It is in this domain the Kmix kinetics are observed where the
kinetic feature of curcumin induced disruption of the Na+-lipid head-group complex
is quite similar to KPOPG. However it must also be noted that increase in temperature
also decreases the association of curcumin with the lipid bilayer and therefore at
higher temperatures the effects of curcumin start to decrease substantially.
Finally, the results obtained by us are summarized in a cartoon (Figure 6.7) where the
existence of pure POPG, pure DPPG and mixed POPG-DPPG domains in a bilayer are shown.
The effect of curcumin on these individual domains resulting in the differet type of kinetic
charecteristics of the LDS+ ions is also shown.

6.4 Summary and conclusions
The role of metal ions (especially Na+ and Ca+2) binding to biological membranes is of
interest as it affects the structure, dynamics, and stability of lipids, which in turn affect
folding, binding, and insertion of proteins. Ion interaction with phospholipids is driven
mainly by Coulombic forces near the headgroup region and is therefore more pronounced for
anionic lipids [39]. There are several reports of individual domain formation or phase
separation in heterogeneous lipid bilayers prepared from a mixture of lipids, especially using
a zwitterionic (PC) and an anionic (PS, PI PG etc) with or without cholesterol [40-43]. The
formation of individual domains, especially which are anionic in nature is especially
important from the view point of protein adsorption and their functioning [39], as well as
pore formation induced by charged bio-macromolecules [28-31]. It is important to note that
first step in this phase separation involves some electrostatic interaction between the
negatively charged lipids and positively charged ions or macromolecules. In this context, the
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Figure 6.7: Cartoon showing how formation of individual and mixed domains of POPG
(solid head group) and DPPG (hollow head group) lipids modulates the curcumin induced
modifications of the bilayer and its effect on the adsorption and transport characteristics of
the LDS+ ions.
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results obtained in this study (and earlier [38]) is of importance as it has suggested that
domain formation in lipid mixtures having same head groups is also possible due to the
differential packing tendency of the saturated and unsaturated acyl chains of the lipids. In
addition, this study further demonstrates the ability of curcumin to change the properties of
lipid bilayer which has been postulated as a major cause for the various biological activities
of this drug [44-45]. It must be mentioned that in this work, and also in our earlier work [17],
we have emphasized only on the counter-ion lipid head group interactions. However, the role
of interfacial water molecules must be also acknowledged and investigated. In fact, using the
heterodyne detected electronic SFG spectroscopic technique the importance of interfacial
water has been summarized recently [5]. In addition MD studies also showed that formation
of the Na+-lipid complexes becomes energetically more stable when a water molecule is
shared between them [19,30-31,46]. Therefore it is important to investigate the role of
interfacial water on the curcumin induced disordering in the PG bilayer. One way to examine
the role of water is by using deuterated water (D2O) as solvent. This work is presented in the
next chapter.
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Chapter 7
Deuterium Isotope effect on curcumin induced adsorption &
transport properties of a cationic dye across POPG liposomes

7.1 Introduction
The medicinal pigment curcumin has been extensively studied because of its broad spectrum
biological activities [1-5]. Curcumin has a great affinity for biological membranes and has
been shown to alter their properties. The results of earlier studies suggest that curcumin can
regulate various structurally-unrelated membrane proteins by altering the properties of the
surrounding lipid bilayer [6-9]. Consequently, several studies have been performed in model
membrane systems to understand how curcumin affects the bilayer properties by different
bio-physical techniques [10-17]. One way to probe the curcumin induced changes in the
membrane bilayer properties is to monitor the adsorption and transport of other molecules
across a bilayer in presence of curcumin. The adsorption and transport kinetics of several
organic ions across a lipid bilayer has already been monitored by the interface specific second
harmonic generation (SHG) spectroscopic technique [18-28] and the underlying principle
behind this has been already discussed in detail [18-19]. Using this technique we have
investigated the curcumin induced changes in the permeability of a cationic hemicyanine dye,
LDS+ ions across a negatively charged POPG (1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho(1'-rac-glycerol) liposome bilayer [14, 16-17]. When POPG liposomes were incubated with
curcumin the transport of LDS+ ions across the bilayer was observed to be significantly faster
[14]. Further we have also showed that curcumin increases the adsorption and transport of
LDS+ ions, while partitioning from the aqueous to the bilayer phase [16-17]. In order to
explain the curcumin induced increase in the adsorption of LDS+ ions on the outer POPG
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bilayer we have proposed that curcumin disrupts the counter ion (e.g. Na+) – lipid interactions
near the head group region of POPG lipids. According to several Molecular Dynamics
simulations, these interactions which occur via formation of ion-lipid and lipid-ion-lipid
complexes were responsible for stabilizing the bilayer by reducing the lipid-lipid repulsion
arising due to similar charge of the lipid head groups [29-32]. In addition these studies have
also showed that the formation of the Na+-lipid complexes becomes energetically more stable
when a water molecule is shared between them. Several recent studies using the heterodyne
detected electronic sum frequency generation technique have shed light upon how the
interaction of lipid head groups with water affect the interfacial pH and orientation of
interfacial water molecules [33-36]. So far, the studies carried out by us have emphasized
only on the effect of curcumin on the counter-ion lipid head group interactions. However, the
role of interfacial water molecules on the curcumin induced disordering in the POPG bilayer
must also be investigated. One way to examine the role of water is to use POPG liposomes
suspended either in H2O or D2O and then compare the effect of curcumin on the adsorption
and transport of the LDS+ ion using the SHG technique. Here we report how the effect of
curcumin induced disruptions of the counter ion - solvent - lipid interactions changes by
isotopic substitution of the solvent. Since our earlier results [16-17] suggests that the enolic
hydrogen of curcumin may play a crucial role, we have also compared the effect of replacing
them with deuterium.

7.2 Results
The average laser power used in the SHG experiments was 500 mW and the temperature of
solutions was kept at 7.5 °C unless mentioned otherwise. Micro-liter aliquots (< 2 µL) from a
concentrated stock solution of curch in methanol (or, curcd in deuterated methanol) were
added to the liposome to get the desired curcumin: lipid (C/L) ratio. The amount of methanol
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(or deuterated methanol) added to the POPG liposomes did not induce any changes in the
liposomes characteristics which was confirmed by measuring their size, zeta potential and
also comparing the transport characteristics of the LDS+ ions across the bilayer. Before
investigating the effect of curcumin we have studied the effect of substituting H2O by D2O on
the transport characteristics of LDS+ ions across POPG bilayer. Figure 7.1 describes the time
dependent changes of the SH electric field (E2 ) generated from a solution of POPG
liposomes suspended in pH 5 buffer (or, pD 5 D2O buffer) to which 5 uM LDS+ ions were
added at t = 100 second. Before addition of LDS+ ions the observed E2 signal arises due to
Hyper-Rayleigh scattering from the liposomes [14, 16-17].
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D2O: Tav = 390s

% transport = 0.48
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Figure 7.1: Normalized SH electric field (E2 ) of LDS+ ions (5 µM) at pH 5.0 (black curve)
and pD 5.0 (red curve) at room temperature. LDS+ ions were added to a solution of POPG
liposomes (50 µM) at 0 second time point. The exponential fits for the corresponding curves
were shown as lines. The transport time constants (in seconds) and the percentage transport
(i.e. ratio of LDS+ ions adsorbed to the inner and outer bilayer) are also shown in the figure.
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The instantaneous (< 1 second) increase in the E2 (at t = 100 second) as soon as LDS+ ions
were added is due to the rapid electrostatic adsorption of the LDS+ ions on the negatively
charged outer bilayer surface of the POPG liposomes as has been demonstrated in numerous
studies earlier [18-28]. The SH electric field, after addition of LDS+ ions, is dominated by the
E2 signal of LDS+ ions [E2 (LDS+)] which then decreases gradually due to transport of the
LDS+ ions from the outer to inner lipid bilayer [14]. It was observed that the average
transport time constant of the LDS+ ions increases from 260 to 390 second and the percentage
transport (i.e. the ratio of the LDS+ ions residing at the inner and outer bilayer, at equilibrium)
also decreases from 57% to 48% when the H2O is replaced by D2O.
In order to see the deuterium isotope effect on the curcumin induced changes in the
adsorption and transport properties of the LDS+ ions, we note that in a chemical process, the
isotope effect consists of two parts: the solvent isotope effect, where the solvent H2O is
replaced by D2O and the deuterium isotope effect, where the hydrogen atoms of the molecule
(or molecules) of interest is replaced by deuterium. Curcumin being our molecule of interest
we have replaced the enolic hydrogen of the molecule by deuterium as described in the
experimental section. To investigate the isotope effect, we have carried out the experiment in
three different ways by using different combinations of H2O, D2O, curcumin (curh) and
deuterated curcumin (curcd) as follows:
Case I: Control: Here water and curch were used and this serves as the control experiment.
Case II: Solvent isotope effect: Here D2O and curch were used and this represents the solvent
isotope effect
Case III: Total isotope effect: Here D2O and curcd were used and this experiment provides the
total isotope effect.
From here on, these three experiments will be referred as control (Case I), solvent (Case II)
and total (Case III). It is pertinent to note that in the cross experiment (i.e. case II) there is a
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possibility of H/D exchange between curch and D2O during the experimental time window
(2000 second). Repeated measurements were made using different batches of samples and the
results obtained were consistent which made us to believe that the possibility of H/D
exchange during the experimental time window is negligible. Following our earlier work [16]
we have kept the pH (or pD) of the liposome solution at 5.0, but since the freezing point of
D2O is ~ 4.0 °C, we have kept the temperature of the medium at 7.5 °C. Figure 7.2 describes
the time dependent changes of the SH electric field (E2 ) generated from a solution of POPG
liposomes for these three experiments where 5 µM LDS+ ions were added at t = 0 second
followed by addition of curch (or curcd) at t = 50 second. The curcumin: lipid molar ratio (C/L)
was varied from 0.002 to 0.200. For clarity, only some selected traces for each case are
shown in Figure 7.2. Consistent with our previous work, it was observed that addition of
curcumin resulted in an increase of the E2 signal of the LDS+ ions ( E2 ) which was then
followed by a decrease over time. From Figure 7.2, it is obvious that the rate of decrease of
the E2 signal of the LDS+ ions with increasing C/L ratio depends upon the experimental
conditions, i.e. pertaining to cases I-III. An isotopic substitution of the solvent leads to clearly
different trends in the E2 (t) signal (following curcumin addition) are especially at higher C/L
ratios. In addition, when D2O is used as the solvent, at higher C/L ratio, the kinetic profiles of
the E2 signal of the LDS+ ions (following curcumin addition) was observed to be nonexponential; the decay of the E2 signal shows a prominent shoulder.
Following our earlier works, we have estimated the two parameters associated with curcumin
induced changes in the E2 signal of the LDS+ ions:
i) The fractional increase of the E2 (t) signal immediately after curcumin addition: E2
ii) The decay rate constants of the E2 (t) signal following the fractional increase, E2 :
ktr
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Figure 7.2: Changes in the E2 signal of LDS+ ions due to the addition of curcumin (added at
t = 100 second time point) to a solution containing LDS+ ions (5 µM) and POPG (50 µM)
liposomes. Curcumin:Lipid (C/L) was varied from 1

10-3 to 0.2. The temperature of the

solution was kept at 7 °C. The three panels represent the cases as described in the text.
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The decay rate constants were estimated by exponential fitting of the E2 (t) signal of the
LDS+ ions, from the time point where the fractional increase of the signal following curcumin
addition has been completed. For cases, where the E2 (t) signal of the LDS+ ions were
observed to be non-exponential, decay rate constants were estimated by exponential fitting of
the E2 trace after the shoulder formation. It is obvious that the ktr values obtained in this way
will not represent the overall kinetics, nevertheless it would give us a rough estimate about
the bilayer crossing rate of the LDS+ ions. Changes in the E2 and ktr values with increasing
C/L ratio is presented in Figure 7. 3.
In the control experiment (case I), following curcumin addition, the E2 (or ktr) values were
observed to remain similar up to a C/L ratio of 0.02 (or 0.06 in case of ktr), increasing sharply
thereafter. In addition, the

E2 values were observed to level off at a C/L ratio of 0.10.

Although the trend in the E2 and ktr values of LDS+ ions were slightly different than what
We have observed before [14], we note that in these two cases the temperature of the solution
is different (2 °C versus 7.5 °C) which might affect the curcumin induced alteration of the
POPG bilayer.
A significant isotope effect was observed when H2O is replaced by D2O for the trending E2
and ktr values with increasing C/L ratio. However, when curch is replaced with curcd no such
effects were visible (Cases II and III). Although the trends in the E2 values were observed
to be more or less similar for all the three cases, the magnitude of increase in the E2 values
(after C/L ratio of 0.02) was seen to decrease considerably (~2x) with respect to the control
experiment.
On the other hand, the C/L ratio dependent trends in the ktr values for cases II and III were
observed to be quite different from the control case. In particular, when H2O is replaced by
D2O (solvent and total cases), the increase in the ktr values starts to appear at a higher C/ L
ratio (~0.10) and the magnitude of increase was substantially lower (~10x).
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Figure 7.3: Changes in the E2 (filled squares connected with solid lines) and transport
rate constant (kt) values (hollow squares connected with dashed lines) of LDS+ ions with C/L
values corresponding to the three cases presented in Figure 7.2. The Y-axis representing the
kt values is in logarithmic scale to capture the full variation.
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As stated earlier, the time dependent changes in the E2 signal of the LDS+ ions following
curcumin addition were non-exponential in nature at higher C/L ratios when D2O is used as
the solvent. In order to gain further insight about this a temperature variation experiment was
performed. The temperature was varied from 7 to 25 °C and the corresponding E2 (t) traces
were recorded at a fixed C/L ratio (0.20) for the solvent and total cases and shown in Figure
7.4. From Figure 7.4 it is clear that with increase in temperature the non-exponential
characteristics in E2 signal of the LDS+ ions starts to decrease, although it is non-existent for
the solvent case, but it is still there for the total case. The corresponding changes in the E2
and ktr values are also shown in the inset of Figure 7.4. While E2 decreases with increasing
temperature, the ktr values increases with increasing temperature for the total case.
Interestingly, for the solvent case, although the ktr values increases with increasing
temperature, the

E2

values first increase and then decreases with increasing

temperatureThe observed changes in the E2 signal of the LDS+ ions following curcumin
addition thus shows a pronounced isotope effect.
To understand the reason behind these changes fluorescence spectroscopic signatures of
curcumin (curch & curcd) pertaining to all these three cases were also investigated. The
fluorescence (steady state and time resolved) properties of curch & curcd under the exact
experimental conditions (except LDS+ ions) pertaining to all the three cases (C/L = 0.10) is
presented in Figure 7.5. It can be observed from Figure 7.5 that the fluorescence properties of
curcumin can are quite different between the control and the solvent and total case. The
fluorescence excitation spectra of curcumin for the control experiment were observed to be
slightly blue shifted (~ 2-3 nm) compared to the solvent and total case. Similarly the
fluorescence emission spectra of curcumin in the control experiment were observed to have a
distinct shoulder on the high energy side (~ 475 nm) compared to the solvent and total case.
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Figure 7.4: Temperature dependent changes in the E2 signal of LDS+ ions due to the
addition of curcumin (added at t = 100 second time point) to a solution containing LDS+ ions
(5 µM) and POPG (50 µM) liposomes for the solvent (top) and total (bottom) cases.
Curcumin: lipid (C/L) was kept at 0.2. The temperatures are 7.5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 °C. The
insets represent the variations in E2 and ktr with temperature.
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em

= 410 nm) for the three cases.The

In addition, the average fluorescence lifetimes (presented in Table 7.1) of curcumin in the
control experiment is faster compared to the solvent and total case. Although the short
component of the lifetime is similar for all the three cases, the long component of the lifetime
for the solvent and total case is higher compared to the control experiment indicating the
presence of a deuterium isotope effect in the excited state of the curcumin molecule [65].

Table 7.1: Fluorescence lifetime parameters of curcumin corresponding to the data presented
in Figure 7.5. The values in parenthesis correspond to the amplitudes of the individual
lifetime components. All lifetimes are in picoseconds. The average errors in these values are
estimated to be 10%.
Case

1(a1)

2(a2)

I. Control

160 (0.37)

420 (0.63)

320

II. Solvent

160 (0.31)

490 (0.69)

390

III. Total

180 (0.35)

520 (0.65)

400

av

7.3 Discussion
The main objective of this work was to investigate the role of the solvent on the curcumin
induced changes in the counter ion - solvent - lipid interactions. For this purpose isotopic
substitution experiments were carried out to understand, at least qualitatively, the factors
which affect the bilayer modification by curcumin.
The physicochemical characteristics of light (H2O) and heavy (D2O) water are a little bit
different as deuterium is two times heavier than protium [37]. D2O has higher density,
viscosity, as well as melting and boiling points which indicate that its structure is more
compact compared to H2O. Replacement of hydrogen by deuterium within the water
molecule was shown to strengthen the covalent [37-39] as well as the non-covalent deuterium
bonding [38, 40-41] compared to their respective hydrogen bonding analogs. Intramolecular
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deuterium bonds being stronger than hydrogen bonds strengthen the hydrophobic interactions.
As a result, the native structures of proteins were observed to be more rigid and increase their
tendency to aggregate in D2O [42-46] and various biological processes are affected when
H2O is replaced with D2O [47-52]. The effects of D2O on biological membranes are so far
focused on the function of membrane proteins [53-58]. As stated earlier in the introduction
section, water molecules penetrate the head group region of the bilayer and forms a hydrogen
bonding network connecting the lipid molecules and counter ions (e.g. Na+) [29-32]. It is
expected that replacing H2O by D2O should increase the strength of this network resulting in
alterations in the properties of the phospholipid bilayers. Results of differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) and electron spin resonance (ESR) studies suggest a stronger packing of
lipid hydrocarbon chains and a lateral compression of lipid molecules resulting in bilayer
ordering and restricted mobility at the phospholipid head group region when the H2O is
replaced by D2O [59-61]. A recent molecular dynamics (MD) simulation study reveals that
while there is no significant changes in the time averaged properties (e.g. area per lipid,
membrane thickness etc) the time-dependent properties were significantly changed when H2O
is replaced by D2O. The mobility of the heavy water molecules associated with phospholipid
head group region becomes substantially slower and the lipid-D2O and lipid-lipid interactions
becomes more stable due to the heavier mass of deuterium and stronger deuterium bonds
compared to hydrogen bonds [62].
Our results on the transport characteristics of the LDS+ ions across a POPG bilayer shows a
“solvent” isotope effect when H2O is replaced by D2O. A 33% decrease in the transport rate
accompanied by a 9% decrease in the overall transport of the LDS+ ions could be observed
when POPG liposomes were suspended in D2O medium. Overall this reflects the D2O
induced changes in the bilayer properties as discussed above. The magnitude of this “solvent”
isotope effect is ~1.3 times if the average transport rate of the LDS+ ions is considered. At
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this point we would like to compare the results of a recent study, where the fluorescence
properties of the fluorophore Laurdan incorporated in either DMPC or POPC large
unilamellar vesicles were studied in H2O and D2O medium [63]. It was observed that for both
lipids the fluorescence spectral relaxation becomes slower (14 to 17 %) when H2O is replaced
by D2O. This has been attributed to the reduced mobility of the hydrated functional groups of
the lipid molecules surrounding the fluorophore. The total emission shift of Laurdan was
observed to be slightly smaller in case of liposomes suspended in D2O which is attributed to
the lesser degree of hydration in the head group region of the lipids by D2O. In addition
fluorescence anisotropy studies using the fluorophore DPH suggest that the hydrophobic core
of the bilayer is slightly stiffer when the bilayer is hydrated by D2O. Therefore the overall
outcome of the “solvent” isotope effect on a lipid bilayer can be summarized as a “stiffening”
effect of the bilayer.
Compared to the moderate “solvent” isotope effect discussed above, a significant isotope
effect is observed when curcumin is added in-situ during the transport of LDS+ ions across a
POPG bilayer. Since the effect of curcumin is quantified by measuring the parameters E2
and ktr it would be relevant to discuss the significance of these two parameters at this point.
Results obtained from our earlier work [16] not only supports a two-state binding model of
curcumin with POPG bilayer [10, 13] but more importantly indicates that when the drug is
localized at the aqueous bilayer interface, it creates extra binding sites for the LDS+ ions by
disrupting the lipid-counter ion (e.g. Na+) complexes. It should be noted here that the lipidcounter ion complexes are also mediated by solvent (e.g. water) bridges [29-32]. The creation
of extra binding sites is a result of the alteration of the bilayer surface charge density by
curcumin thereby causing more LDS+ ions to adsorb on the outer surface of the POPG bilayer
which is quantified by the E2 parameter. When the drug is intercalated in the hydrophobic
region of the bilayer (corresponding to a higher C/L ratio) the transport rate of the LDS+ ions
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(quantified by the ktr parameter) were observed to increase significantly. This is consistent
with the expectation that curcumin being a polar molecule (dipole moment ~10 Debye [64])
will lower the energy barrier (associated within the hydrophobic domain of the bilayer) of the
LDS+ ions to cross the bilayer.
We now attempt to give an explanation for the observed trends in the

E2 versus the C/L

ratio as described in Figure 7.3. As discussed before, the parameter

E2 represents the

disruption of the lipid- H2O / D2O -Na+ network by curch/curcd molecules. It is reasonable to
expect that this process will involve: i) disruption of the hydrogen/deuterium bonds in the
lipid- H2O / D2O -Na+ network and ii) formation of hydrogen/deuterium bonds between the
polar head groups of the POPG lipids and in particular the enolic hydrogen/deuterium of the
curch/curcd molecules [16]. Therefore, the observed ~2x decrease in the magnitude of the
E2 values compared to the control indicates that the energetic cost to disrupt the lipid- D2O
-Na+ network by formation of a hydrogen/deuterium bond between curch/curcd and the head
group of a POPG lipid is quite high and thus the magnitude of increase in the E2 value for
the solvent and total case is lower than the control.
The observed trends in the ktr values were quite similar when the solvent is D2O.
Replacement of H2O by D2O induces a significant change in the trending ktr values. As
discussed before, the ktr parameter signifies the localization of curcumin in the hydrophobic
region of the bilayer, and thus when D2O is used, the trending ktr values suggest that in this
case curcumin is not able to localize in the hydrophobic region of the bilayer. We attribute
this to the D2O induced alteration in bilayer properties as discussed earlier [59-61]. Further
support for this hypothesis is provided by the fluorescence spectroscopic signatures of the
drug presented in Figure 7.5. Since curcumin is a polar molecule, a blue shift in its
fluorescence excitation and emission spectra will indicate that the drug is experiencing a
nonpolar environment. The blue shifted fluoresnce excitation spectra and appearnece of a
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distinct sholder in the blue side of the fluorescence emission spectra for the control
experiment suggests that in these cases a certain population of the drug also resides in a
hydrophobic region, i.e. the hydrophobic bilayer.
One interesting observation that could not be explained is the appearance of a shoulder in the
time dependent E2 traces of the LDS+ ions for solvent and total cases. That this is a kinetic
controlled process is revelaed by the disappreance of the shoulder with increase in the
temperature, but the origin of this is, at present, unknown.

7.4 Summary and conclusions
In summary, we have attempted to investigate the role of solvent water, on the curcumin
induced changes in the adsorption and transport properties of the LDS+ ions across a POPG
bilayer by replacing water with its heavier isotope D2O. The SHG experiments were designed
so as to separate the deuterium and the solvent isotope effect by using different combinations
of H2O, D2O, curch and curcd. Results obtained confirmed the important role of solvent at the
aqueous-bilayer interface. Significant isotope effects were observed when D2O and curcd
were used and the results obtained were interpreted as a result of strength of the deuterium
bond and D2O induced alteration in the bilayer properties.
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Chapter 8
Summary and future prospective

In this thesis the effect of the medicinal pigment curcumin, on the adsorption and transport
characteristics of an organic cation across a lipid bilayer has been studied utilizing the
interface specific SHG spectroscopic technique.
In order to monitor the curcumin induced changes in liposomes having PG head groups, a
hemicyanine dye, LDS-698 has been used. Using ~800 nm femotosecond laser excitation, a
detailed spectroscopic characterization of the cationic form of the dye, LDS+ was done to
demonstrate its suitability as a second harmonic probe to monitor the permeability of PG
liposomes.
In the first study, it was observed that curcumin significantly enhances the permeability of a
model POPG membrane against the LDS+ ions. Control experiments were carried out using
other lipophilic molecules like DPH and Nile Red to compare the membrane permeability
properties of these molecules with curcumin and it was observed that the latter molecule is
superior in making the POPG membrane more permeable to LDS+ ion. This study, while
demonstrating the increased permeability of liposomal curcumin, in particular against organic
cations, raises the speculation that the biological activity of the drug might result from its
membrane altering properties. It is possible that the origin of this enhanced membrane
permeability may depend upon the interaction of the molecule with the polar head group
region of the lipid which prompted to compare the membrane (POPG) permeability property
of curcumin with another lipophilic molecule chlorin-p6 (Cp6). A pH dependent membrane
permeability study revealed that the effect of Cp6 and Curcumin are opposite, while the
former significantly enhanced the transport of LDS+ ions at acidic pH the latter enhanced it at
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neutral pH. Supplementary FRET studies were carried out to understand the pH dependent
bilayer localization of the drugs and it was concluded that interaction between the various
ionic species of the drugs and polar head groups of the lipid is a crucial factor which is
responsible for the drug induced membrane permeability. Next, an attempt was made to
understand how curcumin alters the POPG bilayer by monitoring the adsorption and transport
properties of LDS+ ions while curcumin partitions into the bilayer. Following addition of
Curcumin, the intensity of SH electric field (E2 ) of LDS+ ions adsorbed on the outer bilayer
of the POPG liposome was observed to increase instantaneously (< 1 second). Control
experiments confirmed that this increase is not due to curcumin. The fractional increase in
the SH electric field (Ef2 ) and the bilayer transport rates (kT) of LDS+ ions were then studied
with respect to the pH of the solution and also with the curcumin content in the lipid bilayer.
It was established that the neutral form of curcumin is more conducive for increasing the Ef2
of LDS+ ions. It was observed that with increasing curcumin content in the lipid bilayer two
distinct regimes could be observed in terms of Ef2 and kT values of LDS+ ions which
supports an earlier two-state binding model of curcumin with the POPG bilayer. Additionally,
it was further proposed that initially curcumin binds to the surface of the bilayer replacing the
counter ions (Na+) bound to the lipid head groups and at higher concentrations it intercalates
within the hydrophobic domain of the bilayer altering its hydrophobicity inducing enhanced
transport of the LDS+ ions. This hypothesis is further tested by manipulating the POPG
bilayer rigidity using a several mixtures of saturated DPPG and unsaturated POPG lipids. The
observed kinetic trends of the E2 (LDS+ ions) signal following curcumin addition is
explained on the basis of the relative strength of the Na+-POPG and Na+-DPPG interaction.
Higher ordering of the lipid acyl chain region in DPPG liposome makes the Na+-DPPG
interaction much stronger than the Na+-POPG interaction. Additionally it is proposed that in
liposomes made from POPG and DPPG lipids, individual domains of POPG and DPPG lipids
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exist depending on the mole-fractions of the individual lipids and the corresponding phase
state of the bilayer. A qualitative insight about how bilayer phase separation can be achieved
by modulating the hydrophobic interactions between the lipid acyl chains is one interesting
outcome of this work. Although studies carried out so far have emphasized only on the
counter-ion lipid head group interactions, the role of interfacial water molecules must be also
acknowledged and investigated. The role of interfacial water is investigated indirectly by
comparing the curcumin induced changes in the adsorption and transport characteristics of
LDS+ ions using POPG liposomes suspended in water and in deuterated water (D2O). The
isotope effect experiments are designed such as to investigate separately the “deuterium
isotope effect” (i.e. where there is H/D exchange) and “solvent isotope effect” (where H2O is
replaced by D2O). Results obtained showed a significant isotope effect on the adsorption and
transport properties of LDS+ ions while curcumin is partitioning into a POPG bilayer. This is
largely due to the solvent isotopeeeffect and is attributed to the D2O induced modification of
bilayer properties.
The results obtained in this thesis work demonstrate the ability of curcumin to alter a POPG
bilayer by disrupting the network of lipid-counter ion-water complexes. However in order to
get a more comprehensive picture, the interaction of Curcumin with the lipid head group
needs to be studied in more detail. Firstly, the role of the acidic hydrogens of curcumin needs
to be investigated by using different derivatives of curcumin where these will be replaced by
some inert group, i.e. methyl. Secondly, the role of interfacial water, and the role of the enolic
hydrogen of curcumin needs to be investigated. This can be done by the SFG technique
which can monitor the OH stretch of the water and the enolic OH stretch of curcumin which
are well separated in frequency. These studies are expected to provide further insights about
the molecular mechanism behind the curcumin induced alterations in lipid bilayer.
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